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Abstract
There is an overwhelming tendency for scholars of Polish music to politicise the
presence of folk music references when they appear in art music compositions. This
has particularly been the case in studies of Frédéric Chopin, where certain myths
pertaining to that composer’s extramusical intentions long dominated how his music
was unpacked in musicological discourse. In this thesis, I demonstrate that our
understanding of later Polish composers suffers similarly from this tendency. In an
examination of the discourse surrounding both Karol Szymanowski and Henryk
Mikołaj Górecki, I show that a myopic understanding of the compositional
possibilities bound up in folk music engagement has limited the scope of our
interrogations into their compositional practices. I then reposition folk music as an
aesthetic tool in their works that has enabled these artists to negotiate the
compositional challenges confronting their respective generations. In addition to
improving our understanding of these two composers’ methods, my analyses
highlight how folk music models can lend a sense of familiarity and cohesion to the
modern musical aesthetic.
I then take these findings and define a framework for categorising the aesthetic
function of folklore in modern Polish music. Turning to my own compositional
practice, I analyse a portfolio of original works that have been influenced by my
concurrent study of Polish composers and Polish folk music. With this I demonstrate
how these categories of aesthetic function have enabled me to engage with a wide
range of traditional sources, including Polish folk music, folk music from other
cultures, and other non-musical artefacts of Polish culture. I further show that, within
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this breadth of historical sources, there exists a significant amount of aesthetic
potential waiting to be unpacked by any modern composer who shares my goal to
create music that is cohesive, conveys a clear musical narrative, and possesses a
strong individual identity.
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Introduction
Over the past four years, I have embarked on a project resulting in two integrated
bodies of work. One represents the continuation of my creative practice as a
composer of concert music. The other has evolved into a substantial research project,
which has continually guided and informed that creative practice. In turn, my
compositions have come to provide new evidence in support of my research. This
submission, therefore, contains both a written thesis (Volume I) and a portfolio of
compositions (Volume II) that should be assessed as a whole, with equal weighting
given to both.
As the title of this thesis indicates, the focus of my research is the music of Poland. I,
like my parents before me, was born in Australia. However, a few years prior to my
mother’s birth, her parents arrived as refugees who had been displaced by the events
of World War II. They had met in Germany – one a captured soldier, the other a
civilian forced labourer, both permanently removed from their families and
homeland. They were Polish, and it is this familial connection that has fuelled my
interest in that nation’s culture.
I first visited Poland in 2005 with my parents, and I returned as a backpacker two
years later. Across these visits I traveled through Warsaw, Kraków, Zakopane,
Częstochowa and Oświęcim. While in the latter, I toured that town’s most infamous
site: the Auschwitz concentration camp. I was, of course, deeply disturbed by what I
saw, yet from that point on my interest in World War II history was piqued. For years
I pursued this interest by reading countless books on Nazi Germany and the
Holocaust. Thus, to me, Poland largely became the unfortunate site of unimaginable,
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and frighteningly recent, atrocities. This has remained a topic of general, and
admittedly morbid, fascination to me and at times has infiltrated the programmatic
content of my music (see, for example, Chamber Music for Tereska, discussed on
page 104, which takes its title and narrative inspiration from a photograph of a war-
time orphaned Polish girl).
The spiritual side of Polish culture also made a strong impression upon me in those
early years of exploration. My first visit came only months after the passing of
national hero Karol Wojtyła – better known as Pope John Paul II – and in
Częstochowa I discovered the “spiritual heart” of Poland, centred around the famous
Black Madonna icon. The impression of such sites has, at times, similarly influenced
the extramusical ideas explored within my music (the most clear example of this can
be found in Bells & Crosses, discussed on page 113, a piece that was composed after
a later visit to that same Polish city). Furthermore, historical musical sources
associated with religious liturgy in Poland have repeatedly provided me with base
material during the compositional process (see the Catholic hymn melody used
extensively in Trio I, discussed on page 132).
As I learned more about Poland’s war-time experiences and present-day culture, its
immediate post-WWII history remained something of a blindspot. This interim
period possessed a sense of mystery, as my grandparents had been unable to
reestablish contact with their families in Eastern Poland after the war. I also
understood that there was a tendency amongst the post-war migrants to be suspicious
of anyone claiming to be a relative reaching out from behind the “Iron Curtain” in
later decades. When I enrolled as a composition undergraduate at the Sydney
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Conservatorium of Music in 2010, I was therefore intrigued by the discovery that
post-war Poland had produced some of the most original and acclaimed concert
music of the mid-to-late twentieth century. 
The post-war avant-garde Polish music scene became the context in which I would
begin to understand this complex period of time. Many of the seminal pieces I
studied reinforced the image of Poland that I had sub-consciously constructed –
works such as Krzysztof Penderecki’s (b. 1933) Threnody for the Victims of
Hiroshima (1960) and Polish Requiem (1984/1993), Witold Lutosławski’s (1913–
1994) Musique funèbre (Funeral Music, 1958), and Henryk Mikołaj Górecki’s
(1933–2010) Symfonia pieśni żałosnych (Symphony of Sorrowful Songs, 1976). Their
titles hinted at the bleakness of life one might have expected within such a
beleaguered nation, and related media furthered this impression. Two CD covers
adorning recent EMI releases of Penderecki’s Threnody, for example, respectively
feature an abstract “blood crucifix” and a decorative pattern of barbed-wire. 1 Other
examples are far less subtle: one is reminded of the Ludovico Technique in A
Clockwork Orange when watching footage of skeletal corpses being flung into mass
graves at a Nazi death camp, accompanied by the first movement of Górecki’s
Symphony, in Tony Palmer’s 1993 documentary setting of the piece.2
The work of one English-language author proved invaluable as I sought to look
beyond these superficial representations of modern Polish music. Adrian Thomas’
survey of the topic, Polish Music Since Szymanowski, introduced me to the names of
1 Krzysztof Penderecki, Threnody to the Victims of Hiroshima; Symphony No. 1; Cello Concerto 
No. 1, Various Artists, EMI Classics 6784242, 2012, CD; Krzysztof Penderecki, Cello Concerto; 
Partita; Symphony; Threnody, Various Artists, EMI Classics, 2007, CD.
2 Tony Palmer, The Symphony of Sorrowful Songs (Tony Palmer Films, 2007).
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countless composers while some independent research resulted in the discovery of
many impressive scores and recordings.3 This was not music about war and death.
This was music concerned with extracting every scintilla of sonic potential from
within the orchestra (the early avant-garde movement popularly known as
“sonorism,” of which Penderecki’s Threnody is representative);4 music pursuing a
clear experimental artistic philosophy and engaging with external art forms (the
“unitary” works of Zygmunt Krauze, b. 1938);5 music with an historical focus and a
playful postmodern bent (the “sur-conventionalism” of Paweł Szymański, b. 1954,
and Stanisław Krupowicz, b. 1952).6 Much of this innovative new music, I noted,
received its premiere at the annual Warsaw Autumn festival.
I subsequently began to understand Poland’s broader post-WWII history by reading
about the Warsaw Autumn and the context in which this avant-garde music
developed. The work of writers such as Lisa Jakelski highlights the significance of
art music throughout this period, while also shedding light on the social and political
challenges that the Polish people faced.7 Indeed, a range of fascinating studies
explore the complex relationship between music and politics during Poland’s decades
under Communist party rule.8 Yet the key point impressed upon me as I became
3 Adrian Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, Music in the 20th Century (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2005).
4 Lidia Rappoport, “Sonorism: Problems of Style and Form in Modern Polish Music,” Journal of 
Musicological Research 4, no. 3–4 (1983): 399–415.
5 Krzysztof Szwajgier, “The Poetics of Unism in Music,” Musicology Today 12, no. 1 (2015): 127–
136.
6 Bogumiła Mika, “Playing with Times. Polish Sur-Conventionalism of the 1980s,” New Sound: 
International Magazine for Music, no. 45 (2015): 45–59.
7 Lisa Jakelski, “Pushing Boundaries: Mobility at the Warsaw Autumn International Festival of 
Contemporary Music,” East European Politics & Societies 29, no. 1 (2015): 189–211.
8 The work of Cindy Bylander is particularly engaging. For example, see: Cindy Bylander, 
“Responses to Adversity: The Polish Composers Union and Musical Life in the 1970s and 1980s,”
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better informed about this period was that modern art music provided a means of
creating social connections that transcended two fronts: national borders and
historical time. The first of these has been well explored by authors already
mentioned, who emphasise the international role of the Warsaw Autumn.
Furthermore, Peter J. Schmeltz has articulated the added significance of that festival
serving as a gateway connecting Soviet musicians with their counterparts in the
West.9
It was the less-analysed role of music in enabling Polish composers to establish
contact with the cultural traditions of their homeland that struck me as worthy of
further interrogation. In the 1970s, many composers engaged with music from the
distant past – particularly folk music – while continuing to develop their own unique
musical language. Poland was not the only place in which this phenomenon was
occurring.10 However, in the case of Poland, there seemed to be a clear social purpose
for a 1970s aesthetic shift that saw composers somewhat abandon the technical
focuses of the experimental avant-garde. According to the Polish musicologist Marek
Podhajski, this was driven by a desire to increase accessibility and overcome recent
failures to maintain expressive contact with listeners. 11 Many faced this challenge by
The Musical Quarterly 95, no. 4 (2012): 459–509.
9 Indeed, the fact that art music had a degree of freedom to flourish within Poland (at least in 
comparison to the Soviet, and other “satellite”, states) is one of my reasons for viewing political 
readings of Polish music with a degree of scepticism. See: Peter J. Schmelz, Such Freedom, If 
Only Musical: Unofficial Soviet Music During the Thaw (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009).
10 Geoffrey Cox has argued that the 1960s turn to musical quotation by composers such as Luciano 
Berio (1925–2003) and George Rochberg (1918–2005), as a rebellion against the “clean sweep” 
of total serialism, was a more significant break with the past than serialism itself. See: Geoffrey 
Cox, “A Return to the Future or Forward to the Past?,” Contemporary Music Review 29, no. 3 
(2010): 251–64.
11 Marek Podhajski, “Division into Periods,” in Polish Music. Polish Composers 1918-2010 
(Gdańsk-Lublin: John Paul II Catholic University, 2013), 135–54.
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blending folk idioms with recently-developed modernist techniques in what Thomas
has described as “a process of reclamation of the vernacular” – a vernacular that had
been so tainted by its association with Stalinism.12 While many established “old
guard” composers were associated with this development, there simultaneously
emerged a group of younger Polish composers labelled “New Romantics” by the
influential critic Andrzej Chłopecki.13
Aleksander Lasoń (b. 1951), Eugeniusz Knapik (b. 1951) and Andrzej Krzanowski
(1951–1990) were, early in their careers, best known for having founded their own
alternative annual contemporary music festival in the industrial town Stalowa Wola:
Young Musicians for a Young City (Młodzi Muzycy Młodemu Miastu).14 Outside this
context, however, my early research failed to find any detailed discussion of their
music – nor of their reasons for writing music that was a rebellion against the
modernist aesthetic of their own composition teachers.15 When I did manage to locate
a number of recordings and a handful of scores, I discovered (particularly in the
12 Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, 271; For an overview of the role of socialist realism in 
Polish music, see: Jaroslaw Szurek, “Subversive Sounds: Music and Censorship in Communist 
Poland,” Music Reference Services Quarterly 11, no. 2 (2008): 143–51.
13 Andrzej Chłopecki, “Prezentacja książki Bodhana Pocieja ‘Lutosławski a wartość muzyki,’” 
Spotkania muzyczne w Baranowie 1976. Muzyka w kontekście kultury, ed. Leszek Pololy 
(Kraków: Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne, 1978), 148–150, cited in: Beata Boleslawska-
Lewandowska, “Symphony and Symphonic Thinking in Polish Music after 1956.” (Cardiff 
University, 2010), 262.
14 For a discussion of the Stalowa Wola festival, which ran from 1975 to 1980, see: Cindy Bylander, 
“Charles Ives and Poland’s Stalowa Wola Festival: Inspirations and Legacies,” The Polish Review 
59, no. 2 (2014): 43–60.
15 Both Knapik and Krzanowski studied with Górecki in the early 1970s while Lasoń, at the same 
Katowice academy, first studied jazz then composition with Jozef Świder. See: Thomas, Polish 
Music since Szymanowski, 290–91; Knapik has admitted that their music was “perhaps a kind of 
opposition” to the avant-garde. See: Małgorzata Janicka-Słysz, “Eugeniusza Knapika spojrzenie 
na siebie i na muzykę,” Studio, no. 1 (1995): 25, cited in: Beata Boleslawska-Lewandowska, 
“Symphony and Symphonic Thinking in Polish Music after 1956,” 262.
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music of Lasoń and Krzanowski) uniquely modern sound worlds that blended the
most expressive elements of post-war modernism with stylistic features of folk
music. Krzanowski’s was characterised by his frequent and extensive use of the
accordion, along with occasional recognisable quotations of earlier music. At the
heart of Lasoń’s distinctive sound was his employment of the string family, mixing
dense textures of harmonic glissandi with folk-like ornamentation, and his deft
treatment of tonal centres. 
It was the vernacular influence on the aesthetics of these composers that began to
inspire me in my own compositional practice. I recognised that, by studying their
modern engagement with the musical traditions of their homeland, I would
potentially uncover a pathway for interacting with Polish culture through my own
creative practice. I did ultimately travel to Katowice in 2015 to study with Lasoń,
during which time I composed the overtly-folkloric o Śląsku (discussed on page
71).16 However, through my conversations with the composer, I came to understand
that the folk influences present in his music were less consciously pursued: his music
simply represented a distillation of the aesthetic influences he had taken on
throughout his life in Poland. Indeed, this reflected published assessments of the
attitude adopted by the generation that emerged in the 1970s: they felt no obligation
to create a “national art,” they were free to compose music that they themselves
wanted to hear.17 Nonetheless, Polish culture was inherent in their art.
16 I also happened to meet the late Krzanowski’s daughter, Jagna (herself a composer and God-
daughter of Lasoń), at a conference in Wrocław.
17 Danuta Gwizdalanka, “What Is Polish Music?,” in Polish Music. Polish Composers 1918-2010 
(Gdańsk-Lublin: John Paul II Catholic University, 2013), 155–62, at 160; Cindy Bylander, 
“Charles Ives and Poland’s Stalowa Wola Festival: Inspirations and Legacies,” 55.
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Method and Presentation
Embarking on this Doctor of Philosophy project, I set out to better understand the
role of folk music in the aesthetic of Polish composers from the late-twentieth
century and the current age. My ultimate creative goal was to identify how
vernacular influences might enhance my own music. Upon reviewing the existing
literature concerned with the presence of folkloric influences in Polish music, I
discovered that an overwhelming tendency to focus on the political intentions of
composers – dating back to Frédéric Chopin (1810–1849) – has prevented a
complete understanding of this phenomenon.
In Chapter One, I explore how the propagation of myths regarding Chopin’s
patriotism has resulted in conflicting interpretations of his music. I then show that
two of Poland’s most internationally-recognised composers since Chopin, Karol
Szymanowski (1882–1937) and Henryk Mikołaj Górecki, have had their music
subjected to similarly-problematic scrutiny. Persisting with these two cases, I refocus
the analytical lens to demonstrate that folklore significantly altered their respective
aesthetics. This fact is trivialised when political contexts take focus. I prove that,
even in cases where their music has not been deemed overtly folkloric, the
fundamental properties of Polish folk music enabled Szymanowski and Górecki to
build cohesive musical structures without jeopardising their own originality.
Drawing on the observations and analyses presented in Chapter One, I begin Chapter
Two by categorising the various aesthetic functions of folk sources. Extending on
past scholarly attempts to theorise compositional approaches to musical borrowing, I
devise seven specific categories of aesthetic function, citing examples of each as
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observed in the music of Chopin, Szymanowski, and Górecki. These categories,
which are divided into two broader classes depending on whether the folk source is
considered a foreign or familiar entity, are labelled as follows:
• Foreign: Generic Alteration, Allusive Stylisation, Imitative Stylisation,
Pointed Quotation
• Familiar: Material Generation, Thematic Grounding, Structural Grounding
A subsequent discussion of my portfolio of compositions serves to illustrate these
seven categories and demonstrate the potential for them to be adapted and applied to
a variety of historical musical sources. There are nine works in the portfolio, and they
are presented and grouped in an order that best reflects how they relate with respect
to these categories of function. These works were composed in various stages
throughout this project and have therefore developed alongside the theoretical
framework upon which they rely. Certain compositions draw on Polish folk sources
similar to those found influencing the works of Chopin, Szymanowski, and Górecki.
Others draw on traditional music practices from other parts of the world, including
Australia, and specifically demonstrate how these aesthetic categories can be adapted
to engage with a much broader range of source materials. Others are based on
analyses of art music compositions by those same Polish composers discussed,
further demonstrating the usefulness of these categories when seeking to engage with
sources that are not considered folkloric or vernacular.
The theoretical framework put forward in this thesis offers a means of analysing and
understanding the presence of folk music within works of art music. Its application in
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analysing my composition portfolio, which itself demonstrates the potential for
composers to engage with a vast range of musical practices and traditions, highlights
the extensibility of that framework. It is through this process of creative engagement
that those various sources are allowed to lend their distinctive aesthetic properties to
the production of new and unique musical works. Such works deserve to be
experienced as reflections of the musical influences that have gone into their
creation.
Despite my familial links to Poland and my personal reasons for embarking on a
creative project that deals with material from the country, I do acknowledge my
position as a cultural outsider. It is therefore necessary to remain mindful of the
issues associated with such cross-cultural interaction, particularly those pertaining to
the Western privilege of which I am a beneficiary. I have made every effort to avoid
making the kind of “hard-and-fast distinctions” criticised by Edward Said in his
discussions of Orientalism.18 Although the Iron Curtain has offered Western authors
an imaginary boundary across which to objectively survey the culture of such nations
as Poland, this project does not aim to highlight the differences between Polish music
and the music of any other cultural realm. I have instead focused on identifying and
analysing the function of a very specific phenomenon that has been observed in the
music of Chopin, Szymanowski, and Górecki: the presence of Polish folklore. I have
then sought to partially replicate the observed aesthetic results through my own
respectful engagement with Polish folklore and other sources. I have not, however,
attempted to create representations of Polish identity.
My ability to attain a comprehensive understanding of the music under study in this
18 Edward W. Said, Orientalism (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 2003), 46.
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thesis – including the works of the three composers mentioned above and the
vernacular sources with which they engage – as well as my right to draw on
traditional Polish sources in my own creative practice might be called into question
by some. Similar arguments have been encountered by others before me, and Steven
Nuss provides a thorough counterargument in validating his own engagement with
Japanese musical tradition.19 Nuss adopts the Foucauldian view that culture consists
of “unstable, evolving elements, processes within and between intersecting,
symbiotic, competing heterotopias.”20 He thus dismisses the legitimacy of imaginary
boundaries constructed along biological and geographical grounds, accepts that he
encounters Japanese culture as an “other,” and argues that this fact does not prevent
him from reaching a position of authority on the subject. I have approached this
study of Polish music with similar confidence.
19 Steven Nuss, “Hearing ‘Japanese’, Hearing Takemitsu,” Contemporary Music Review 21, no. 4 
(2002): 35–71.
20 Ibid., 43; emphasis in original.
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Chapter One: Lessons from Chopin, Szymanowski, and Górecki 
When a composer derives material from folk music, scholars often attempt to
identify the social or political agendas influencing that decision. In such instances,
folklore is viewed as a political tool and authors of musicological, biographical and
historical texts have found multiple ways of interpreting the political task intended
by the composer in question.1 As a nation with a rich and comprehensively-
documented folkloric tradition, as well as a remarkably sordid political history, the
music of Poland has been the focus of a range of studies dominated by such political
interpretations. From the nineteenth century until very recently, Frédéric Chopin has
consistently been painted as a Polish patriot in exile, immortalising the Polish spirit
in music while longing for his oppressed homeland. Endeavours to interpret Polish
subjects within his works consequently pervade the Chopin literature. 2 Karol
Szymanowski has similarly been identified as the spiritual leader of national music in
a newly-reunified Polish state – the heir to Chopin’s legacy, working to rebuild the
culture of his people.3 
Even when discussions of Polish composers’ works are more nuanced, political
1 Finkelstein provides a detailed study of the links between composers and their socio-political 
contexts, claiming that music cannot be understood otherwise. He provides analyses, in particular,
of the extramusical intent driving folkloric references located in works from Baroque to mid-
century jazz. See: Sidney Walter Finkelstein, Composer and Nation: The Folk Heritage in Music 
(New York: International Publishers Co, 1989); In his study of national and nationalist music in 
Europe, Bohlman emphasises the political nature of folk music, and the unavoidable implications 
that accompany the blending of folk and art music. See: Philip Vilas Bohlman, The Music of 
European Nationalism: Cultural Identity and Modern History (California: ABC-CLIO, 2004).
2 Maja Trochimczyk, “Chopin and the ‘Polish Race’: On National Ideologies and the Chopin 
Reception,” in The Age of Chopin: Interdisciplinary Inquiries, ed. Halina Goldberg (Indiana: 
Indiana University Press, 2004).
3 Christopher Palmer, Szymanowski (London: British Broadcasting Corporation, 1983), 22–23.
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readings continue to flow underneath the surface. This is evident in the common
portrayal of both Chopin and Szymanowski as cosmopolitan figures seeking to
elevate traditional Polish music to the level of European high art, facilitating an
exchange between their homeland and the broader continent. 4 More recently,
following on from the global success of his folklore-infused Third Symphony,
scholars have interpreted Henryk Mikołaj Górecki’s work as a conspectus of Polish
history and an attempt to draw attention to the plight of the nation during the Cold
War.5 Often missing from such portrayals and interpretations, however, is any effort
to shed light on how Polish folk music served the aesthetic goals and compositional
processes of these three composers.
Fortunately a number of recent studies have challenged long-held beliefs about these
composers’ extra-musical intentions. Jolanta Pekacz argues that Chopin, working as
an exile in Paris surrounded by similarly-fated compatriots, was guided by his own
artistic interests rather than any sense of patriotic duty and points to a lack of
evidence that he engaged in political activities. 6 She also faults the common
assumption that Chopin shared the views of certain other high-profile Polish exiles,
refusing to accept that his proximity to such identities inherently ties him to the
nationalist cause. These assertions paved the way for others to investigate the
methodological flaws leading to the propagation of certain Chopin-centric myths. In
4 Alistair Wightman, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Work (Brookfield, VT: Ashgate, 1999), 1, 
38.
5 Luke B. Howard, “Henryk M. Górecki’s Symphony No. 3 (1976) as a Symbol of Polish Political 
History,” The Polish Review 52, no. 2 (2007): 215–22; Alison Moore, “Is the Unspeakable 
Singable? The Ethics of Holocaust Representation and the Reception of Górecki’s Symphony 
No.3,” Journal of Multidisciplinary International Studies 8, no. 1 (2011).
6 Jolanta T. Pekacz, “Deconstructing a ‘National Composer’: Chopin and Polish Exiles in Paris, 
1831–49,” 19th-Century Music 24, no. 2 (2000): 161–72, at 172.
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particular, Halina Goldberg has demonstrated that the political agenda of early
Chopin scholars had a direct impact on the way his music has been represented in
musicological literature.7 Goldberg claims that the erasure of the Polish nation and
repression of its people fuelled a desire to cultivate Polish ethnicity. She thus
concludes that many of the links between Chopin’s music and traditional national
folk songs were retrospectively built up by late-nineteenth century authors intent on
reinforcing the composer’s Polish bloodline.
Jim Samson adopts a similar approach in his discussions of Szymanowski, claiming
that the political context of 1920s Poland was little more than an excellent “cover
story” for that composer’s personal interest in incorporating Highland folk music into
his existing compositional idiom. Samson demonstrates that Szymanowski’s
fundamental exoticist approach remained consistent throughout his career, regardless
of the composer’s changing stance on Polish patriotism.8 Arguing that, from the
outset of his career, the composer was viewed by the Warsaw base as a
“cosmopolitan outsider,” Samson depicts Szymanowski’s compositional language as
forever evolving in response to external musical influences encountered both abroad
and at home. It was largely a matter of convenience, then, that the composer
discovered the folklore of the nearby Highlands at a time when many other Polish
artists “managed to persuade themselves that the undoubted creative energy of this
region was the residue of a once vital national Polish style, suppressed elsewhere by
political vicissitudes.”9
7 Halina Goldberg, “Nationalizing the Kujawiak and Constructions of Nostalgia in Chopin’s 
Mazurkas,” 19th-Century Music 39, no. 3 (2016): 223–47.
8 Jim Samson, “Szymanowski and Polish Nationalism,” The Musical Times 131, no. 1765 (1990): 
135–37, at 137.
9 Ibid.
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Adrian Thomas (a close acquaintance of Górecki’s, who repeatedly highlights the
introverted, almost hermetic nature of the composer’s existence in his 1997
monograph) explains that Górecki had a personal interest in tradition, and drew on
past music from a variety of sources. He notes that this interest often led the
composer to quote fairly obscure fragments of early Polish music, exploring their
potential to be combined with modern compositional techniques. 10 Thomas focuses
specifically on Górecki’s process of working, demonstrating that the composer drew
upon external musical sources throughout his entire oeuvre regardless of
extramusical contexts.11 
This chapter explores this critical turn in Polish music studies by contrasting
nationalistic readings of the music of Chopin, Szymanowski, and Górecki with
alternative interpretations that manage to look beyond nationalistic factors. After
surveying the various positions taken by scholars in the field, I highlight a significant
problem that continues to arise within Polish music studies: by focusing on the
political dimensions of folk music, and relying on these in our analyses of
compositions that utilise folk devices, we are forced to understand these
compositions in a very specific – and potentially narrow – way. 
I then isolate and reinforce a number of existing claims: that Chopin borrowed traits
of folk genres as a means of altering and enhancing contemporary genres of art
music; that Szymanowski’s creative dependence on the exotic was responsible for his
turn to Polish Highland music, and that he discovered in it a solution to the “melodic
10 Adrian Thomas, Górecki (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 77.
11 Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, 278.
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crisis” of the early-twentieth century; and that Górecki’s lasting relationship with
Polish musical tradition served his desire to establish and maintain expressive contact
with the listener while simultaneously engaging with the experimental approaches
pervading modern music in his time. With my own analyses of late works by
Szymanowski and Górecki, I demonstrate that the same aesthetic influences observed
in compositions considered overtly “folkloric,” and therefore the first to be
interrogated for links to political contexts, are also prevalent in works that are less
directly referential. In doing so, I invite the reader to both appreciate in these
composers’ oeuvres a philosophical consistency that might otherwise be overlooked,
and to better appreciate the potential for vernacular musical forms to influence
modern art music aesthetics.
It is not my intention to discredit those analyses that incorporate political narratives.
Rather, I intend to argue that, by failing to disrupt the methodological inertia that has
resulted from years of folklore politicisation, scholars of Polish music are in danger
of overlooking a broader range of musical influences contributing to – and
compositional lessons arising from – the works of these composers.
Frédéric Chopin
Despite his French father, Frenchified name, and the fact that he spent most of his
adult life in Paris, Frédéric Chopin is today undeniably considered a “Polish”
composer. Furthermore, he is considered an extremely patriotic Polish composer.
This is not least the case within Poland, where he is celebrated as a national icon and
where he continues to be perceived by the citizenry as the greatest Polish composer –
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one whose music symbolises the Polish national character. 12 The “Polish-ness” of
Chopin was already a significant part of his image during the composer’s lifetime,
both within Poland and abroad. According to Jim Samson, non-Polish Europeans
used Chopin’s nationality to explain the unfamiliar and “exotic” elements they heard
in his music.13 For Polish audiences, however, Chopin’s music – comprising
Mazurkas, Polonaises, and other works that allude to native dance forms – ultimately
made the composer an ideal symbol of the people’s socio-political struggle at a time
when a Polish state was non-existent.14 Thus began the Chopin myth, inextricably
tying the composer to the cause of Polish nationalism.
This image of “Chopin the patriot” frequently creeps into analyses of his music.
Recent interest in Chopin’s Op. 15 No. 3 Nocturne in G minor (1830–33) serves as
an excellent case in point. In her 2012 article “Chopin’s Ghosts,” Ewelina
Boczkowska seeks to translate the work’s “melancholic narrative.” She characterises
a “paralysed” melodic phrase as “unwilling to let go of the relief” of something
lost.15 Although the discussion focuses around Chopin’s ambiguous treatment of
tonality, the author’s metaphor is soon made explicit. As Boczkowska’s analysis
concludes:
The piece presents the high F at the beginning as a “strange world elsewhere,” 
the site of ambiguous loss and longing for a return “home,” which is 
12 Barbara Pabjan, “The Reception of Chopin and His Music in Polish Society,” International 
Review of the Aesthetics and Sociology of Music 41, no. 2 (2010): 343–78, at 376.
13 Jim Samson, ed., The Cambridge Companion to Chopin (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1992), 6.
14 Ibid., 7.
15 Ewelina Boczkowska, “Chopin’s Ghosts,” 19th-Century Music 35, no. 3 (2012): 204–23, at 214–
15.
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impossible in the context of G minor. The subsequent sections, including the 
final cadence, function as imagined oases apart from this depressed reality. The
ending rings false in two ways, by appearing perhaps too hastily, and by 
subverting the conventional return to the opening. The conclusion on a Picardy 
third delivers a utopian promise of a return home but also makes clear that this 
“home” is nothing but a figment of the melancholic imagination.16
Boczkowska thus suggests that, by toying with the listener’s structural and harmonic
expectations, Chopin is in fact constructing a commentary on his feelings towards the
statelessness of Poland. She reinforces her argument by citing the work of renowned
Chopin scholar Jeffrey Kallberg. In his 1988 article on “The Rhetoric of Genre,”
after delivering a detailed analysis of the same Nocturne’s genre-defying originality
and then convincingly presenting Chopin as a groundbreaking modernist who re-
defined the structural possibilities of the nocturne, Kallberg proceeds to posit that the
composition might also be about Polish nationalism.17 In formulating his claim, the
author notes that the piece was composed around the time that Adam Mickiewicz’s
The Books and the Pilgrimage of the Polish Nation  (1833) was published.18 Although
there is no explicit evidence suggesting that Chopin ever read the nationalistic
manifesto, Kallberg makes the assumption that the composer “can scarcely have
avoided the nationalist sentiments current in 1832–33.”19 Such is the ease with which
16 Boczkowska, “Chopin’s Ghosts,” 216–17. Boczkowska’s reference to a “strange world 
elsewhere” quotes one of the composer’s letters about Poland, which the author mentions earlier 
in the same article.
17 Jeffrey Kallberg, “The Rhetoric of Genre: Chopin’s Nocturne in G Minor,” 19th-Century Music 
11, no. 3 (1988): 238–61.
18 Adam Mickiewicz, The Books and the Pilgrimage of the Polish Nation (London: James Ridgway, 
1833).
19 Kallberg, “The Rhetoric of Genre,” 257.
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the Chopin myth is both accepted and reinforced by modern scholars.
Barbara Milewski’s “Chopin’s Mazurkas and the Myth of the Folk” attempts to break
this cycle. She describes the notion that Chopin’s Mazurkas are “national works
rooted in an authentic Polish folk-music tradition” as a myth, perpetuated ever since
an 1852 monograph released under Franz Liszt’s name constructed the link. 20
Milewski argues that available evidence, such as the composer’s personal
correspondence, points to the fact that he had very limited contact with folk music.
She thus suggests that, rather than being intimately familiar with the practices of
rural musicians, Chopin actually found Polish folk music to be exotic and
unfamiliar.21 Seeking to explain those aesthetic elements within the Mazurkas that
have been attributed to folk influence (such as sharpened fourths and open-fifth bass
drones), the author demonstrates that they were already prominent in the art music of
Chopin’s hometown, Warsaw. Tracing the origins of these musical features may
indeed lead back to authentic folk practice. However, as Milewski explains, “By
playing up the role of authentic folk music in these works, . . . critics have
necessarily downplayed the influence that Warsaw’s musical life had on the
composer.”22 The desire to construct a compelling back-story to Chopin’s music has,
therefore, had a two-fold effect: long-standing popular myths have been perpetuated,
while facts pertaining to the immediate musical context have been ignored.
In “Deconstructing a ‘National Composer,’” Jolanta Pekacz demonstrates that
Chopin actively avoided those nationalist sentiments to which Kallberg refers. The
20 Barbara Milewski, “Chopin’s Mazurkas and the Myth of the Folk,” 19th-Century Music 23, no. 2 
(1999): 113–35, at 114.
21 Ibid., 122.
22 Ibid., 134.
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composer’s consistency in disengaging with political and social activities, she claims,
contrasts him with many of his contemporary acquaintances such as Mickiewicz and
Franz Liszt (1811–1886).23 Pekacz cites a specific confrontation between Chopin and
Mickiewicz (recounted by two separate witnesses) as evidence that the two artists
clashed, and that the primary cause of conflict was their difference in views on
artistic nationalism. She claims that Chopin was, above all, guided by his own artistic
interests – and not by any sense of patriotic duty.24 She therefore suggests that it was
these interests that led to his greatest innovations, as well as to the numerous texts
attempting to explain the “genius” of Chopin. Whether or not there is enough
evidence to support an overtly antagonistic relationship between Chopin and
Mickiewicz, Pekacz’s work offers an alternative way of understanding Chopin’s
music and its legacy. Given that the perception of Chopin’s “Polishness in life” is
largely based on unsubstantiated biographical conjecture, she argues that studies are
flawed when “facts from Chopin’s life are used to explain his artistic output; and,
conversely, [when] the interpretation of Chopin’s music is used as evidence in his
biography.”25 If we are to avoid tarnishing our analyses of the composer’s output, we
must therefore avoid relying on such unsubstantiated facts.
In her 2016 article “Nationalizing the Kujawiak and Constructions of Nostalgia in
Chopin’s Mazurkas,” Halina Goldberg examines the overly-nationalised readings
that predominate Chopin literature, thus highlighting the ways in which these
unsubstantiated facts are unquestioningly reinforced over time. She explores the way
in which one musical form developed an association with nationalism and has
23 Pekacz, “Deconstructing a ‘National Composer,’” 171.
24 Ibid., 172.
25 Ibid., 161–63.
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retrospectively been used as evidence of Chopin’s patriotism. 26 Goldberg explains
that the slow, minor passages in Chopin’s Mazurkas are often understood to be
stylisations of a specific regional folk-dance – the kujawiak. However, she
demonstrates that the kujawiak was not a standardised national dance during the
composer’s lifetime, and that the term itself had no distinguishable generic
meaning.27 It is only in the highly-politicised environment of the late-nineteenth
century that Goldberg finds the kujawiak emerging as a national dance, and
becoming one principal pathway through which Polish authors could construct
Polish-ness in Chopin’s music – something that again served a political agenda in the
post-war Communist era.28 She therefore proposes that the “restrictive lens of the
‘national kujawiak’” be abandoned in order to use Polish folk traditions as a source
of “meaningful observations about Chopin’s mazurkas.”29 Goldberg advocates for the
exploration of more direct aesthetic links between Chopin’s compositions and
authentic Polish folk music. However, her subsequent reassessment of the Mazurkas
succumbs to the inertia of the Chopin myth when, having observed a variety of
compositional techniques that can actually be considered modern innovations
(“simultaneous presentation of temporally distinct musical languages; disruptions of
form and genre; and . . . the blurring of harmonies”), she attributes these to the
composer’s feelings of nostalgia and his desire to depict those feelings musically.30 
Nullifying questions of whether Chopin’s music was intended by the composer as a
26 Goldberg, “Nationalizing the Kujawiak and Constructions of Nostalgia in Chopin’s Mazurkas.”
27 Ibid., 228.
28 As the author explains, “In Communist Poland, the topos of Chopin’s kujawiaks became part of 
the narrative that emphasised the connection between Chopin’s music and folklore as a proof of 
the proletarian origins of his musical aesthetic.” See: Ibid., 231–34.
29 Ibid., 236.
30 Ibid., 240.
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metaphorical representation of his longing for Poland, or as the musical embodiment
of Mickiewicz’s political ideals, allows us to shift the focus towards aesthetic
innovations and the musical means by which they were made. Thus, we might
embrace the image of “Chopin the modernist,” rather than “Chopin the patriot.” It is
not my assertion that Kallberg is wrong to raise the issue of nationalism, nor that
Goldberg has no right to infer about the impact of nostalgia. The point that I wish to
emphasise is that an alternative understanding of Chopin’s accomplishments can be
reached when we shift our gaze away from political and biographical contexts.
Indeed, Kallberg succeeds in gleaning new information in his aforementioned article
when he details the composer’s incorporation of mazurka and plainsong features
before then exploring the extramusical tangent. Specifically, he analyses Chopin’s
instruction that the Nocturne in G minor be performed with rubato – a marking
common in the Mazurkas – and the employment of a triple meter with weak-beat
emphasis in a tempo considered slightly fast for a nocturne. 31 Kallberg also
demonstrates that the work’s chorale-like religioso section would have confounded
1830s expectations pertaining to both the nocturne and mazurka genres, identifying
the use of modality and simplistic accompaniment as stemming from the Polish folk
music tradition.32 
According to Samson, the presence of these musical features supports the argument
that Chopin, more than any other composer before him, brought a “counterpoint of
genres” to the forefront of his musical thought.33 Musical genres provide flexible
31 Kallberg, “The Rhetoric of Genre,” 247.
32 Short of listening to the music itself, an understanding of the characteristics of Polish folk music 
can be gained by reading Anna Czekanowska, Polish Folk Music: Slavonic Heritage – Polish 
Tradition – Contemporary Trends (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006).
33 Jim Samson, “Chopin and Genre,” Music Analysis 8, no. 3 (1989): 213–31, at 225.
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frameworks which enable composers to create music that has a particular effect on
the listener, and it is from this perspective that Samson suggests we should appreciate
Chopin’s work.34 In “The End(s) of Genre,” Eric Drott explains:
As soon as we hear a piece as belonging to a larger group, we perform an act of
grouping. Furthermore, the varied attributes this piece is thought to instantiate 
– be these stylistic, aesthetic, institutional, or social – refashion the genre in 
their image, even as they are brought into alignment with the heterogeneous 
correlations that constitute the genre.35
A generic title such as “Nocturne” is one means of ensuring that this grouping act
takes place and that certain aesthetic expectations are established. In Samson’s 1996
monograph, Chopin, he specifically claims that the composer’s music was enriched
by his ability to integrate characteristics of “popular” music genres (such as the
mazurka) into works of “significant” music (such as the aforementioned Nocturne). 36
Furthermore, he claims that Chopin achieved this at a time when the two had grown
increasingly incompatible.37 Thus, where listeners had come to expect certain metric
and temporal conventions associated with a work titled “Nocturne,” Chopin worked
with these assumptions to momentarily disorient the listener. At the same time, his
addition to the genre expanded its potential aesthetic associations – and this, in turn,
created the potential for the individual listener to acquire new musical competences
outside of the expected genre. This “counterpoint of genres” observed by Samson
34 Eric Drott, “The End(s) of Genre,” Journal of Music Theory 57, no. 1 (2013): 1–45, at 9–10.
35 Ibid., 16.
36 Jim Samson, Chopin, The Master Musicians (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 226.
37 Ibid., 227.
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therefore demonstrates that Chopin’s music served as a precursor to later attempts at
musical pluralism. 
It is these kinds of observations that are overshadowed or neglected when political
narratives infiltrate musical analyses. What Chopin achieved with the Op. 15 No. 3
Nocturne can be attributed to the composer’s willingness to take rhythmic, melodic
and harmonic ideas from a plurality of external sources. This achievement is
obscured when authors interpret those ideas purely as allusive symbols, using them
to speculate on whatever inspiration Chopin may or may not have drawn from the
political discourses surrounding him. In such cases, the “nationalistic” reading
essentially directs us to hear Chopin’s music as an elevation or modernisation of
traditional Polish folk forms. Similarly, it leads us to underestimate the influence
Chopin has had on future generations of Polish composers. By considering the ways
in which this same music enacts a counterpoint of genres, however, we allow
ourselves to hear it as contemporary audiences would have – prior to the onset of the
Chopin myth – and to appreciate its modernity in broader terms. We find that musical
features commonly associated with an entirely separate genre can be transplanted,
thereby offsetting the fundamental character of a new work and provoking its
listener. Thus, we take Chopin to be the first of a long lineage of composers who
have viewed Polish folk music as a unique source, capable of lending aspects of its
distinctive aesthetic character to a variety of musical contexts.
Karol Szymanowski
Outside of Poland, Karol Szymanowski is lesser-known than his compatriot Chopin.
Biographies portray the composer as a progressive artist from his earliest days as a
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composition student in conservative Warsaw. They also highlight the fact that
Szymanowski’s music was constantly evolving in response to the foreign and exotic
musical influences he absorbed during his travels.38 He was, in the words of Alistair
Wightman, a “cosmopolitan outsider, an intruder on the Polish musical scene.” 39
According to authors such as Samson and Christopher Palmer, Szymanowski
emerged at a time when Chopin’s legacy had been somewhat squandered by late-
nineteenth century composers such as Stanisław Moniuszko (1819–1872) and his
own teacher, Zygmunt Noskowski (1846–1909). The fault of these composers, the
authors claim, was their provincialist attitude and unwillingness to acknowledge the
musical developments occurring elsewhere in Europe.40 Somewhat conversely, but
equally at odds with the apparent ideals of Chopin, Wightman claims that the
accomplishment of Moniuszko and his followers was to render Polish folk music
Teutonic. Whereas Chopin, as exemplified above in the discussion of his Op. 15 No.
3 Nocturne, successfully forged new idioms by blending elements of varied musical
forms, imposing “harmonic strait-jackets of basically German origin on native folk-
music” soon became common practice among well-meaning Polish composers.41
Samson describes Szymanowski’s subsequent development as a series of responses
to a wide range of external influences such as German Modernism and French
Impressionism, as well as the Arab and Hindu cultures the composer observed
38 Stephen Downes, Szymanowski as Post-Wagnerian: The Love Songs of Hafiz, Op. 24 (London: 
Garland Publishing, Inc., 1994), 1.
39 Wightman, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Work, 1.
40 Jim Samson, The Music of Szymanowski (London: Kahn & Averill, 1980), 15; Palmer, 
Szymanowski, 11.
41 The author demonstrates that Szymanowski himself succumbed to this prevalent tendency early 
on, highlighting his Variations on a Polish folk-tune in which a Highland melody is “so 
‘corrected’ that its essential characteristics were obliterated.” See: Wightman, Karol 
Szymanowski: His Life and Work, 38.
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abroad.42 Szymanowski returned to Warsaw after the First World War, when Poland
was back on the map and attempting to rebuild itself after 123 years of partition. In
1920, the musicologist Adolf Chybiński introduced Szymanowski to the traditional
folk music of the Polish Highlands and this event has been identified as a key turning
point for the composer.43 The folklore-influenced works he composed during the
1920s – works such as the song cycle Słopiewnie (1921), the Stabat Mater (1925–
26)44 and the Op. 50 Mazurkas (1924–25) – have since been analysed for potential
political undertones relatable to this important period in Polish history.45
Significantly, these works have also received the most praise from Polish
musicologists.46 Palmer, who makes the argument that one of the characteristics of
the Slavonic peoples is an “almost fanatical devotion to the land of their birth,”
characterises Szymanowski’s output from the period in this light:
Fired with nationalist ardour following Poland’s declaration of Independence 
shortly after the armistice, Szymanowski quickly became aware that, as 
Poland’s most distinguished living composer, some kind of guidance would 
42 Samson, The Music of Szymanowski, 206–7.
43 Stephen Downes, Szymanowski, Eroticism and the Voices of Mythology (Hants, England: Ashgate,
2003), 85.
44 The Stabat Mater has been cited as Szymanowski’s magnum opus, with Richard Zielinski 
simplistically claiming that it “created the structure on which Polish contemporary music could be
built.” See: Richard Zielinski, “Karol Szymanowski (1882–1937): The Father of Contemporary 
Polish Choral Music,” The Choral Journal 46, no. 3 (2005): 8–24.
45 Given Chopin’s association with the genre, it is perhaps unsurprising that the Mazurkas have been
scrupulously analysed in this context. See: Sun-Joo Cho, “Nationalism in Karol Szymanowski’s 
Mazurkas No. 1–4, Op 50: The Influence of Goral Music” (PhD diss., University of Cincinnati, 
2007).
46 Stephen Downes, “Review of Harnasie: Goralenballett in Einem Akt Und Zwei Aufzugen, Op. 
55,” Music & Letters 78, no. 1 (1997): 136–38, at 137.
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need to be forthcoming from his direction.47
Wightman additionally points out that the composer also spent significant time
during this period immersed in the Highland culture, and that he personally
befriended those intent on preserving local traditions. Thus, it is implied that
Szymanowski was driven as much by nationalist sentiment as by a desire to actively
preserve this unique Polish culture.48 This act of preservation might be most clearly
observed in the large-scale work described by Wightman as “a Polish equivalent of
Le Sacre du Printemps and Les Noces in one,” the Highland ballet Harnasie (1923–
31).49 In making this connection to Igor Stravinsky (1882–1971), the author cites
shared themes and a certain “primordial drive” while also asserting that “Harnasie is
unique not merely in Szymanowski’s own work, but also within the context of the
various nationalist movements of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.” 50 This
ballet, Wightman claims, demonstrates the composer’s desire to “Europeanise”
Polish folklore and translate it into orchestral art music.
According to Samson, however, a perfectly rational and less-speculative explanation
accounting for the composer’s shift in focus is that these newly-discovered folk
sources – with which Szymanowski had previously been unacquainted – were merely
47 Palmer, Szymanowski, 36; Andrzej Tuchowski makes a similar observation, stating that Chopin 
was specifically seen to model “how one can serve the recreated Polish state through individual 
effort.” See: Andrzej Tuchowski, “Chopin in Szymanowski’s Writings,” in The Szymanowski 
Companion, eds. Stephen Downes and Paul Cadrin (Farnham: Taylor & Francis Group, 2016), 
20–31, at 30.
48 Wightman, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Work, 260.
49 Ibid., 349.
50 Ibid., 348.
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next in a long line of exotic influences. 51 Furthermore, Samson argues that, in the
wake of Poland’s reunification, the popular recognition of Highland folklore as a
symbol of the Polish nation provided Szymanowski with a convenient “cover story”
for creating music that continued the pursuit of his long-term aesthetic goal: “To
create allegorical worlds in which the imagined might become momentarily
concrete . . . given both excitement and coherence by a network of exotic images and
symbols.”52 The fact that later examples of such worlds invoked the expressive spirit
of the Polish peasantry, rather than that of Oriental mysticism (see The Love Songs of
Hafiz, completed in 1914), can reasonably be attributed to the fact that the composer
had exhausted one source of exoticism and progressed on to another. Samson’s
conclusion draws on a detailed exploration of the aesthetic roots of Szymanowski’s
musical maturation. It is further reinforced by clear evidence that the composer was
highly critical of musical patriotism throughout his life. A decade prior to his
“national” period, for example, Szymanowski believed that “Patriotism in the artistic
field, for us [Poles] in particular, is an impossible absurdity.” 53 Two decades later, at
an international conference on the future of culture, he claimed to deplore any
national interest that worked in opposition to the ultimate “grand synthesis” which he
believed was the destiny of humanity – and, most importantly to this study, the future
of music.54
In contrast to the arguments presented by Samson, some commentators have
attempted a kind of theoretical “reverse engineering” of Szymanowski’s patriotism.
51 Samson, The Music of Szymanowski, 168; For Samson’s summary of these evolving influences, 
based on his own analyses, see: Jim Samson, “Szymanowski – An Interior Landscape,” in 
Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association, vol. 106 (Taylor & Francis, 1979), 69–76.
52 Samson, “Szymanowski and Polish Nationalism,” 135.
53 Wightman, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Work, 103.
54 Ibid., 387.
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Palmer, for one, has claimed that the earlier foreign exoticisms found in
Szymanowski’s music can also be explained as unconscious manifestations of his
nationalistic impulse. He notes the composer Andrzej Panufnik’s (1914–1991)
observation that, since Béla Bartók (1881–1945) and others believed that Slavonic
music could be traced to Arabic origins, “It is quite possible that Szymanowski, as a
Slav, was unconsciously searching for prehistoric elements in Polish folk music –
elements which he was eventually to discover at the end of his life.”55 Similarly,
Stephen Downes cites evidence that the Orient once served a national function in old
Polish art and culture, and thus presents Szymanowski’s use of Eastern exoticisms as
part of a patriotic mission.56 Elsewhere, however, Downes gives heed to Samson’s
argument that Szymanowski’s interest in folklore was primarily due to its exotic
allure. 
Adopting this exoticist perspective and applying it to works such as Harnasie thus
enables Samson and Downes to comprehend Szymanowski’s unique attempts to
unite modern expressive techniques with the unfamiliar, exotic practices of the Polish
Highlanders in order to create new and engaging “allegorical worlds.” Samson
describes how the composer combines authentic modal Highland melodies, along
with their traditionally-sparse accompaniment (the same idiomatic features identified
by Kallberg in his discussion of Chopin and folklore) with multi-layered textures of
harmonically-ambiguous orchestration. It is this “happy blend of primitive materials
and sophisticated treatments,” both new and old (such as the fugal treatment of
55 Palmer, Szymanowski, 37. Here, Palmer also acknowledges the influence of Bartók’s own music 
on Szymanowski  – particularly in its dealings with folklore. Samson elaborates, noting that the 
Polish composer viewed both Bartók and Stravinsky as having made “the most persuasive 
challenge directed against inherited Austro-German concepts.” See: Samson, The Music of 
Szymanowski, 182.
56 Downes, Szymanowski, Eroticism and the Voices of Mythology, 82.
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Highland melodies), that he considers the essence of Harnasie.57 Central to the ballet
is the exotic imagery evoked by the presence of folkloric materials. These materials
are inextricably tied to the narrative of the work, and take on various forms such as
the solo violin line used to depict a folk fiddler, or the presentation of the Chmielu
wedding song that opens a wedding scene.
These folk materials are not the lone source of musical interest in Harnasie, and both
Samson and Downes praise Szymanowski’s use of virtuosic orchestration and
motivic development techniques within the work.58 Downes, in particular, suggests
that the composer successfully put Arnold Schoenberg’s (1874–1951) belief – that
“there is nothing in [folk tunes] that asks for expansion” – in its “Germano-centric
place” with his handling of folk melodic material. 59 In his 1947 article on
“Folkloristic Symphonies,” Schoenberg is particularly derisive of composers who
engage in a practice that he claims is like trying to “make a short story long.” 60 As
Downes argues, however, Szymanowski doesn’t merely offer a series of repetitions
or simple transformations of folk tunes. Rather, he draws on his entire compositional
armoury to derive extended original structures, creating a kind of “musical prose”
that is clearly indebted to Richard Wagner (1813–1883).61 Downes does note the
irony in Szymanowski’s reliance on the techniques of early twentieth-century
German music (which he honed in the pre-war years) to realise the potential of his
folk melodies. However, Samson also highlights multiple examples of
57 Samson, The Music of Szymanowski, 175.
58 Samson additionally notes the composer’s unusual attempt to subtly inject the character of a 
“noisy folk band” into the orchestration. See: Ibid.
59 Downes, Szymanowski, Eroticism and the Voices of Mythology, 89.
60 Arnold Schoenberg and Leonard Stein, Style and Idea: Selected Writings of Arnold Schoenberg 
(California: University of California Press, 1975), 164.
61 Downes, Szymanowski, Eroticism and the Voices of Mythology, 89.
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Szymanowski’s indebtedness to Stravinsky – including the apparent direct borrowing
of textures and gestures.62
Downes builds upon the exotic interpretation of Szymanowski’s turn to folklore by
suggesting that all exotic materials explored by the composer throughout his career
helped him to confront a specific aesthetic challenge facing twentieth century
composers: the “melodic crisis.”63 Downes lifts the concept of a twentieth-century
melodic crisis directly from Hans Keller’s 1952 essay on “The Musical Character” of
Benjamin Britten (1913–1976).64 In discussing the “greatness” of Britten, Keller
explains that melody and beauty were “two things which the musical as well as the
unmusical man in the street quite rightly finds lacking upon the more self-
consciously ‘contemporary’ scene,” and that the decline of melody arose as a result
of “the diatonic cadence’s loss of potency.”65 According to the Austrian-born author,
by the mid-twentieth century, extensive melodies were only being created via the
contrasting methods of twelve-tone serialism or tonal pastiche. Using this
observation as a means of reinforcing the familiar Schoenberg/Stravinsky divide,
Keller situates himself firmly in the corner of the former. However, the purpose of
the discussion is to launch his glorification of Britten’s ability to “synthesise” and
allow “past beauty (to) act upon new or recent truth.”66 To exemplify this mode of
synthesis, Keller argues that Britten’s use of modal melodies serves as “a strong
62 One such example he cites is the use of a side drum roll as a bridging device, as in Petrushka 
(1911). See: Samson, The Music of Szymanowski, 176–77.
63 Downes, Szymanowski, Eroticism and the Voices of Mythology, 85.
64 Hans Keller, “The Musical Character,” in Benjamin Britten: A Commentary on His Works from a 
Group of Specialists, ed. Donald Mitchell and Hans Keller, Reprint Edition (Westport, 
Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1972), 319–51.
65 Ibid., 335.
66 Keller even suggests that the Englishman and Mozart might jointly be considered “revolutionary 
conservative” geniuses. See: Ibid., 342.
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bridge between the diatonicism of the past and the anti-diatonicism of the present.” 67
Ultimately, he declares, the melodic crisis necessitated “extreme compression” and
left composers with two fundamental melodic possibilities: the use of phrases that
avoid cadence (see Wagner’s “eternal melody”); or the use of short cadential phrases
as “ostinatos and/or receptacles into which looser structures can discharge
themselves.”68 Examples of Keller’s second melodic possibility manifest most
frequently in Szymanowski’s late works. However, as Downes notes, the
characteristics of folk material caused the composer to revisit the remaining potential
of traditional cadential tension.69
Extending the observation made by Downes, I wish to further argue that folklore
ultimately became much more than a source of exotic inspiration for Szymanowski:
it moved him to rethink his approach to pitch organisation. If we look past the
explicitly folkloric works of the composer’s “national” period, in which specific folk
melodies were quoted and folk music practices were consciously recreated, a more
subtle and complex relationship between Szymanowski’s aesthetic and Polish folk
music tradition can be explored.
Harnasie was completed towards the end of Szymanowski’s life, but was followed
by a handful of completed works. While this includes a setting of twelve Polish folk
songs for piano and voice, the Kurpian Songs (1933), the majority of the composer’s
late works seemingly justify Samson’s assertion that the exotic allure of Polish
folklore diminished for Szymanowski in the 1930s.70 Indeed, folklore was no longer
67 Ibid., 342–3.
68 Ibid., 347.
69 Downes, Szymanowski, Eroticism and the Voices of Mythology, 87.
70 Samson, The Music of Szymanowski, 201.
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relied upon as a primary source of compositional material and, once again, this has
allowed for certain conclusions to be drawn regarding the composer’s life outside of
music. Litany to the Virgin Mary (1933) has attracted particular attention for its
spiritual content, something it shares with the aforementioned Stabat Mater (both of
which are scored for voices and orchestra).71 Wightman’s analysis of Litany,
however, differs markedly from his “essentially humanist” reading of the earlier
work.72 In it, he observes “the heartfelt simplicity of [the prayers’] setting
epitomising that accommodation with Christianity which . . . steered the composer
away from his earlier hedonism in the direction of the monastery.”73 Such an
interpretation certainly fits in with anecdotal evidence that, with his health
disintegrating, the hitherto-unreligious composer began keeping a portrait of the
Black Madonna by his side.74 While Wightman highlights an approach to linear
writing which alludes to Szymanowski’s growing interest in music from the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries, he also states that the work contains no “specific folk-
derived traits.”75
While it might be fair to say that there are no obvious ties to specific regional
melodies or traditional folk music performance practices in this relatively-short
71 It is worth noting that folk and Catholic traditions are intertwined in Poland – particularly as 
pertains to music and melodic repertoires. See: Lidia Rappoport-Gelfand, Musical life in Poland: 
The postwar years, 1945–1977, vol. 10, Musicology: A Book Series (New York: Gordon and 
Breach, 1991), 120.
72 Wightman, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Work, 301.
73 Ibid., 389–90; Many renowned Polish musicologists make similar observations about this work, 
characterising it as “private” and pure in its expressive form. See: Teresa Chylińska, Karol 
Szymanowski: His Life and Works (Los Angeles: Friends of Polish Music, 1993), 276; Tadeusz A. 
Zieliński, Szymanowski: Liryka i Ekstaza (Kraków: Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne, 1997), 325.
74 Ibid., 335; The Black Madonna is an icon of the Virgin Mary that holds central importance to 
Polish Catholics.
75 Ibid., 388–89.
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piece, Szymanowski’s treatment of melody in Litany particularly demonstrates the
composer’s lasting aesthetic indebtedness to folklore. Specifically, his use of folk-
like melodies proves integral in ensuring that the work maintains coherence. One
reason for Wightman associating Litany with “simplicity” is the presence of clearly
defined key centres.76 However, despite the use of pedal points and scalic ostinati,
these centres are just as ambiguous as they were in Harnasie. They are also
constantly changing, and this uniquely dynamic harmonic setting is key to the work’s
character. 
The opening measures of Litany to the Virgin Mary assert the brand of modal
ambiguity that will feature throughout the two-movement work. The first movement,
“Dwunastodźwięczna Cytaro,” is introduced by a harp figure (doubled by clarinet)
that tonicises C in a minor mode, with flattened third and seventh degrees. However,
when the solo soprano enters on Eb and rises step-wise in parallel minor-thirds with
the accompaniment, the melody peaks at Gb and thus forms a diminished-fifth with
the previously-established “tonic” (see Figure 1.1).77
76 Ibid.
77 All score excerpts have been reset by the author using Sibelius notation software.
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Figure 1.1: Bars 1–4 (harp and soprano only) of Litany to the Virgin Mary (1933) first movement, 
“Dwunastodźwięczna Cytaro”
With this melodic line, Szymanowski seems to be adding E b minor to the now
polytonal texture (emphasised by the courtesy accidentals provided when the soprano
melody descends to a D§). Reading this salient diminished interval as its augmented
enharmonic-equivalent, we might find in this simple rising stepwise melody the
subtle but distinct aesthetic influence of Polish folk song.78 Another consequence of
this polytonal combination is the formation of an incomplete octatonic scale,
something that might be taken as further evidence of Stravinsky’s influence.79 If this
analysis were to focus primarily on the use of scales, however, a more appropriate
label for the material employed here by Szymanowski would be the locrian #2 scale.80
A textural and tonal shift occurs with the introduction of what is to become the
movement’s main theme. Presented by the soprano, the theme begins as the strings
and chorus enter at rehearsal mark 1 and this time consists of a falling contour,
moving in seconds and thirds, that remains within the range of a perfect-fifth (see
Figure 1.2).81 
78 The raised, or “lydian,” fourth is a prevalent feature in Polish folk music, particularly in the 
Highlands. McNamee provides a fascinating analysis of Szymanowski’s Op. 50 Mazurkas, in 
which she argues that the brand of harmonic ambiguity specific to those works is a direct 
reflection of the local “Podhalean” scale’s structure, rather than contemporary polytonality. See: 
Ann K. McNamee, “Bitonality, Mode, and Interval in the Music of Karol Szymanowski,” Journal
of Music Theory 29, no. 1 (1985): 61–84.
79 A number of authors have highlighted the role of the octatonic scale in Stravinsky’s music, yet 
Tymoczko encourages us to use caution. He argues that the scale might just as readily emerge as a
result of such compositional procedures as triadic superimposition – rather than the other way 
around. We might thus take a similar view here of Szymanowski’s work and consider these pitch 
aggregates to be a consequence of combining smaller cells of pitch/intervallic material. See: 
Dmitri Tymoczko, “Stravinsky and the Octatonic: A Reconsideration,” Music Theory Spectrum 
24, no. 1 (2002): 68–102.
80 Dan Haerle, Scales for Jazz Improvisation: A Practice Method for All Instruments (Miami: Alfred 
Music Publishing, 1975), 28.
81 One additional melodic interval appears here and consequently receives prominence throughout 
this, and the second, movement of Litany: the falling fourth. As Wightman points out in his 
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By creating a short original theme that conforms to a diatonic set and carries many of
the characteristics of folk song, including a tendency towards a particular “tonic,”
Szymanowski arms himself with the recognisable cell that will facilitate coherence as
he develops a more complex musical structure. To borrow Schoenberg’s metaphor:
Szymanowski writes his own “short story” and proceeds not to tell a long story, but
to present its moral from a variety of perspectives.
With respect to tonality, the first occurrence of the soprano’s main theme tonicises B b
in a minor mode (see from bar 3 of Figure 1.3). It is presented over a mediant Db
pedal point and a choral chord sequence, doubled by strings, that is clearly derived
from the opening Eb minor melody (with triads rooted on the first three pitches, E b, F
and Gb creating the harmonic sequence iv-v-VI in Bb minor). At this point in the
work, it is worth noting, striking textural and harmonic similarities to Szymanowski’s
Stabat Mater are clear. Both here and at the point of choral entry in that earlier work
we can observe parallel choral chords and an instrumental drone.
analysis of Harnasie, the interval of a falling fourth is “a frequent characteristic of Podhale 
[Highland] music” and is thus used frequently throughout that work. See: Wightman, Karol 
Szymanowski: His Life and Work, 352.
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Figure 1.2: “Dwunastodźwięczna Cytaro” main theme
It is with subsequent transpositions and textural variations of this main theme that
Szymanowski develops the remainder of the movement (which lasts only 41 bars and
approximately four minutes). The principal goal of the composer seems to be to
explore the expressive effects of harmonic ambiguity and modal fluidity. He is able
to create these effects so successfully because he utilises folk-like diatonic melodic
themes. Indeed, as the movement progresses it becomes apparent that the composer’s
harmonic plan has also been carefully derived from the opening stepwise melodic
cell. At rehearsal mark 2, the main descending theme is taken up by flute and
clarinet, this time outlining C minor and accompanied by the same relative chord
progression and pedal point (also now transposed up a tone, see Figure 1.4).
However, the modal texture is coloured further by a series of chromatically-moving
minor-third dyads in the first violins (spanning the tritone range from F# to C), as
well as the return of the opening C minor ostinato (now voiced by violas and alti)
which soon expands to outline the C dorian scale. 
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Figure 1.3: Introduction of “Dwunastodźwięczna Cytaro” main theme (bars 5–10 shown)
At rehearsal mark 3 Szymanowski returns his main descending theme to the soprano,
coinciding with an abrupt modulation and thickening of orchestral texture that
includes the addition of passing chromaticism. On this occasion, C # takes over as the
tonal centre, and thus this theme has been presented with three key centres: B b, C and
C#. If we re-spell C# as Db, likely reversing the composer’s own re-spelling for the
practical reason of avoiding double-flats, we can conclude that Szymanowski’s
progression of key areas follows the same scalic minor-third ascent that began the
soprano melody and led to the initial tritonal tension and harmonic ambiguity.
This third variation leads into a climactic F dorian statement after which
Szymanowski swiftly pares back the texture and reintroduces the work’s opening
harp ostinato, this time outlining a D phrygian scale (and doubled by sul tasto
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Figure 1.4: First repetition of main theme, “Dwunastodźwięczna Cytaro” (from bar 13)
tremolo violas). At rehearsal mark 5, the main descending melody returns to the
soprano for a final time in its original B b minor key area. Harmonically, the original
accompaniment remains – although the harp pedal point is, curiously, now re-spelled
as a C#. Furthermore, the orchestral texture is a softly-presented hybrid of all
previous variations. All dies away until the movement concludes with a perfect-fifth
dyad of C# and G#, the former repeatedly articulated by the aforementioned harp.
This focused analysis of the motivic and harmonic material present within the first
movement of Szymanowski’s Litany to the Virgin Mary highlights a persistent use of
narrow, step-wise melodies and a dependence on these for creating a dynamic
harmonic framework in which strong tonal centres remain perceptible in highly-
chromatic contexts. Although the second completed movement in Litany, “Jak Krzak
Skarlały,” is considerably different in character and orchestration, clear examples of
the brand of melodic treatment outlined in my analysis of “Dwunastodźwięczna
Cytaro” can again be found. Indeed, certain fragments may well have been derived
from the opening movement. Once again, the dynamic and textural climax (3 bars
after rehearsal mark 2) supports a narrow, descending stepwise vocal line (Figure
1.5).
Throughout this movement, Szymanowski manipulates tonal expectations in a
manner consistent with “Dwunastodźwięczna Cytaro.” From the opening, a solo
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Figure 1.5: Climactic theme of Litany to the Virgin Mary, second movement, “Jak Krzak Skarlały”
violin begins to establish Ab major by descending the scale’s upper tetrachord.
However, it is again the step to the third note of the soprano’s opening phrase that
confounds the listener’s sense of major tonality. As in the previous movement, the
soprano enters a third above the partially-established tonic and utilises the aeolian
mode centred on that pitch (in this case, C). Once again, the blending of a leading
ostinato with the subsequent soprano entry results in the creation of a tritone (here,
between Ab and D), which establishes a similar sense of modal ambiguity to that
created in the earlier movement. Yet despite these similarities, the key point of
difference in the character of this second movement lies in its continuously moving
melodic lines. Indeed, in the absence of a unifying folk-like theme, much of the
movement exhibits the qualities of Keller’s alternative cadence-free method of
modern melody creation.
Nonetheless, in “Jak Krzak Skarlały” we find further similarities to the earlier Stabat
Mater that can be added to those already identified in “Dwunastodźwięczna Cytaro.”
Of particular note are the respective roles of the clarinet in both this second
movement and the Stabat Mater: in each instance entering in the second measure
with an off-beat major-third ascent (Figures 1.6 and 1.7).
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Figure 1.6: Bars 1–2 of Stabat Mater (1925–26)
That there exist such transparent links between Litany and the overtly-folkloric
Stabat Mater, which was completed seven years earlier, makes it unsurprising that
Samson counts the two works together as unique amongst Szymanowski’s output for
their “devotional character and unity of emotional expression.”82 What has been
made less clear, however, is what this character and expression entail in more
meaningful musical terms. Based on the above analysis of Litany, we can now assert
that these works share the “folk-like” melodic tendencies highlighted in the earlier
work by such authors as Wightman and Downes.83 This analysis similarly
demonstrates that, contrary to the existing interpretations that tend to focus on the
work’s extra-musical themes, Litany can easily be grouped with Szymanowski’s
other folkloric works of the preceding years as it shares their vocabulary of musical
gestures and expressive techniques. Wightman, again, in his analysis of Harnasie,
82 Samson, The Music of Szymanowski, 192.
83 Wightman, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Work, 298; Downes, Szymanowski, Eroticism and 
the Voices of Mythology, 87n.
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Figure 1.7: Bars 1–4 of “Jak Krzak Skarlały”
highlights the folk origins of Szymanowski’s use of drones (particularly in fifths),
descending step-wise diatonic melodies, falling melodic fourths, and sudden changes
of tonality: all of which are present in Litany to the Virgin Mary.84 However, the
common ground runs deeper than these features. As I have shown, the first
movement provides an excellent case study in how a small folk-like  melodic cell
with a clear cadential tendency can form the basis of a coherent yet harmonically-
dynamic musical structure. It therefore demonstrates a consistency of compositional
procedure and style moving into the final “post-national” period works of
Szymanowski. 
The impact of folklore upon Szymanowski’s aesthetic can be further interrogated by
comparing Litany to the Virgin Mary with the composer’s output prior to 1920. In
highlighting the peculiarity of Szymanowski’s Litany and Stabat Mater, relative to
his remaining oeuvre, Samson specifically differentiates these works from the
composer’s Third Symphony (1914–16) – a work that utilises similar forces, but that
was completed prior to his in-depth exploration of Polish folk music and the
subsequent so-called “national” period. It is also, according to Samson, “the work
which more than any other epitomises Szymanowski’s interest in oriental cultures.” 85
If we briefly compare Litany to the Third Symphony, it is clear that, although starkly
different in their respective overall aesthetics, these works share much in common
regarding the manner in which thematic material is presented and developed. Both
works utilise short melodic themes presented in a variety of transpositions and
timbres, clearly aimed at creating a sense of motivic cohesion. 86 In the case of the
84 Wightman, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Work, 349–61.
85 Samson, The Music of Szymanowski, 120.
86 For a more detailed analysis of the Symphony’s motivic material, see: Ibid., 120–26.
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Symphony, this is best demonstrated in the opening bars (which, according to
Samson, come closest to epitomising the “typical ‘Szymanowski Sound’”). 87 Here, a
principal motive of only four notes is introduced by the first violins, first beginning
on E then repeated immediately on B b (see Figure 1.8). It is next presented by a solo
horn, this time beginning on F#. As further transformations of the same small melodic
cell continue throughout this opening section, however, the harmonic context
remains consistently whole-tone. Indeed, it is not until rehearsal mark 8,
approximately three minutes into the piece, that this harmony changes. 
Contrasting this observation with my analysis of Litany to the Virgin Mary highlights
one of the most significant differences between the two works, and the point that
arguably justifies Samson’s assertion that the later work contains superior “emotional
expression.” Although both works employ similar means of motivic development,
the contents of those motives differ significantly. Those in Litany possess the base
properties of folk song, while those in the Symphony do not, and those properties
feed into the harmonic structure of the work. According to Wightman, the effect of
harmonic stasis that contributes so significantly to the Third Symphony’s character
was part of an “extreme reaction to the preceding ‘Germanic’ era” of the composer’s
output.88 As I have demonstrated in the above analysis, Szymanowski’s subsequent
87 Ibid., 122.
88 Wightman, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Work, 173.
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Figure 1.8: Third Symphony (1914–16) principal motive exposition (violin 1, bars 3–6)
exposure to Polish folk music provided him with a means of returning to the realm of
dynamic harmony without necessarily reverting to the late-Romantic language of old.
Just as a new perspective can be gained by avoiding the allure of the Chopin myth
and instead exploring the aesthetic accomplishments of that composer, our
appreciation of how Szymanowski addressed modern compositional challenges
might differ if we set aside the political contexts. Indeed, acknowledging that the
works of his “nationalist” period were a continuation of a career-long stylistic
development allows the analyst to acknowledge all sources of influence – even those
that conflict with a nationalistic reading. Additionally, by temporarily discarding the
nationalistic lens, we open up to the possibility that Szymanowski’s aesthetic was
altered by his experience with folk music in a manner that continued to shape his
compositional style – even after he had, in his own words, “tired of folklore.” 89 With
this new way of understanding the composer’s late music, we can in turn discover
ways in which music of the past might continue to serve the successful creation of
modern works. Just as approaches to tonality, orchestration, structure, and other
aspects of music composition change over time, so too should our means of finding
potential in folk music.
Henryk Mikołaj Górecki
Henryk Górecki would likely have remained relatively unknown outside of Poland if
it were not for the phenomenal commercial success of a 1992 recording of his Third
Symphony – a piece that had premiered fifteen years earlier. One consequence of the
Symphony’s success has been the body of literature devoted to the composer and to
89 Samson, The Music of Szymanowski, 201.
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the work itself, greatly skewing the way he has since been represented. 90 Even prior
to its commercial success, the Symphony of Sorrowful Songs contributed heavily to a
narrow understanding of Górecki that was arguably driven by socio-political
stereotypes. As Poland was soon to emerge from behind the Iron Curtain in 1989, for
example, the English critic Wilfrid Mellers can be found pairing Górecki with his
Estonian contemporary Arvo Pärt (b. 1935), explaining that these religious Central
Europeans “view the pretty desperate human predicament at once in the context of
history and against the backcloth of eternity,” while contrasting them with the
popular and commercially-successful American minimalists.91 While Mellers does
acknowledge Górecki’s avant-garde roots, the image he constructs through his
analysis of the Symphony – littered with descriptors such as “tenebrous,” “liturgical”
and “sepulchral” – might be considered politically-influenced and of narrow scope.
Indeed, this kind of analysis is symptomatic of a broad tendency among scholars,
highlighted by Adrian Thomas, which sees the music of Górecki frequently
misunderstood and “unceremoniously lumped together” with that of such composers
as Pärt.92 
Górecki’s music, like that of Szymanowski, demonstrates that he was extremely
progressive in his early years.93 Lisa Jakelski has detailed the reception given to the
90 The scale of this success is detailed in Luke B. Howard, “Motherhood, ‘Billboard,’ and the 
Holocaust: Perceptions and Receptions of Górecki’s Symphony No. 3,” The Musical Quarterly 
82, no. 1 (1998): 131–59.
91 Wilfrid Mellers, “Round and about Górecki’s Symphony No.3,” Tempo 3, no. 168 (1989): 22–24, 
at 24.
92 Thomas takes particular exception to the “Holy Minimalism” label and its attachment to Górecki. 
See: Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, 264–65.
93 It is of note that Szymanowski was a life-long influence on Górecki. The former’s Op. 50 
Mazurkas were one of Górecki’s first sheet music acquisitions, thus it is no surprise that the latter 
inherited an interest in folklore. See: Maria Anna Harley, Henryk Mikołaj Górecki, and Anne 
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young composer’s experimental works in the 1960s and the debates that ensued
about the dangers of foreign influence and the loss of tradition.94 The conservative
rhetoric adopted by some members of Poland’s older generation at this time could
have been taken verbatim from the negative reviews received by the “cosmopolitan
outsider” Szymanowski half a century earlier. Górecki’s approach to composition,
like Szymanowski’s, took on a variety of influences across his career and, by the
time he composed his Third Symphony, his music regularly contained traces of early
Polish music. As the inherent properties of these traditional influences led to
significantly simplified means of expression in certain works, many believe that the
composer underwent a drastic stylistic shift in response to the political situation in
late-Cold War-era Poland.95 To one particularly harsh critic of Górecki’s so-called
“New Simplicity,” the composer “evinces a gritty nationalism, depressive and
unremitting in spite of its flower-in-the-tank-barrel affirmations of humanity.” 96 By
invoking nationalism, however, one runs the risk of misinterpreting the aesthetic
goals of yet another Polish composer.
The Third Symphony does indeed contain multiple references to traditional sacred
and secular melodies and texts, along with an allusion to a Chopin piece. Yet while
Górecki’s use of these materials resulted in an aesthetic simplicity that stood in stark
contrast to the majority of contemporaneous European music, it is their extramusical
Botstein, “On Life and Music: A Semi-Serious Conversation,” The Musical Quarterly 82, no. 1 
(1998): 68–81, at 74.
94 Lisa Jakelski, “Górecki’s Scontri and Avant-Garde Music in Cold War Poland,” The Journal of 
Musicology 26, no. 2 (2009): 205–39.
95 Magdalena Dziadek, “Górecki, Henryk Mikołaj,” in Polish Music. Polish Composers 1918–2010. 
(Gdańsk-Lublin: John Paul II Catholic University, 2013), 498.
96 Josiah Fisk, “The New Simplicity: The Music of Górecki, Tavener and Pärt,” The Hudson Review 
47, no. 3 (1994): 394–412, at 403.
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associations that have seen a number of scholars attempting to uncover the political
meaning behind the work. Luke B. Howard, for example, proposes that this
Symphony of Sorrowful Songs is a tripartite overview of the political history of
Poland.97 His analysis contains a number of creative interpretations of the piece’s
intertextual components. He suggests, for example, that by employing a medieval
Marian text, Renaissance and Baroque compositional techniques, a hymn, and a
folksong in the Symphony’s first movement, Górecki is representing the “Golden
Age” of Poland’s history.98 Regarding the third movement, Howard performs an
interesting analytical manoeuvre when he notes the prominent use of two chords
borrowed from a Chopin Mazurka. The author cites this as “a reference to Chopin’s
symbolic role as the most famous musical patriot of Poland in the 19 th century.”99
This musical quote soon cleverly evolves into an allusion to Ludwig van Beethoven’s
(1770–1827) own Third Symphony, as Górecki himself explained to Thomas.100
However, Howard uses this to construct the following conclusion:
Beethoven had originally dedicated his Third Symphony to Napoleon, and had 
titled the work “Bonaparte.” But he changed the title after Napoleon crowned 
himself Emperor, and the symphony became then a memorial to a great but 
deeply flawed man. It was Napoleon who set up the Duchy of Warsaw in 1807,
the short-lived Polish state that was gradually handed over to the Russians 
between 1812 and 1815. By referencing Beethoven’s symphony, Górecki was 
able to use a well-known work from the 19th-century classical canon to allude 
to Napoleon, whose efforts at reinstituting a Polish state were, like Napoleon 
97 Howard, “Henryk M. Górecki’s Symphony No. 3 (1976) as a Symbol of Polish Political History.”
98 Ibid., 218.
99 Ibid., 219.
100 Thomas, Górecki, 93.
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himself, noble, heroic, but short-lived and fundamentally flawed.101
In “Is the Unspeakable Singable?” Alison Moore examines the more common
reception of Górecki’s Third Symphony as a memorial to the Holocaust.
Acknowledging the composer’s own denials of any such connection, Moore
nonetheless condemns the Symphony’s “troubling aestheticisation of the suffering of
victims of the Nazis.”102 The author argues that Górecki’s use of a Polish hymn and
folk melody “heavily encode the Symphony in Catholic and nationalist terms.” 103 The
problem for Moore, then, is that “Górecki’s national emphasis stands complicit,
willingly or unwillingly, with the anti-semitic move within Polish communist
memorialisation of the time.”104 Such a reading, which focuses on the Symphony’s
reception as a Holocaust memorial and only considers the extramusical meanings of
the hymn and folk melody, distracts us from exploring and understanding the
composer’s aesthetic goals.
Thanks to the work of Thomas, we have significant insight into Górecki’s
compositional process. Thomas regularly cites Górecki’s personal interest in past
musical traditions, explaining that the composer’s desire to explore early Polish
music’s aesthetic potential steered his interest. For example, Thomas points to the
1969 composition Old Polish Music as an early instance of Górecki adapting
material from (as the title suggests) early native musical forms. In the work, Górecki
101 Howard, “Henryk M. Górecki’s Symphony No. 3 (1976) as a Symbol of Polish Political History,” 
219.
102 Moore, “Is the Unspeakable Singable? The Ethics of Holocaust Representation and the Reception 
of Górecki’s Symphony No.3,” 9.
103 Ibid., 9.
104 Ibid., 14.
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takes a popular Renaissance hymn melody and derives new material via a number of
serial transformations. This process, according to Thomas, is demonstrative of
Górecki’s desire to “[play] out the creative and technical tensions between old and
new.”105
Analysing Symphony of Sorrowful Songs, Thomas similarly notes that Górecki has
sought not to make obvious connections with sacred or folk traditions, but rather to
“use their repertoires and more subliminally those from ‘art’ music to attain the sort
of universalism advocated by Szymanowski.”106 Rather than attempting to read a
Beethoven allusion as somehow being “about” Poland (in the same way that we have
seen Szymanowski’s interest in the Orient interpreted as a search for Poland’s pre-
history), Thomas suggests that these references can be understood as reflections of
the composer’s personal aesthetic influences. Such examples, he states, “are less
quotations than private symbols for the composer.”107 
In spite of his intimate knowledge of Górecki’s music, and the detail with which he is
able to uncover the networks of influences and allusions within these works,
Thomas’ focus tends toward compositional process rather than aesthetic effect. His
analyses of Górecki’s music are largely descriptive, yet he does provide enough
context to enhance our understanding of how this music would have been perceived
at the time. Furthermore, he does so without over-emphasising the role of politics.
One contextual observation that speaks directly to the topic at hand appears when
Thomas contrasts the Polish avant-garde of Górecki’s generation with their Western
105 Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, 195.
106 Ibid., 266.
107 Ibid.
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contemporaries. He highlights that Polish composers from the 1960s onwards
exhibited a desire to make “expressive contact with their listeners rather than
investing in complex technical means.”108 Lidia Rappoport-Gelfand seconds this
when she writes of the “emotional” power of the music created by 1960s “sonorists”
such as Górecki and his contemporary Penderecki.109 The notion that expressive
contact was a motivation guiding late-twentieth century Polish composers provides a
useful framework for understanding the aesthetic function of recognisable melodies
and musical fragments in Górecki’s music.
Rather than merely demonstrating the potential to juxtapose the disparate traditions
of European art and Polish folk musics, Górecki’s approach results in the creation of
“new music” that simultaneously embodies some characteristic(s) of “old music.”
The presence of identifiable borrowed fragments provides an element of familiarity
(albeit, sometimes deeply obscured) that helps to ground the listener in an unfamiliar
and potentially challenging musical context. Examples of this grounding effect,
usually created with a recognisable melodic line, can be found in multiple works
throughout Górecki’s long career. In many instances, “borrowed” melodies are taken
from centuries-old Polish sources – and some appear in multiple Górecki
compositions. Just as a Polish hymn provided the basis for a larger musical structure
in Old Polish Music (and, as we shall see, was reused in later works), a single Polish
chant melody is identified as the source of material in both Muzyczka 3 (1967) and
Canticum graduum (1969).110 In these works, the listener is given tantalising snatches
of the familiar (to Polish ears) hymn while being exposed to a number of
108 Thomas, Górecki, 69.
109 Rappoport, “Sonorism: Problems of Style and Form in Modern Polish Music.”
110 Thomas, Górecki, 57.
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unabashedly “sonoristic” textures.111 
In Muzyczka 3 for three violas (or three groups thereof), the warped melodic material
is progressively revealed by scordatura violas in what Thomas terms “roulades” (a
folk-derived device recurring in Górecki’s music and serving his stated desire to
utilise “the utmost economy of musical material”).112 As this fragmented idea
unfolds, it provides a platform for departure to a sequence of strikingly contrasting
rhythmic episodes – each time returning to the principal “theme” (Figure 1.9). 
111 The fact that this melody would perhaps be less recognisable to non-Poles partly justifies Thomas’
assertion that its use was “geared towards re-establishing a sense of Polish identity.” Nonetheless, 
Górecki was only acquainted with “Polish ears,” so this national argument should not be 
overstated. See: Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, 194.
112 Tadeusz Marek and David Drew, “Górecki in Interview (1968) – And 20 Years After,” Tempo 3, 
no. 168 (1989): 25–29, at 26.
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Figure 1.9: Excerpt (bars 147–154) from Muzyczka 3 (1967)
The purpose is similar in Canticum graduum, however the melody is less obscured
and the platform it similarly provides contains a clearer sense of harmonic direction.
Such examples show Górecki using music from the past to maintain general
expressive contact with his listener. Given the subtlety of these historical references
in such abstract contexts, it is unlikely that the composer is attempting to either
“encode” his work in any more specific terms or to “evince nationalism.”
Górecki’s compositional exploration of Polish folk music arguably reached its
culmination in his three String Quartets. Composed late in his career, they provide a
conspectus of his varied engagement with Polish folklore. The composer openly
acknowledged that he had made a conscious effort to recreate and utilise the
traditional folk sound. As he stated in an interview with Maja Trochimczyk
(published as Maria Anna Harley), “Let’s look at this highlander music: strings only,
it is really a string quartet. So why not compose it?” 113 Within these works, Górecki
uses folk devices to provide the platforms upon which his listener is kept grounded. 
In String Quartet No. 1, Already it is Dusk (1988), Górecki applies serial
transformations to the same hymn that had featured in Old Polish Music, Wacław z
Szamotuł’s Modlitwa, gdy dziatki spać idą [Już się zmierzcha] (“Prayer when
children are going to sleep [It's already dusk]”).114 Again, the slow canonic
presentation of an obscured traditional melody is repeatedly interrupted by brief
passages of aggressive pulsating dissonance – a striking contrast in texture and
113 Harley, Górecki, and Botstein, “On Life and Music,” 75; The traditional music of the Highland 
region is dominated by string instruments, with instrumental ensembles usually consisting of two 
violins and a double bass. See: Czekanowska, Polish Folk Music, 84–87.
114 The original melody is included in the publisher’s note that introduces the printed score. See: 
Already It Is Dusk (String Quartet No. 1, Op. 62) (London: Boosey & Hawkes, 1989).
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dynamics. In the central Allegro section, the ensemble is divided into two according
to a typical folk model: one pair of instruments providing the ostinato, the other pair
presenting melodic “roulades” in parallel motion. Having established this
straightforward foundation, Górecki manipulates phrase lengths and repetitions to
create an engaging sense of metric ambiguity that remains grounded by the pulsating
ostinato. This upper-voice ostinato is harmonically static (a trichord of D, C# and E)
while the lower melodic lines quickly cover the entire chromatic scale. This total
chromatic saturation results from the fact that the two voices are each confined to an
alternating-interval octatonic scale, but separated by a major-ninth. A dual sense of
modality and chromaticism is therefore created. Górecki then flips the ensemble,
suddenly switching the roles of each instrument without missing a beat, and similar
explorations unfold with whole-tone melodies in parallel major-thirds moving in and
out of syncopation with the omnipresent ostinato (see Figure 1.10).
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Figure 1.10: Division of ensemble in Already it is Dusk (1988), Allegro (bars 159–165)
Another reversal occurs before the four voices unite in a pulsating passage of
polytonal triads that is gradually infiltrated by material from the work’s opening. The
quartet concludes with an uninterrupted restatement of the opening hymnal canon
and a brief coda of sustained major triads (Gb, Db and Bb, all presented both
horizontally as single-voice arpeggiations and vertically in three-part harmony) with
a minor-seventh added to the final sonority. This is a surprisingly serene and
unambiguous conclusion to a volatile piece, and that may well be the point: to again
deviate from the established framework. 
In the four-movement String Quartet No. 2, Quasi una fantasia (1991), Górecki
again pays tribute to the influence of Beethoven while continuing to draw upon the
folklore aesthetics so prominent in No. 1. The work’s title is an unveiled reference to
Beethoven’s Op. 27 Piano Sonatas (the second of which is better known as the
“Moonlight Sonata”). Furthermore, in discussing the work with Thomas, Górecki
makes reference to a sequence of “Beethovenian chords” that appear multiple times
throughout.115 These chords, which interrupt contrasting material at various points in
the work (which is significantly longer than the single-movement No. 1), serve a
similar purpose to the diatonic chords that concluded Already it is Dusk. The most
striking example of this comes in the second movement, when the molto furioso
texture of parallel melodies and chugging accompaniment is abruptly interrupted by
a lunga silence and two softly sustained triads, before resuming with maximum
energy (see Figure 1.11).
115 Thomas, Górecki, 140.
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The division of the ensemble into melodic voices and ostinato voices, as in the First
Quartet’s Allegro, provides a consistent platform throughout much of Quasi una
fantasia. Indeed, in three of the four movements, the cello and viola serve as little
more than a metronome (see Figures 1.12 to 1.14). 
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Figure 1.11: Sudden contrasts in Quasi una fantasia (1991), second movement (bars 81–86)
Figure 1.12: Pulsating viola and cello in Quasi una fantasia, first movement (bars 40–43)
Figure 1.13: Pulsating viola and cello in Quasi una fantasia, second movement (bars 45–49)
With the stability of these ostinati, Górecki meticulously develops a variety of
melodic ideas. Unlike in String Quartet No. 1, here there is no clear evidence of
direct melodic quotation (aside from a brief quote, late in the final movement, of the
hymn Silent Night) and no trace of serial techniques. Nonetheless, folk models guide
the development of these melodies. For example, in the work’s opening, a solo
melodic line slowly unravels in folk-like “roulades.” Although this melody moves
only in seconds and thirds, with the odd sforzando tritone descent, over the course of
approximately six minutes it explores the entire chromatic scale. Throughout this
section, the cello provides an unwavering E pulse. Thus, by using a folk-derived
model, Górecki’s music effectively maintains a sense of tonal centre and melodic
familiarity (courtesy of heavy repetition and the use of a limited set of melodic
intervals), while also achieving total chromatic saturation. 
Górecki’s Third and final String Quartet, ...songs are sung (1995/2005), was
completed only five years prior to the composer’s death and was thus one of his final
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Figure 1.14: Pulsating viola and cello in Quasi una fantasia, third movement (bars 7–9)
large-scale works.116 Although strikingly different in character to the First and Second
Quartets, it too offers insight into how Polish folk music served Górecki’s creation of
a unique aesthetic. ...songs are sung shares much in common with Already it is Dusk
and Quasi una fantasia, particularly as pertains to metric fluidity, repetition, and
division of the ensemble. Upon analysing String Quartet No.3, however, we can infer
that the composer has taken greater inspiration from a domestic musical tradition
other than that of the Highland string band – and a clue is found in the work’s title.
According to Thomas, writing in the CD liner-notes accompanying Kronos’ 2007
recording, integral to this work is what he refers to as Górecki’s “‘lullaby’ idiom.” 117
The lullaby exists as a distinct category of Polish folk song, yet documentation of
these melodies is scarce.118 This fact goes a long way to explaining why, as Thomas
notes, Three Lullabies (1984) for unaccompanied choir was Górecki’s only song set
that did not draw on existing musical material.119
Górecki’s indebtedness to this idiom is best observed in the Largo cantabile second
movement of ...songs are sung. As was the case in the earlier Quartets, the cello
performs a role typical of bass instruments in Highland string bands – this time, with
a characteristic open-fifth drone rather than a pulsating ostinato.120 It is also worth
116 There have been a number of posthumous Górecki premieres, including the Fourth Symphony 
“Tansman Episodes” and the Two Tristan Postludes and Chorale. These works, however, were 
completed by the composer’s son Mikołaj. An up-to-date works list is available at the Boosey & 
Hawkes website: http://www.boosey.com/composer/Henryk+G%C3%B3recki 
117 Liner notes to: Henryk Górecki, String Quartet no.3 ‘… songs are sung’, Kronos Quartet, 
Nonesuch 79993, 2007, CD.
118 According to Sikora and Żebrowska, the reason for this neglect by Polish folklore scholars is an 
“irrational conviction that lullabies are a permanent feature of all cultures.” See: Kazimierz Sikora
and Barbara Żebrowska, “Traditional Polish Lullabies,” Estonia and Poland: Creativity and 
Tradition in Cultural Communication 2 (2013): 177–90.
119 Thomas, Górecki, 113.
120 Droning bagpipes were prevalent in Polish folk music for centuries. In the Highlands, the role of 
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noting the harmonic design of the material that follows (and subsequently fills the
majority of the movement’s 11–12 minutes). A recurring cradling between two
chords serves as the primary means of tension, comparable to the typical harmonic
structure of Polish folk music.121 However, Górecki uses this model only as a loose
basis for creating his own unique harmonic framework. Tension is not created by the
typical dominant-tonic sonorities. The initial “tonic” is an (enharmonically spelled)
augmented triad rooted on the cello’s open C, and the “dominant” chord that first
appears at bar 13 is effectively a Bb dominant-seventh chord. Thus, when this chord
returns to the “tonic,” any traditional tendencies of resolution are thwarted –
primarily by the viola’s E§. This note is made particularly salient by the fact that the
parallel violin melodies, moving in thirds, establish the C aeolian/A b lydian relative
modes (see Figure 1.15). 
With the emergence of a secondary theme, this Eb/E§ tension is resolved in the
underlying Ab major (in first inversion) harmony. However, a new tension emerges as
a prominent melodic G is now at odds with the root of that chord. Here the interval
of a third receives primal focus as the harmony continues to alternate between
the drone was transferred to the bass instrument. See: Czekanowska, Polish Folk Music, 85.
121 Czekanowska, again, notes that Polish folk music harmony differs from that of its Western 
neighbours by focusing solely on dominant/tonic functions. See: Ibid., 191.
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Figure 1.15: Reduction of pitch material in ...songs are sung, second movement
inverted Ab and Bb triads. Although this example of melodic writing from Górecki is
entirely unremarkable when considered alongside his other works (including the first
two Quartets), its harmonic and textural setting is distinct and offers additional
insight into how the variety of seemingly simple folk models can be effectively
employed within modern compositional contexts.
The music of Henryk Górecki is interspersed with copious examples of the composer
working with traditional Polish music. Within his oeuvre, there is also ongoing
evidence of a willingness to engage with existing music from composers of multiple
backgrounds whose works have informed his practice. In all such instances, these
sources contribute to Górecki’s ability to maintain expressive contact with his
audience. When his Third Symphony – evocatively titled Symphony of Sorrowful
Songs and openly drawing upon Polish folklore – gained international attention, the
potential to interpret it as a specific comment on the Polish predicament
understandably captured the imaginations of a number of authors. However, in the
context of his entire output, the Symphony can be readily understood as one of many
attempts at using traditional material to make general expressive contact with the
listener and to develop new compositional ideas. As the above analyses demonstrate,
by acknowledging that Górecki had a life-long interest in Polish musical tradition
and then examining his use of folkloric influences, we gain insight into how the
composer created his unique aesthetic. Furthermore, by identifying the particular
compositional models – whether melodic, procedural or structural – that have been
lifted from Polish folk music practices, we gain a clearer understanding of these
practices and the potential versatility of their salient aesthetic features.
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Studies of Chopin, Szymanowski, and Górecki demonstrate that there are alternate
ways of understanding each composer’s relationship with traditional Polish folk
music, and that a persistent focus on political factors has heavily influenced the ways
in which their works have been represented. Chopin’s Nocturne in G Minor was
taken as a patriotic homage to his homeland and a cryptic representation of his own
nostalgia. Szymanowski’s folk-infused output from the 1920s defined him as a man
on a mission to preserve and celebrate Poland’s musical heritage. Górecki’s Third
Symphony became variously a Cold War-era reflection on the predicament of
Catholic Poles, and a patriotic celebration of the nation’s long and varied history.
If we resist the call to focus solely on political resonance, however, a world of
compositional innovation is revealed. The analyses presented above expound the fact
that each composer was responding to a musical challenge of his time. Chopin found
in folklore an opportunity to confound his audience with a counterpoint of genres,
and to renovate existing formalised models. Folk music provided a realm of
unfamiliar sonic territory into which he subtly guided his already-captive audience.
Most recently, Górecki borrowed from folklore various means of maintaining
coherence and establishing contact with listeners while engaging in a unique and
modern exploration of sound. Contrary to the Chopin case, folk music enabled
Górecki to retain contact with his audience while exploring a range of modern
expressive techniques. Between the lifetimes of those two composers, Szymanowski
engaged in a multi-faceted relationship with folklore: at first using exotic elements of
folklore as a means of enriching his existing style, then ultimately relying on folk
models to maintain cohesiveness in his late musical structures. In the former case,
Szymanowski’s approach is akin to that of Chopin and aided him in moving beyond
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the models he had inherited from late-Romanticism and Impressionism. In the latter
case, Szymanowski set the precedent for Górecki and created a uniquely expressive
modern sound that respected the fundamental principles of folk music while
overcoming the melodic crisis of the early twentieth century. 
Solutions to the compositional challenges that exist today might also be sought
through an engagement with traditional musical sources. In my own practice, the
primary challenges involve finding ways to maintain cohesiveness through stable
harmonic and thematic structures, convey a clear musical narrative, and establish a
strong sense of individual identity. In the next chapter of this thesis, I formalise the
compositional lessons that have been gained from these studies of Chopin,
Szymanowski, and Górecki. I then outline how this knowledge has informed my own
compositional practice and enabled me to address those challenges outlined above.
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Chapter Two: Notes on the Accompanying Portfolio of Compositions
In this chapter I develop a vocabulary for identifying and categorising the various
aesthetic functions of folklore outlined in Chapter One. I then use this vocabulary
when discussing the works presented in the accompanying composition portfolio
(Volume II). These pieces draw on a variety of traditional musical forms, as well as
specific works by the very composers discussed in Chapter One. In creating this
portfolio, I have taken the compositional lessons gained from my study of Chopin,
Szymanowski, and Górecki, extended them, and then applied them in the creation of
new musical results. It is my goal, therefore, to contribute new knowledge regarding
how folkloric and other existing musical sources might serve the modern composer
concerned with creating works that are cohesive, convey a clear narrative, and
possess a strong identity.
Theoretical Framework
In order to comprehensively analyse the aesthetic function of traditional music in the
works of multiple composers, it is necessary to define a theoretical framework and
lexicon. To that end, it is important to note that the broad act of quoting, referencing,
or alluding to an earlier piece of music within a new composition has received
detailed scholarly attention in recent decades. Furthermore, a variety of attempts
have been made at establishing an appropriate analytical vocabulary. 1 According to
the Polish musicologist Krystyna Tarnawska-Kaczorowska, whose work draws
heavily from linguistic theory, musical quotations can be separated into two broad
1 For an overview of musical borrowing as a field, see the aptly named: J. Peter Burkholder, “The 
Uses of Existing Music: Musical Borrowing as a Field,” Notes, Second Series, 50, no. 3 (1994): 
851–70.
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categories: “parole” quotations, whereby a single “utterance” is quoted and points to
a specific source; and “langue” quotations, whereby a certain stylistic convention or
system is evoked.2 Within these categories, the author identifies a variety of sub-
categories such as “paraphrase” and “parody” in the former, and “polystylism” and
“pastiche” in the latter.3 Tarnawska-Kaczorowska also makes the important
observation that musical quotes can be intentionally masked by the composer
(although these “crypto-quotations” are mentioned only briefly in her discussion).4 
From his analyses of the music of Charles Ives, J. Peter Burkholder similarly derives
a list of categories into which instances of “musical borrowing” can be placed. These
include “variations,” “paraphrasing” and “stylistic allusion.”5 Closer to the topic
under study, Justyna Humięcka-Jakubowska identifies (albeit rather vaguely) four
main tendencies characterising the use of folklore by Polish composers in the post-
WWII decade: (1) “the composer elaborates the folk original with the aim of basing
upon it a melodic setting;” (2) “the composer employs the folk melody as a
quotation, which forms an integral part of the work;” (3) “the composer produces a
stylisation of folk music;” and (4) “the composer neither stylises nor quotes the folk
original, but seeks to achieve a specific mood and national style inspired by it.”6 
An analytical overview of the findings presented in Chapter One of this thesis can
aid in the construction of a framework of possibilities regarding how folk material
2 Krystyna Tarnawska-Kaczorowska, “Musical Quotation: An Outline of the Problem,” 
Contemporary Music Review 17, no. 3 (1998): 69–90, at 76.
3 Ibid., 70.
4 Ibid., 82.
5 Burkholder, “The Uses of Existing Music,” 854.
6 Justyna Humięcka-Jakubowska, “The Ethical and Political Conditions of Musical Activity in 
Poland after World War II,” Tempo 64, no. 253 (2010): 13–20, at 17.
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might be used as a platform for compositional innovations. Although there is no clear
consensus on how analysts might best deal with issues of musical borrowing, the
above attempts at formalising the problem present a number of possibilities. The
large body of literature specifically concerned with the presence of folklore in Polish
art music allowed me to identify a wide variety of instances where Chopin,
Szymanowski, and Górecki turned to such sources. By shifting the focus to aesthetic
function, I isolated the musical outcomes achieved in each of these cases – which
has, in turn, led to the discovery of further examples of folk music functioning to
alter these composers’ aesthetics. I am therefore in a position to clarify and extend on
the work of Humięcka-Jakubowska, in particular, in developing a more detailed
analytical framework.
My discussions of Chopin, Szymanowski, and Górecki have revealed two broad
classifications that conceptualise the uses of folk music: as a foreign entity, or as a
familiar entity. Isolating specific cases of engagement with folklore, which
encompasses more than melody alone, and breaking these two classifications down
accordingly allows for a more detailed system of categorisation than that provided by
Humięcka-Jakubowska. When folk music performs a foreign role, its features serve
to create interest through novelty. The composer is thus able to capitalise on a gap in
the listener’s musical knowledge and/or genre-based expectations. From the cases
discussed, the following categories describing the aesthetic function of folk music as
a foreign entity emerge:
• Generic Alteration: Properties of a folk genre are transplanted to add an
unusual character to the new work, which itself is being heard with certain
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expectations. For example, the case of Chopin’s Nocturne in G minor in
which he employs rhythmic and temporal devices recognisable as belonging
to the mazurka tradition.
• Allusive Stylisation: Stylistic traits of a folk genre are borrowed to shape a
particular musical idea within a work, thus alluding to that distant genre. For
example, the religioso passage in that same Nocturne which establishes an
unexpectedly contrasting character that calls to mind traditional church
music.
• Imitative Stylisation: Particular folk music practices are intentionally
recreated as a direct reference to that practice. For example, the folk fiddler
used in Szymanowski’s Harnasie.
• Pointed Quotation: A particular musical fragment is borrowed with the intent
to evoke that music’s traditional function or context. For example, the use of
the Chmielu wedding song in Harnasie.
When folk music performs a familiar role, its features serve to ground the listener
while interest is created through various other means. Here, the composer is able to
capitalise on the listener’s ability to recognise and understand specific material
and/or generalised patterns. Again drawing on the Chapter One case studies, the
following categories describe the aesthetic function of folk music as a familiar entity:
• Material Generation: A particular musical fragment is taken as the primary
source for a variety of transformations, deliberately obfuscating the original
idea. For example, the use of a hymn melody to create a serial canon in
Górecki’s First String Quartet.
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• Thematic Grounding: A particular musical fragment, sometimes highly
obscured, is adopted as a recurring theme which is used intermittently with
contrasting material. For example, the warped melodic roulades, derived from
a chant melody, that appear in Górecki’s Muzyczka 3.
• Structural Grounding: A standard folk template or compositional principle is
adopted as a base layer onto which complex musical ideas are added. For
example, the consistent division of the string quartet into ostinato and melody
pairings in Górecki’s Second String Quartet; or the use of folk-like melodies
in Szymanowski’s Litany to the Virgin Mary (“Dwunastodźwięczna Cytaro”).
These categories are by no means mutually exclusive, nor do they necessarily
exhaust all the possible ways in which folk music might function. They do
nonetheless provide both a means of identifying and labelling references to such
sources when they emerge through analysis and, perhaps more crucially, a set of
theoretical tools with which the modern composer might approach the task of
engaging creatively with historical materials.
Having demonstrated that our understanding of past (and, in these cases, deceased)
composers can be enriched by shifting the focus of our analyses away from political
contexts, we now have the opportunity to take this new mode of understanding and
adopt a similar gaze when embarking on studies of current composers and their
music. As Andrzej Chłopecki states in his discussion of Polish composers at the
beginning of the twenty-first century, those who began their careers in the post-
Communist age are in the unique position of being free from political oppression or
any sense of collective aesthetic obligation.7 Nonetheless, Polish musical traditions –
7 Andrzej Chłopecki, “The New Wave of Polish Composers: The Beginning of the 21st Century,” in
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particularly the folkloric – continue to feed the creativity of many of this new
generation. This is not merely true of art music composers, with the popular music
scene in post-Communist Poland giving rise to a significant number of ensembles
and genres that are directly influenced by traditional folk music. 8 With the categories
that I have generated in conceptualising the aesthetic uses of folk music, it is possible
to analyse the works of any composer who acknowledges that folk music has played
some role in their compositional process. 
The influence of these musical traditions has also spread outside of Polish musical
circles. Although I am primarily living and working in Australia, my ethnic
background, education and musical experiences have resulted in an interest in Polish
musical tradition. Consequently, I have come to regularly turn to this tradition when
seeking material for my own compositions – and I am free to do so with an even
greater degree of separation from political concerns. By writing a doctoral thesis, I
am in a unique position to provide insight into how this influence might be handled
and to illustrate the aesthetic purposes specific materials have served. In all cases
discussed thus far, analyses of the ways in which early musical traditions have
contributed to each composer’s aesthetic have been limited by the data available to
scholars. If we wish to focus on a composer’s working process, we are forced to
interpret archival sketches, composer notes and, where available, interviews or other
forms of personal insight. It is my goal, then, to ensure that all informative personal
insight into my own working process is comprehensively recorded. This will
Polish Music. Polish Composers 1918–2010 (Gdańsk-Lublin: John Paul II Catholic University, 
2013), 249–63, at 250.
8 For an overview that focuses on the bands Zakopower, Lao Che, and the Warsaw Village Band, 
see: Ann Hetzel Gunkel, “Global Górale and Postmodern Polskość Polish Roots Music and the 
Post-Communist Recovery of Folk,” The Polish Review 57, no. 4 (2012): 63–74.
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facilitate maximal understanding of the aesthetic role of musical tradition in my
works, while also offering a clear stance on any potential political meanings within
these works.
Research/Practice Paradigm
The activities leading to the development of the theoretical framework outlined
above and the creation of the composition portfolio discussed below took place over
a period of approximately four years. During this time, my labour was repeatedly and
unevenly divided between practical (composition) and research tasks. This duality,
although increasingly becoming a standard model for practice-led research, disrupts
traditional ways of theorising the distinct roles of researcher and practitioner. Donald
Schön, in an examination of the relationship between academic knowledge and
professional practice, summarises those roles as follows:
Researchers are supposed to provide the basic and applied science from which
to derive techniques for diagnosing and solving the problems of practice.
Practitioners are supposed to furnish researchers with problems for study and
with tests of the utility of research results. The researcher’s role is distinct
from, and usually considered superior to, the role of the practitioner.9
Although the presentation and title of this thesis imply a process whereby written
research has led to subsequent creative work, the truth is much more complex. The
theoretical framework has developed alongside the composition portfolio, and each
has directly informed the other. As the sole creator of both bodies of work, my ability
9 Donald A. Schön, The Reflective Practitioner: How Professionals Think in Action (London: 
Routledge, 1970), 26.
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to transition between performing the scientific duties of a researcher and
implementing the ensuing results as a practitioner – and thus producing further data
for analytical study – has enabled me to continuously alternate between two
processes: research-led practice and practice-led research. However, as Hazel Smith
and Roger Dean have shown in their 2009 text Practice-Led Research, Research-Led
Practice in the Creative Arts, these processes are not as distinct as might seem.10
According to the authors, practice-led research and research-led practice are best
understood as “interwoven in an iterative cyclic web.”11
The iterative cyclic web model closely reflects the approach I have taken throughout
this project. Upon formulating my initial ideas, I undertook the concurrent processes
of research and composition. Each of these has in turn resulted in different forms of
output, such as conference presentations and public performances – achievements
that have been reached intermittently throughout my candidature – which have
subsequently enabled me to refine both my theoretical understanding of the topic and
my means of implementing specific compositional techniques. These refinements
have then fed directly into the next iterative phase of idea development and output,
and this has continued until the project’s ultimate completion.
Portfolio Overview
The composition portfolio submitted alongside this thesis consists of nine separate
works, all of which were composed during my time as a Doctor of Philosophy
student. These have been grouped and ordered according to the principal aesthetic
10 Hazel Smith and Roger T. Dean, eds., Practice-Led Research, Research-Led Practice in the 
Creative Arts (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2009).
11 Ibid., 2.
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function of folklore that is demonstrated in each work. Every single piece draws on
traditional folk music practice in one or more ways, in combination with a variety of
musical and non-musical influences. In certain pieces, I have specifically drawn on
art music compositions by composers already discussed and used these to create the
same aesthetic effects that are elsewhere created by more distant folk sources.
The first three works, o Śląsku (2015), coûte que coûte? (2017) and Tatra (2017),
primarily demonstrate some of the intensive processes through which music from the
past can serve the familiar function of Material Generation. The next three,
Chamber Music for Tereska (2014), Bells & Crosses (2016) and Drowning Trio
(2016), also draw on the familiar properties of existing musical materials, focusing
on how these might be applied for the purposes of Thematic and Structural
Grounding. Chamber Music for Tereska and Bells & Crosses also contain Pointed
Quotations, thereby demonstrating one of the aesthetic functions in which musical
material is heard as a foreign entity.
The seventh work, Trio I (2014), also capitalises on the potential for folk materials to
function both as familiar and foreign entities. This piece demonstrates the foreign
category of Allusive Stylisation while also using familiar material for the purpose of
Structural Grounding. The final two works, Mundana•Humana•Instrumentalis
(2015) and Carvings (2015), demonstrate two categories in which folk music
functions as a foreign entity. The former provides an example of Imitative Stylisation,
while the latter demonstrates how a modern Australian composer might look to
domestic musical traditions and use these for the purpose of Generic Alteration.
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Work #1: o Śląsku for chamber orchestra
Program Note
o Śląsku was composed in March/April 2015, while I was residing at the Karol
Szymanowski Academy of Music in Katowice, Poland. There to undertake an artistic
apprenticeship with the Polish composer Aleksander Lasoń (b. 1951), I created this
piece as a response to my exploration of Silesia’s music, culture and natural
environment. Silesia (Śląsk in Polish) is a region with a diverse and complicated
history. Today, this history can be read in the countless juxtapositions that combine to
create a unique and timeless character. German Gothic architecture stands alongside
eyesores of Socialist Classicism. Sunday morning church-goers pass by lingering
Saturday night revellers. Dilapidated factories encroach on the natural beauty of the
woodlands. 
The traditional and the modern co-exist in Silesia, and I have used this simple
observation to create o Śląsku. Specific regional folk songs, the melodies of which I
came across during my stay in Katowice, have added their characters to the piece and
appear throughout in various modified forms.
o Śląsku was premiered by Orkiestra Muzyki Nowej (New Music Orchestra),
directed by Szymon Bywalec, at the Karol Szymanowski Academy of Music,
Katowice, Poland on April 7th, 2016.
Analytical Notes
I began composing this piece with the intention of reflecting on my time spent in
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Katowice, as well as contemplating some of the intriguing features that characterise
the broader region of Silesia. From a programmatic perspective, I was keen to
explore the place’s multiplicity of juxtapositions, which I observed daily during my
time there. I found relics of decommissioned factories in amongst the natural beauty
of the forest, Communist-era towers metres from the nineteenth-century market
square, and a well-patronised cathedral overlooking the main entertainment strip of
restaurants, nightclubs, bars and bottle-shops. There seemed to be constant conflict
and harmony – between man-made and natural, functional and decorative, spiritual
and commercial, modern and traditional, national and foreign, German and Soviet,
etc. – and I hoped to convey this. Additionally, from a purely musical perspective, I
wanted to use traditional material connected with the region in combination with my
own modern compositional approach. That is, I wanted this to be a thorough exercise
in using folk music for Material Generation. Thus, I began by searching for obscure
Silesian folk songs and came across a recently published book of Silesian songs set
for accordion.12 With no intention of using the settings themselves, this book pointed
me to multiple sources from the distant past.
Two of the melodies transcribed in the book by Dariusz Kownacki appealed to me in
particular: Za naszą stodołą w białej koniczynie (“In the white clover behind our
barn,” attributed to a nineteenth-century collection of folk songs by Juliusz Roger), 13
and Počkejte děvčatka (“Wait for me, girls,” sourced from within a nineteenth-
century collection of Moravian songs by František Bartoš).14 The first (shown in
12 Dariusz Kownacki, Z Akordeonem Przez Śląsk: Muzyczna Podróż (Opole: Łubniański Ośrodek 
Kultury, 2014).
13 Juliusz Roger, Pieśni Ludu Polskiego w Górnym Szląsku z Muzyką (Wrocław: A. Hepner, 1880).
14 František Bartoš, Nové Národní Písně Moravské (Brno: Karl Winiker, 1882). Although 
predominantly in Polish territory, parts of Silesia do stretch into present-day Czechia and 
Germany.
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Figure 2.1) appealed mainly due to its chromatic nature, containing not only the
notes of the natural minor scale and the raised leading-note, but also the applied
leading-notes to both the dominant and subdominant. The second song (Figure 2.2)
presented a more interesting rhythmic character, complete with syncopation and
dotted figures, along with a narrow contour and a sense of pulsation provided by the
repeated notes of the opening bars.
I was determined to create a piece that conveyed progress and dynamism, and that
maintained momentum in both the harmonic and rhythmic senses. The respective
features of these melodies assured me of their potential to aid in achieving this. I
decided that I would focus on Za naszą as the principal source of material, and that
Počkejte would likely serve in creating a contrasting section at some point in the
piece while also blending and interacting with the former. I therefore started working
with Za naszą, focusing on what might be derived from the perspective of pitch. 
Analyses of Górecki’s music have demonstrated how an existing melody can
contribute to the creation of new melodies – for example, through the use of serial
procedures as employed in the composer’s First String Quartet. In o Śląsku, I
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Figure 2.1: Za naszą stodołą w białej koniczynie melody
Figure 2.2: Počkejte děvčatka melody
intended to use Za naszą to similar ends. While the generation of inversions,
retrogrades and transpositions preserves the intervallic content of the original piece, I
instead sought to preserve the general direction of the melody and to “blur” the
harmonic boundaries slightly. To achieve this, I first simply broke the melody into
three-note cells: D-F-A, B-A-G#, A-A-C, etc. Next, I re-composed the pitch series by
intuitively re-ordering the notes within each cell (deleting repeated notes, thus
reducing the third cell to A-C, for example) but maintaining the overall order of cells.
I then harmonised each cell with a bass note obtained by moving through the original
melody in its original order. I continued this process until I found an appropriate
point of unity with a strong tendency of resolution back to the beginning. This
ultimately occurred when the bass line reached the end of bar 6 and the new melody
reached the same point on its second iteration through the original series, thus
forming an A major triad with a pull towards the opening D minor. This process
created the two-part progression shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Two-part progression
This material was used as the basis of a variety of musical settings, inspired by the
different physical and social settings found co-existing in Silesia. The work was not
composed in a linear manner. Rather, settings of the above material were interspersed
with a number of contrasting ideas. Nonetheless, analysing the work from start to
finish provides the clearest insight into how the ultimate structure allowed me to
convey the intended narrative, and how folk melodies enhanced my ability to do so.
o Śląsku begins with a single resonant strike of a dyad on chimes, sustained by
harmonics in the violins. The choice of pitches inversely relates to the Za naszą
melody (Figure 2.1): B and D# are the only two pitch classes not utilised in the folk
song. The texture is sparse and soft, with slight dynamic swells ultimately fading to
silence. My intention was to create a sense of prayer-like serenity, hence the use of
chimes as an allusion to church bells. I also intentionally began the piece with this
“blank slate” so that the eventual introduction of melodic fragments would have a
greater impact.15
The first of these melodic fragments is introduced after an abrupt fortissimo and
subsequent silence at bar 21, as the ensemble begins working through the
aforementioned two-part progression (Figure 2.3). Each cell is articulated by a
chordal stab of all notes (melody and bass) in the strings, and the melody notes
subsequently anchor dovetailed chromatic scale fragments passed between oboe,
bassoon and muted trumpet. Other timbres are gradually, though sparingly, added –
such as the chugging bass clarinet and sustained flute – but the first significant
change to this texture occurs abruptly at bar 76.
15 This introductory texture returns as an extended contrasting section later in the work while these 
introductory bars were actually the last to be composed.
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Having progressed through the first 13 of the 21 cells, a sudden tutti introduces the
pulsating, oscillating texture that I created to characterise the mechanics of industry
and modernisation. This “industrial” idea, which is to be broken up with a
continuation of earlier material as well as the introduction of new material, uses a
short chord progression that was constructed by continuing the process outlined
earlier, allowing the bass line to resolve the original Za naszą melody with the notes
D-D-E-F-C#-D (end of Figure 2.1). This first occurrence of the industrial texture is
therefore supported by a D bass, the next occurrence (bar 123) progresses through D
and E, and the next (bar 173) through F, C#, and resolving to D. As this material is
repeatedly interrupted, a sense of juxtaposition and co-existence is created. Between
the first and second occurrences of the industrial material, the dovetailing melodic
cells resume. The second and third occurrences are interrupted by chime chords (bars
136 and 187) that allude to the work’s sparse opening texture, while the third is
preceded by an entirely new idea imbued with the character of folklore.
At bar 156, I introduce material derived from the second of my chosen folk melodies,
Počkejte děvčatka (Figure 2.2). Metrically-modulating suddenly into compound time,
the pulsating triple quavers of the song are lightly passed around in the woodwinds.
Short “dancing” fragments of the melody are articulated by pizzicato strings
(sounding chords that, again, were derived by a continuation of the two-part Za
naszą re-composition) and a wood block. As the melody progresses, the dynamic
increases, more voices are added and the temporal interval between these articulating
gestures decreases until, at bar 173, the industrial texture resumes and continues until
bridging to the next significant contrasting section of the work.
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This new section, like its brief introduction at the beginning of the work, was
intended to characterise serenity and spirituality – particularly as embodied in natural
beauty. The entire section, up to the fermata at bar 310, is driven by the two-part
progression derived from Za naszą (Figure 2.3). In this instance the chimes provide
the original-melody bass notes while crotales traverse the re-composed melody. A
pulse is maintained by strings, initially using soft harmonics but over time
descending towards their forte natural register, as bass drum interjections punctuate
the end of each cell – all of which is intended to contribute to an overall sense of
definite direction and momentum. So too is the addition of new voices to the texture,
however these also serve a narrative purpose. From bar 243, for example, small brass
fragments from the earlier industrial texture begin to encroach on this nature scene –
much like the pipelines I found rotting in the forest just outside the Katowice city
centre (see Figure 2.4).16
16 Photograph by the author.
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Figure 2.4: Industrial ruins in a Katowice forest
Similarly, from bar 272, woodwind fragments of the triple-rhythm Počkejte-derived
folk dance begin to re-emerge – this time in conflict with the continuous duple pulse
maintained by the strings. The texture builds as all of these ideas intensify,
eliminating space from the texture, until the two-part progression reaches its
conclusion and a chime strike silences all for an extended pause.
Thus begins the concluding reprise of the industrial texture. However, it is now
overlaid with woodwind fragments of the triple-rhythm song. At bar 322, a further
transformation of this idea occurs when pitch material of the Za naszą two-part
progression (Figure 2.3, cells 10–12) is adopted and the Počkejte rhythm (Figure 2.2)
begins to encroach on the tom-tom and piano parts. At bar 337, this triple-rhythm
seemingly causes a sudden metric modulation and the piece concludes with an
energetic tussle between compound and simple beats in a folk-infused burst of
industrial energy. 
Folklore is essential to the construction and character of o Śląsku, and the piece
demonstrates just some of the ways in which found musical fragments can be
transformed into larger musical structures. By using two distinct folk melodies to
generate two contrasting musical ideas, and consequently exposing the listener to
these principal themes, I have created a context in which their fusion here carries a
clear narrative message. It is the sense of familiarity inherent in these folk songs that
facilitates this outcome. The recognisable characteristics of the original melodies,
therefore, have become integral not only to the overall cohesiveness of this
composition, but also to the clarity of my programmatic idea regarding the
heterogeneity of Silesia. My strict dependence on Za naszą stodołą w białej
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koniczynie and Počkejte děvčatka for Material Generation has also resulted in the
creation of a new work in which the energy and expressive spirit of Silesian folk
song is deeply embedded.
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Work #2: coûte que coûte? for SSAATB choir, piano and percussion
Program Note
The Polish composer Karol Szymanowski (1882–1937) spent his career creating
music that constantly evolved in response to the exotic influences he absorbed while
travelling, both domestically and abroad. His desire to routinely look beyond Polish
musical culture was not well-received by domestic critics. He was, according to the
scholar Alistair Wightman, a “cosmopolitan outsider, an intruder on the Polish
musical scene.”17 Although he is well known for drawing on Polish folk material in
his compositions, Szymanowski was fiercely opposed to nationalism in the arts. He
was particularly outspoken on the dangers of protectionism, and he deplored those of
his compatriots whom he accused of “an ostrich-like burying of heads in the sand”
with regard to musical style.18
Szymanowski outlined his position in the 1925 article “The Ethnic Question in
Relation to Contemporary Music,” published in the Polish music periodical
Muzyka.19 The text of this essay is peppered with phrases borrowed from foreign
languages – “Coûte que coûte” (“At all costs”), “Passez moi le mot” (“Give me the
word”), etc. – and this is a feature of much of the composer’s writings. One can, of
course, simply interpret this linguistic quirk as a showy display of cosmopolitan
sophistication. I, however, consider it demonstrative of how the composer’s attitude
towards foreign influence enriched more than just his music. Szymanowski’s desire
to embrace all that was on offer beyond the borders of his homeland certainly
17 Wightman, Karol Szymanowski: His Life and Work, 1.
18 Alistair Wightman, ed., Szymanowski on Music: Selected Writings of Karol Szymanowski 
(London: Toccata Press, 1999), 130.
19 Karol Szymanowski, “Zagadnienie ,,Ludowości’’ w Muzyce,” Muzyka II, no. 10 (1925): 8–12.
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“strikes a chord” in the current age.
coûte que coûte? was inspired by Karol Szymanowski’s music and his world view. I
have borrowed text from the above-mentioned article, and I have derived a
significant amount of musical material from my own analysis of the composer’s final
work for choir, Litany to the Virgin Mary (1933). It was premiered on August 26th,
2018, by Luminescence Chamber Singers and Tess Said So, conducted by Dan
Walker, at the High Court of Australia in Canberra.
Analytical Notes
The process of composing coûte que coûte? began while I was simultaneously
working on the analysis of Karol Szymanowski’s music that appears in Chapter One
of this thesis. Reflecting on the fact that the 80th anniversary of the composer’s death
was approaching, I decided to create a piece based wholly on material derived from
his work. Although I would not be looking to draw directly from folk sources, I
would use Szymanowski as a medium of sorts, indirectly connecting me to certain
aesthetic principals of folk music. My intention was to do this by applying processes
of Material Generation to a small, yet powerful, fragment of his music. Furthermore,
given the demonstrated presence of folkloric properties within that fragment, this
would also translate into a Structural Grounding in folklore. As I had planned for
this project to take the form of a choral piece, however, I first began searching for a
verbal text.
Karol Szymanowski was an avid essayist, and in 1999 a collection of his writings
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was published in English translation.20 I began by focusing my attention on the article
that dealt with “The Ethnic Question in Relation to Contemporary Music.” While the
idea of basing a composition on a think piece from the 1920s is somewhat
uninspiring, the composer-author’s penchant for borrowing interlingual idioms
directed me towards my ultimate concept for the piece. The article in question
contained four such phrases, and I began working with these textual fragments
(shown here as they appear in the original text):21
• “passez moi le mot!” (French for “give me the word!”).
• “coûte que coûte” (French idiom meaning “no matter the cost”).
• “Leben und leben lassen!” (German for “Live and let live!”).
• “deus ex machina” (Latin for “god from the machine”).22
Within his essay, Szymanowski essentially endorses an attitude of openness towards
foreign musical influences. He asks the Polish reader, “Is it really necessary for us to
rely on the workings of a police state and a ‘customs officer’ for the defence of the
basic freedom of Polish music from injurious influences? Are we terrified of foreign
influences? Are we really that sickly now?”23 As I was composing this piece in
2016/2017, Donald Trump was successfully campaigning for President in the USA,
Britain had recently voted to leave the EU, and a number of anti-immigration
political parties were gaining popularity across Europe – and even in Australia. Thus,
the composer’s message seemed particularly poignant and the third of the above-
20 Wightman, Szymanowski on Music.
21 I was successful in locating the article in its original Polish, confirming that these foreign phrases 
appeared as per the translated text. See: Szymanowski, “Zagadnienie ,,Ludowości’’ w Muzyce.”
22 This refers to a theatrical plot device whereby a problem is resolved unexpectedly or illogically.
23 Wightman, Szymanowski on Music, 129.
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listed phrases was most relevant.
I intended for the textual component of this piece to enact a gradual process that
reached “Leben und leben lassen” as its ultimate conclusion. In order for this to be
effective, this phrase would be obscured throughout the majority of the work. I
therefore broke all four phrases into individual syllables with the intention of
“scrambling” the resulting text and, since the text was interlingual, I respelled each
phrase phonetically as shown in Table 2.1. This respelling left me with 21 syllables,
18 of which were unique. Having derived these text cells, I turned my focus to
generating musical material.
Original text IPA Transliteration
“Passez moi le mot” [Fr] /pasˈemwˌa lə- mˈo/ pa se mwa le mo
“Coûte que coûte” [Fr] /kˈut kə kˈut/ kut ke kut
“Leben und leben lassen” [De] /lˈeːbən ʊnt lˈeːbən lˈasən/ li ben unt li ben la sen
“Deus ex machina” [La] /ˈdeɪ.əs ɛks ˈmɑːkiːnə/ de us ex ma ki na
Table 2.1: Transliteration of text
I decided to work with a melodic fragment from Karol Szymanowski’s Litany to the
Virgin Mary. As outlined in my Chapter One analysis of that piece, the use of narrow
modal melodies allowed the composer to create a dynamic harmonic structure that
maintained cohesion without relying on traditional tonal harmonic patterns. Such
melodies are also more easily performed by choristers – a practical concern of which
I was conscious. I decided that, just as the phrase “Leben und leben lassen” would be
the eventual textual conclusion of my composition, a quote from Litany would
provide my musical conclusion. Leading up to this conclusion, however, the musical
quote would be similarly obscured and transformed. 
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Not wishing to over-borrow from the late composer, I opted to work only with a
melodic cell and to create my own means of harmonising it. Intending to work with
triads but also to utilise the whole chromatic scale (in the spirit of Litany), I turned to
a resource I had recently encountered in another context: Nicolas Slonimsky’s
Thesaurus of Scales and Melodic Patterns.24 Of particular interest was the section
titled “Division of Twelve Tones into Four Mutually Exclusive Triads,” in which the
author demonstrates how the chromatic octave can be divided into two major and
two minor triads; two augmented, one major, and one minor triad; one augmented,
one major, one minor and one diminished triad; two diminished, one major and one
minor triad; and four augmented triads.25
The melodic fragment I decided to work with was the climactic version of the main
vocal theme from Litany’s first movement as it occurs at rehearsal mark 3,
descending from G# to C# (see Figure 2.5).
As explained in my analysis, Szymanowski harmonised this fragment with a series of
major and minor triads (iv-v-VI in the key of C# minor) beginning with F# minor.
24 Nicolas Slonimsky, Thesaurus of Scales and Melodic Patterns (New York: Schirmer Books, 
1975).
25 Although the author lists multiple possibilities for each of these triadic combinations, on closer 
inspection these are mostly transpositions of the same configuration. Indeed, only the first 
contains two possibilities: a minor triad and major triad separated by two tones, combined with 
the same pair transposed up by either a tone or a tritone.
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Figure 2.5: Litany to the Virgin Mary fragment
Taking this same opening chord, I explored the possibilities for dividing the
remaining nine notes of the chromatic scale into three further triads. I decided to
utilise the chord set that contains each of the four triadic qualities: F# minor, G#
augmented, Eb major and B diminished triads. The first two of these I deemed
appropriate for harmonising the descending motive. This decision, in itself, was
influenced by the overwhelming tendency in Polish folk music for melodies to be
harmonised by only two oscillating chords (see Chapter One analysis of Górecki’s
Third String Quartet, page 58). The major and diminished triad, however, when used
as a concluding harmonic statement, provided a dramatic sense of both resolution
and tension. This material would thus came to form the conclusion of coûte que
coûte?.
Reserving this whole fragment, shown in Figure 2.6, for late in the piece, I used it to
derive material for use throughout the remainder of the work. The “Quote” portion, I
observed, contained the seven pitches of the C # harmonic minor scale. As an initial
point of departure, I inverted both the melody and the two harmonising triads (with
respect to their bass notes) to obtain the “inverted quote” shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.6: Melodic/harmonic material for conclusion
The pitch set resulting from this transformation corresponded to the pitches of the B
major scale with an added minor-second. I decided to work with this octatonic scale
in creating eight primary trichords built by stacking “thirds” upon each scale degree
(that is, by adding the notes 2 and 4 scale degrees above the root note). This resulted
in an interesting blend of two minor triads, one major triad, one diminished triad and
four non-triadic chords (see Figure 2.8).
I designed a simple voice-leading sequence that would allow me to traverse all eight
primary trichords in order, while exploring intermediary combinations of pitches
from the octatonic set. If we consider that the triad consists of a Low, Middle, and
High note (in closed position as in Figure 2.8), the voice-leading algorithm I used
was as follows (example beginning with first chord above, B-C#-E):
1. L down a degree (B → A#)
2. H up a degree (E → F#)
3. M up a degree (C# → D#)
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Figure 2.7: Inversion of “Quote” material
Figure 2.8: Primary trichords
4. L down a degree (A# → G#)
5. L replaced by new voice 3 degrees up (G# → C)
6. Repeat with new chord (C-Eb-Gb)
I constructed the first section of coûte que coûte?, which spans bars 1 to 86, by
traversing the chord space in this manner. With regard to text, the focus of this
section was the first of the borrowed phrases, “Passez moi le mot.” In reference to
this phrase’s meaning, I created a stuttering effect whereby the choir appears to be
“searching” for words. All parts begin on the first syllable and only move onto the
next when a new pitch is to appear in that line. For example, the Soprano 2 line
repeats “pa” until the bar 6 crescendo to D#, whereupon that voice alternates “pa”
and “se” until the crescendo to E at bar 17, which adds “mwa” to the repeated
syllable string, and so on. Once the end of the phrase is reached by a section of the
choir, syllables from the remaining phrases begin to appear between chords. This is
also where the pulsating piano and percussion accompaniment begins providing
rhythmic and pitch guides for the ensemble.
The ordering of these foreign syllables introduces the syllable string that features in
the next section. A scrambled string was derived directly from the sequence of chords
that I have already outlined. Specifically, I used the second number of each trichord’s
Intervallic Prime Form (IPF) to determine from which of the four phrases I took the
next syllable.26 For example, the IPF of B-C#-E is 23. Therefore, the first syllable in
the string comes from the third phrase, “Leben und leben lassen” (that is, “li”). This
26 The IPF method of classifying chords is something I frequently turn to. For information on this, 
see: Jenny McLeod, “Chromatic Maps I & II” (Treatise, Victoria University of Wellington School 
of Music, 1994), http://www.sounz.org.nz/resources/448.
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then moves to the chord A#-C#-E with IPF 33 (a diminished triad) – so again, taking
the next syllable of the third phrase, we have “ben.” When the end of a phrase was
reached (bold syllables in Table 2.2), I simply returned to its beginning. By following
this procedure through the entire sequence of chords (40 in total, five per primary
trichord), I derived the syllable sequence shown in Table 2.2. The second integer of
the IPF of all but two of the 40 chords fell within the range 1–4. Two chords,
however, ended in 5 and – as a subtle nod to the composer whose work inspired this
piece – at these particular points in the string I inserted the syllables “ka” and “rol.”
li ben unt de kut li ben us la ke
ex ma sen kut pa ki li ka kut se
ben na unt li mwa ke de ben la kut
kut rol sen li le ben unt us ex ke
Table 2.2: Scrambled syllable sequence
In constructing the second section of coûte que coûte?, I assigned two pitches to each
of the syllables in the above string. It was at this point that I wanted to begin the
gradual revelation of the work’s concluding idea – that is, the Szymanowski musical
quote paired with the phrase “Leben und leben lassen.” While this text was
scrambled, however, I wanted the harmonic space to be similarly ambiguous up to
the point of final revelation. As noted in my analysis of Litany to the Virgin Mary,
one of the features of the work is the creation of harmonic ambiguity between
particular key areas that are related by thirds. I therefore assigned the melody notes
of the Litany quote to the syllables of “Leben und leben lassen” and harmonised
these notes with the “tonic” of the melodic quote, C #. For the remaining syllables,
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however, I transposed both the “Quote” and the “Cadence” portion of the Litany
material down a major-third and harmonised the former with the pitch A and the
latter in unison. The syllables “ka” and “rol” were assigned the tritone of F # (thus
completing the F# minor triad) and C. The scrambled sequence of syllables (Table 2.2)
resulted in the two-part counterpoint shown in Figure 2.9.
This material is explored throughout the second section of the piece, up to bar 180.
At first, the voices of the choir are divided between the two notes of the contrapuntal
series. From rehearsal mark H, however, the voices begin to separate, as some
continue through the progression while others return to repeat the previous
fragment/bar. The textural homophony is also disrupted by the fact that different
syllables are attached to different durational values. Voices are paired, however, so
that both notes of the contrapuntal series are voiced simultaneously. At rehearsal
mark H, for example, Soprano 2 and Tenor progress to the second system (text cell 3)
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Figure 2.9: Contrapuntal progression
of the progression while all others return to the beginning of the first. 
Greater separation occurs as this section progresses. For example, at bar 136, we
have Soprano 1 and Bass at the beginning of system 2, Soprano 2 and Tenor at
system 3, and Alti at system 4. Towards the end of the section, the concluding quote
(Figure 2.6) begins to emerge in its full form – first embedded in the alto voices
before being taken up by the entire ensemble at bar 181. It is here that I present the
full melodic theme, over the chosen minor and augmented triads, before concluding
the work with the final cadential statement over the major and diminished triads that
complete the chromatic pitch set. This material is paired with the final statement
“Leben lassen” (“Let live”). 
There are two categories of aesthetic function at work in this composition, and yet
the source material with which I have chosen to engage comes from a twentieth-
century piece of concert music – rather than directly from folklore. Although the
fragment that has been borrowed from Szymanowski’s Litany to the Virgin Mary is
only unveiled at the end of coûte que coûte?, its role in the generation of new
material binds the work together. By deconstructing this borrowed phrase and
subjecting it to a process of Material Generation, I have ultimately drawn upon the
inherent folkloric qualities that were discovered in Chapter One of this thesis. The
folk-like nature of the original theme, and the triadic manner in which I have
harmonised it, provide the Structural Grounding that is essential to this work and its
ultimate indebtedness to the compositional principals of folk music.
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Work #3: Tatra for solo marimba
Program Note
In July 2017 I was fortunate enough to spend a few nights in the Polish Highland
town of Zakopane, which lies at the base of the mountain range that borders southern
Poland: the Tatras. A popular spot for Polish tourists, this is a uniquely beautiful part
of the world and it served as the sole inspiration for Tatra.
One prominent feature of Zakopane is its architecture, known as the “Zakopane
Style.” Many buildings in the area follow a similar angular design, imitative of the
Tatra mountains themselves, constructed with layered wooden logs and interlocking
joints, with wooden posts extending through the roof lines. Intricate lattice work and
simple geometric patterns contribute to this aesthetic, while most cabins utilise the
same internal layout: two or three rooms surrounding a central hearth. 27 These design
principals provided inspiration for a number of the musical gestures within this piece.
The Polish Highland region is also know for its distinct style of music, which the
local people (known as “Górale”) continue to perform. National interest in this music
peaked in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries thanks to the
anthropological efforts of such people as Stanisław Mierczyński, and I have drawn
on a number of his transcriptions in developing the pitch and rhythmic material used
in this piece.28 I have also made allusions to the unique local dance sequence, the
27 David Crowley, “Finding Poland in the Margins: The Case of the Zakopane Style,” Journal of 
Design History 14, no. 2 (2001): 105–16.
28 Stanisław Mierczyński, Muzyka Podhala = La Musique du Podhale / zebrał i ułożył Stanisław 
Mierczyński ; ilustrowała Zofja Stryjeńska ; wstęp napisał Karol Szymanowski (Warsaw: 
Książnica Atlas, 1930).
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Góralski. Composed in a single continuous movement, this composition consists of
five sections: T-A-T-R-A.
Tatra was commissioned by Australian percussionist David Lockeridge in 2017 for
the Resonance concert series “Mallet and Wood.”
Analytical Notes
When I began working on Tatra, having recently returned from a three-week stay in
Poland, I was essentially looking for a way to re-connect with the mountains. I had
spent the majority of my visit in a cramped studio in the capital city Warsaw, and a
brief visit to Zakopane (my third since 2005) had proved particularly revitalising and
inspirational. The natural beauty of the Tatra mountains was, of course, a
contributing factor. However, it is the culture established at the mountains’ base that
has most fascinated me since my first visit – just as it has fascinated and influenced
Polish musicians and artists from all parts of that country. I decided to collect a
variety of materials and ideas that would provide me with all the answers to the
compositional questions one routinely encounters. It was my primary plan to enact
the process of Material Generation from these sources. Given that I was quite openly
taking inspiration from a very specific place and culture, however, this category of
aesthetic function ultimately combined with examples of Allusive Stylisation and
Pointed Quotation.
As a point of departure from the works discussed thus far, I decided not to focus on
music alone when collecting source material. The “Zakopane Style” primarily refers
to a distinct style of architecture that developed in and around that particular
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Highland town, and the significance of this style in a national context is the subject
of a 2001 article by David Crowley.29 Crowley outlines how a group of Varsovian
Positivists “discovered” the culture of the Highland peasants in the 1870s. He also
explains that, as more artists and intellectuals flocked to the region in the decades
that followed, Zakopane soon came to be viewed as the Polish “cultural capital.” 30
However, the central purpose of his article is to explore the roles certain political
agendas played in cultivating and popularising this style. As he explains:
[The] vigorous promotion of the Zakopane vernacular was based on a potent 
conceit: that the style that had been discovered in this isolated region had, in 
times before the partitions and before the coming of industry, been found 
throughout the ancient Polish lands along the Vistula. The style of wooden 
buildings and the applied art of the region were like a living fossil which bore 
the imprint of Polish culture. The march of modernity had overlooked this 
mountainous region, leaving peasant building and design in historical stasis.31
Zakopane was, therefore, romantically portrayed as a window into Poland’s lost past,
and a source of guidance for the creation of an organic national style that might
partially unify the stateless Polish people. This somewhat disingenuous inflation of
Zakopane’s national significance might cause one to approach its culture with a
healthy level of cynicism – it is, after all, extremely popular with tourists. Certainly,
much of what characterises the town today (multi-storey wooden villas, live folk
music in restaurants, wait-staff in traditional dress) has no doubt been manufactured
29 Crowley, “Finding Poland in the Margins.”
30 Ibid., 111.
31 Ibid., 112.
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for the benefit of Polish holiday-makers. Nonetheless, there exists enough
documented evidence to be confident that much of the present-day Zakopane Style is
indeed rooted in real tradition, and it is that peculiar tradition that intrigues me.
Crowley provides descriptions of the architectural features that appealed to those
early visitors to Zakopane, as well as reproducing some of their sketches and
illustrations. To begin the process of generating material, I took these descriptions as
the basis for a number of musical ideas that ultimately came to feature in the
composition of Tatra. That is, in creating an allusion to the Tatra region, I used
architectural – rather than musical – folklore as a reference point. The following
examples demonstrate this process of translation:
• “Low, single-storey wooden cabins containing two or three rooms around a
central hearth” was realised as two outer voices moving around a central
repeated note, or pair of oscillating notes (Figure 2.10).
• “Layered log construction with locking joints” led to stacks of perfect-fifth
intervals alternating and, at times, ascending (Figure 2.11).
• “Pazdury, the carved wooden posts that extended through the roof-line”
inspired the glissando figure that repeatedly rises from the pulsating “hearth”
notes (Figure 2.12).
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Having roughly sketched these ideas, I turned my attention to finding traditional
musical sources from which I might derive pitch and rhythmic material in a more
direct fashion. Timothy Cooley’s book on the folk music of the Polish Highlands (the
region also known as Podhale), Making Music in the Polish Tatras, pointed me to a
particularly useful source – one which he describes as crucial in the creation of a
Górale musical canon.32 Cooley refers to Stanisław Mierczyński’s 1930 collection of
Podhale songs, Muzyka Podhala, and I was able to find a complete scan of this
32 Timothy J. Cooley, Making Music in the Polish Tatras: Tourists, Ethnographers, and Mountain 
Musicians (Indiana University Press, 2005), 22.
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Figure 2.10: Figure depicting rooms around a central hearth
Figure 2.11: Figure depicting interlocking joints
Figure 2.12: Figure depicting Pazdury
resource in the Pomeranian Digital Library.33 Working my way through
Mierczyński’s transcriptions, I identified a shortlist of songs that possessed
characteristics I deemed interesting. 
One general observation I made was that the augmented-fourth above the tonic is, as
often noted in discussions of music from the region, a very common feature of these
Highland melodies. This would prove useful should I wish to limit myself to a
specific set of pitches/intervals during the composition process. I therefore
constructed a non-octavating mode by recursively ascending the first five degrees of
the lydian mode (that is, repeating the intervals tone-tone-tone-semitone), beginning
on the lowest note of the five-octave marimba and ending on the highest. I set this
35-pitch set, shown in Figure 2.13, aside and continued my search for material.
There were two instrumental songs within Muzyka Podhala that particularly
appealed to me: songs 15 and 67, respectively labeled “Chochołowska” (presumably
originating in the town of Chochołów, shown in Figure 2.14) and “Weselna. Do
Oczepin” (clearly used in the context of a wedding ceremony, excerpt shown in
Figure 2.15). I was specifically interested in the rhythmic interplay between the two
violin parts in each transcription, although I was also pleased to note that Chochołów
33 Mierczyński, Muzyka Podhala = La Musique du Podhale / zebrał i ułożył Stanisław Mierczyński ;
ilustrowała Zofja Stryjeńska ; wstęp napisał Karol Szymanowski.
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Figure 2.13: Non-octavating mode
is the very town in which Henryk Górecki spent most of his time in the Tatras.
Regarding “Chochołowska,” my focus was drawn to bars 1 and 5.
In “Weselna,” there was one particular two-and-a-half-bar chunk that appealed not
only due to the presence of a quintuplet similar to that in “Chochołowska,” but also
due to the presence of a melodic augmented-second (which may or may not have
been a misprint – a fact that had no bearing on my decision to work with it).34
34 I did note a number of transcription details that could only possibly be errors (particularly with 
respect to rhythm).
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Figure 2.14: “Chochołowska”
Figure 2.15: “Weselna. Do Oczepin” excerpt
I ultimately used the melodic line of this excerpt as a recurring idea throughout Tatra,
intending for it to function as a Thematic Grounding device. However, a significantly
larger set of compositional material was also derived from this short fragment. In
order to create a more comprehensive harmonic framework, a number of complex
transformations were carried out. 
“Weselna” is clearly in D minor, but with a raised leading-note and a lydian-fourth.
In the context shown above, however, the dominant-functioning pitch A provides
both register extremes. I therefore wrote this scale ascending from A, with three
notes either side of the central D (marked with a box in Figure 2.16).
Working progressively outwards from this central note, I calculated the unions that
resulted from building this same scale around the next pair of notes. In other words, I
combined the scale transposed up a tone (centring E) with that transposed down a
semitone (centring C#); the scale transposed up a minor-third (centring F) with that
transposed down a major-third (centring Bb); and the scale transposed up an
augmented-fourth (centring G#) with that transposed down a perfect-fourth (centring
A). This process gave me the three decaphonic scales shown in Figure 2.17 (with
their two centred “tonics” again in boxes, all written ascending from A).
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Figure 2.16: “Weselna” excerpt scale
These four scales ultimately provided me with the pitch material for the first of the
architecture-inspired musical figures shown earlier (Figure 2.10), with each “tonic”
or oscillating pair thereof providing the “central hearth” around which these figures
are built. These figures also came to draw rhythmic material from the two Podhale
songs already discussed, and the process by which this was derived warrants
discussion.
At this point in the process, I already intended to work with the word “Tatra” as a
structuring device – in particular, the fact that it is a five-letter word with three
unique characters. Deriving three distinct two-part rhythms from the two melodies
chosen, one from “Weselna” (Figure 2.15) and two from “Chochołowska” (Figure
2.14), I therefore labelled these with those three characters. By isolating the first beat
of the shown “Weselna” fragment, I derived the “T” rhythm shown in Figure 2.18.
From the first beats of bars 1 and 5 of “Chochołowska,” I respectively derived the
“A” and “R” rhythms in Figures 2.19 and 2.20.
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Figure 2.17: “Weselna” scale transformations
These three rhythmic cells, together with the scales outlined above (Figure 2.16 and
Figure 2.17), were combined to create the first and third sections of Tatra. Once
again, the name of the mountain range dictated the work’s overall structure as I made
the following plan:
• T sections would be used to depict the structural principals of the Zakopane
Style, as outlined above.
• A sections would contrast this with ornamental figures in higher registers,
taking into account Crowley’s observation that, “To break the horizontal
monotony of the log construction, the Górale carved simple geometric
patterns . . . across door-frames and the main structural beams of the house.”35
• The R section would shift away from this concept, providing a brief Imitative
Stylisation of the Góralski – a dance form unique to Podhale.
35 Crowley, “Finding Poland in the Margins,” 109.
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Figure 2.18: “T” rhythm
Figure 2.19: “A” rhythm
Figure 2.20: “R” rhythm
The opening section of the work, T1, spans bars 1 to 102. Within this section, the
first three of my scales are employed – thus moving through the “hearth” note D,
then C#-E, then Bb-F. The three rhythmic cells (Figures 2.18–2.20) are intermittently
introduced in the same ordered manner: T-A-T-R-A. These cells are enhanced with
dynamic crescendi and contrast with the subito forte “layered construction” figures
and the perpetually piannissimo pulsating/oscillating “hearth” notes from which the
occasional “pazdur” rises (and concludes with accented notes that gradually step
through my non-octavating mode, Figure 2.13).
The decorative A1 section works with the pitch-content of the “Weselna” melodic
fragment (Figure 2.15) in its original form. The bottom voice throughout bars 103,
104, 108 and 109, for example, steps through the melody notes in order before the
scale is liberally explored in the prolonged spiralling figure that follows. T2
commences at bar 133 with a return to the work’s opening material and a subsequent
short recapitulation of the three tonal areas covered in T1. This leads to a final T-A-T-
R-A rhythm cycle using the pitches of the final scale in Figure 2.17 and its oscillating
A-G# hearth. Throughout this section, the “layered construction” figures of stacked
fifths begin ascending through the tone-tone-tone-semitone pattern of the lydian
scale.
In composing section R, I intended to pare back the texture and allow the performer a
short period of reprieve from the rhythmically dense T and A materials. I also sought
to stylise some of the general characteristics of the Góralski dance sequence.
Specifically, I derived ideas from the fact that there are two participants (an initiating
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male and a female); that the former begins by dancing a triple rhythm against the
duple accompaniment; that the female responds to the male by imitating certain
gestures; and that the sequence concludes when the two unite in a fast “spinning”
dance.36 
As triple divisions had already come to predominate the work, I opted to invert the
idea of a triple rhythm over duple accompaniment in order to provide additional
contrast. Thus, with the metric modulation at bar 176, we enter a simple triple meter
over which a quadruple melodic idea is soon presented. The contour of this melody is
derived from another of Mierczyński’s transcriptions (song 7, “Sabałowa,” the name
of which is presumably derived from its composer), and outlines A major
(incidentally the dominant of Tatra’s opening D). There is nonetheless a sense of
harmonic tension, as the accompanying chord is a blend of the “hearth” bass notes
from the preceding section – namely A, F (enharmonically spelled as E #) and C# –
which results in an augmented triad and conflict between E# and the melody’s E§.
From bar 200, a series of metric modulations begins to take place as the tempo
gradually works towards that which opened the work. These modulations are
implemented by adopting the beats/pulses initiated by the melodic line, which
alludes both to the imitative role of the female dancer and to the power of the male
dancer to control and suddenly change the accompanying band’s tempo. 37 The return
to the original tempo at bar 208 brings a transformed recapitulation of A section
material, which ultimately concludes the piece.
36 I again have Cooley to thank for outlining the generic sequence of this dance. See: Cooley, 
Making Music in the Polish Tatras, 42–44.
37 Gustaw Juzala, “The Traditional Music of Podhale,” Ethnologia Polona 35 (2014): 163–79, at 
175.
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Although Tatra is a relatively short composition for a solo instrument, I have used it
to enact multiple categories of aesthetic function identified in this thesis: specific
folk melodies serve the process of Material Generation; a unique style of folk dance
is used in creating an Imitative Stylisation; and the distinct Zakopane Style of
architecture provides the basis for an Allusive Stylisation of Polish Highland culture.
It is this final experimentation with the findings of Chapter One that makes this
composition particularly unique. Just as stylistic elements of folk music were used to
create allusions to foreign musical genres in the works of Chopin, Szymanowski, and
Górecki, I have turned to a number of the architectural style’s most unique
characteristics and re-imagined these as musical gestures. This illustrates the
potential for these categories of aesthetic function to provide a framework for
engagement with sources of traditional material beyond those of a purely musical
nature.
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Work #4: Chamber Music for Tereska for chamber orchestra
Program Note
The title of this piece refers to a photograph taken by David Seymour in 1948,
“Tereska draws her home.”38 This photograph depicts a young Polish girl who, born
and raised in a concentration camp, was then residing at a home for war-handicapped
children. The photograph captures not only Tereska, but also the chaotic image she
had just produced after being asked to draw a picture of her house and family (Figure
2.21). 
When I completed this work, there was no way of knowing what became of
Tereska.39 After seeing this image, however, I began searching for similar cases of
38 David Seymour, “Tereska Draws Her Home,” Life, December 27, 1948.
39 Since then, a team of researchers has in fact managed to trace the remainder of Tereska’s story. 
Sadly, it ends 30 years after this photograph was taken – in a Warsaw mental asylum. See: Carole 
Naggar, “Unraveling a 70-Year-Old Photographic Mystery,” Time, April 12, 2017, 
http://time.com/4735368/tereska-david-chim-seymour/.
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Figure 2.21: “Tereska draws her home,” David Seymour (1948)
people for whom early life was confined to a prison camp. This led me to discover
the story of Shin Dong-hyuk. Like Tereska, he was born in a concentration camp –
one that still operates in North Korea. His story, which includes his escape from
North Korea at the age of 22, is detailed in the book Escape from Camp 14 and
provides insight into the effects such an unfathomable upbringing can have on a
young person.40 Unlike most prisoners, people like Shin and Tereska knew nothing of
a happier existence before their incarceration. Unlike others who have been fortunate
enough to meet liberation, there was literally nothing for Shin and Tereska to return
to. Rather than remembering how to be human, they had to learn to be human. 
Shin, now a human rights activist, seems to have adjusted to his new life. Tereska’s
future, at the time of Seymour’s photograph, was less optimistic. This piece of music
is for her and other similarly-fated children of her generation. To that end, in addition
to drawing inspiration from the image and book mentioned above, I have
incorporated musical material derived from two specific sources: the Polish lullaby
Na Wojtusia z popielnika (“From the Ashtray of Wojtuś”) and the children’s
Krakowiak from Karol Szymanowski’s 4 Polish Dances (1926).
Chamber music for Tereska was premiered by the Sydney Conservatorium of Music
Modern Music Ensemble, directed by Daryl Pratt, at the Greenaway Series concert
on April 17th, 2015.
40 It should be noted that, in recent years, there has been some disputing of facts that appear in this 
text. Nonetheless, it is a fascinating read. See: Blaine Harden, Escape from Camp 14: One Man’s 
Remarkable Odyssey from North Korea to Freedom in the West (USA: Penguin Books, 2012).
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Analytical Notes
The structure of Chamber Music for Tereska can be broken into three distinct
sections: A (bb. 1–117), B (bb. 118–241) and C (bb. 242–308). This tripartite
structure was used from the beginning of the compositional process, and this piece is
therefore most appropriately analysed in a linear manner. As a guiding program
behind the work’s construction, I devised the following plan: Section A would be
representative of life in an oppressive, unexpressive environment; Section B would
depict a struggle that is triggered by an exposure to expressivity (through song) and a
resulting drive to break free of that environment; and Section C would depict life
after that struggle has been resolved.
Section A opens with a central percussion gesture that serves as a recurring theme
throughout the work: a unison sforzando strike of both bass drum and slapstick (also,
more evocatively, known as a whip). This particular gesture was intended as an
aggressive symbol of oppression, and it functions thus throughout the piece. This
abrupt opening triggers a light-yet-dissonant texture of string harmonics that
proceeds to move through an atonal series of chords by way of slow glissandi. The
beginning of each glissando is articulated by piano and pizzicato bass. Notably, all
glissandi are of uniform speed, as it was my intention to create a sense of calm stasis,
devoid of rhythm or perceivable pitch direction – that is, devoid of any hint of
“song.” 
New timbres are added to this texture, such as woodwinds and vibraphone, but they
soon fade to nothingness. Whenever dynamic momentum does begin to build, it is
abruptly muted by another strike of bass drum and slapstick (as at bar 20). Thus, the
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gesture repeatedly asserts itself as a symbol of oppression. Over time, the dynamic
level progressively grows as the pitch register of the string lines simultaneously
descends. At rehearsal mark D, 84 bars into the work, the percussive strike triggers a
significant change: the first appearance of a “traditional” melodic fragment. This
presents as a shared line dovetailing between the french horn and trumpet. This
melodic fragment is a direct quote of a well-known traditional lullaby, Na Wojtusia z
popielnika (“From the ashtray of Wojtuś”, see Figure 2.22).
I had intentionally sought a children’s song in keeping with my programmatic idea,
and this particular melody appealed largely due to the salient feature of an
augmented-second and unresolved leading-note in the second phrase. I opted to use
the melody in the transposition notated here purely as the opening G # allowed an
outward resolution of the C#-G tritone formed in the chord that preceded its initial
appearance.
The durationally-diminishing vibraphone phrase that responds to this melody’s
introduction suggests that the event has injected a new sense of momentum into the
work, and I intended for this to be further conveyed with subtlety. Thus, more
activity is distributed throughout the ensemble as transformations of these lullaby
fragments begin to repeat at closer temporal intervals. It is then with a sudden
timpani roll and tutti crescendo that I lead into section B (bar 118).
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Figure 2.22: Na Wojtusia z popielnika melody
During this transition from section A to section B, the introduction of the Na
Wojtusia melody as a direct quotation in an unexpected context has played a role in
the narrative, shifting the work’s energy level and seeming to inspire a new sense of
purpose. This borrowed melodic idea functions as a Pointed Quotation. The
inspiration for this effect came directly from the book Escape from Camp 14: Shin
recounts how stories from the outside told by a newly-arrived prisoner drastically
changed his outlook and motivated him to plan for a future life. It was also this
prisoner who introduced Shin to the unknown act of singing for the first time in his
life.41 
The beginning of Section B, with its abrupt tempo change, introduces a starkly
different musical character, driven by pulsating crotchet beats on piano and bass. The
melody of Na Wojtusia also takes on a new role in the music that follows. This
quoted melodic material is dismantled and used as the basis of an extended harmonic
progression overlaid with short melodic cells. Thus, the same fragment of material
serves a Thematic Grounding function – not dissimilar to Górecki’s “melodic
roulades.” The pulsating bass line (provided by bass and piano, reinforced by
bassoon) gradually moves through the melody in Figure 2.22 one note at a time (G#,
A, G#, C#, etc.), supporting swelling two-note oscillations in the strings above. At bar
131, the first of a series of contrapuntal brass passages, all of which utilise
compound-time rhythmic cells taken from the Na Wojtusia melody, is presented over
the pulsating simple beat. These are fragments of song, fighting to emerge above a
now-lively and relentless texture. This again juxtaposes the character of the lullaby
with its surrounding musical environment – an environment that has changed
41 Harden, Escape from Camp 14, 102–5.
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significantly (from arhythmic to rhythmic, treble-heavy to bass-heavy) and thus
enforces a new aural perspective of the quote.
The tempo change at bar 151 brings about the introduction of the second borrowed
melody to feature in this work, which comes from Szymanowski’s 4 Polish Dances.
This source was chosen for its syncopated rhythm and the modal ambiguity
established in the opening bar via the momentarily raised fourth  degree (see Figure
2.23). It also seemed highly appropriate that these piano pieces were originally
composed to be played by children. 
In order to work with the tonal context in which I presented Na Wojtusia, I
transposed the Krakowiak melody up a minor-second from its original F major. After
a bar of complete silence (the first of Chamber Music for Tereska), the Krakowiak’s
opening major-seventh tetrad softly emerges like a metaphorical sunrise – a first taste
of freedom from the pulsating, swelling struggle that preceded. With the oppressive
strike of bass drum and slapstick, however, the struggle quickly resumes. Once again,
borrowed musical material is serving a narrative function in the form of a Pointed
Quotation. As the bass line traversal of Na Wojtusia resumes, the sense of “escape” is
reinforced via short stabbing notes from flute and pizzicato violins from rehearsal
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Figure 2.23: Melodic excerpt from Szymanowski’s 4 Polish Dances (1926), Krakowiak (opening bars)
mark H onwards, while the cantus firmus descends towards its cadence.
The Krakowiak “sunrise” theme returns, this time progressing slightly further
through the melody, before a short return to the pulsating struggle leads into a richly-
harmonised exposition of that same melody (again transposed) at bar 229,
dovetailing between the brass voices and taken up by violins in parallel thirds. Here,
the Krakowiak (Figure 2.23) is allowed to expand, conveying a sense of release and
discovery, and encouraging a new perspective in the listener: rather than the
“sunrise” gesture consisting merely of a vertically stacked chord, it is actually the
entry point to a completely-formed song. These variations provide a clear and simple
example of Material Generation. However, taking the work’s narrative as context,
this new presentation of Szymanowski’s melody also functions as a Pointed
Quotation. At this point in the piece, with the support of a harmonically-sympathetic
accompaniment, melody is made the absolute focal point. Yet it soon fades to a sole
string harmonic that is intentionally suggestive of a return to the piece’s dark
opening. 
This begins the third and final section of the work, which was again directly inspired
by an idea taken from Escape from Camp 14. In the book, Shin discusses his life
after escaping the camp: “I am learning to be emotional. . . . I feel like I am
becoming human.”42 In section C, the idea of learning and adjusting to one’s
surroundings is explored by a series of senza misura aleatoric passages in which the
performers (and the conductor) await cues from one another. These passages
alternate with metered sections dominated by drums, performing strict motoring
rhythms derived from the secondary theme of Szymanowski’s Krakowiak (Figure
42 Harden, Escape from Camp 14, 192.
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2.24). In another example of how an existing fragment might be used for the purpose
o f Material Generation, rather than using the melodic line alone, I looked to the
interaction of both hands and translated the resulting rhythms into the paired-drum
figures used throughout section C.
Over these figures are fragments of recalled material from both preceding sections of
the work. In addition to the string harmonics of section A, allusions to the oscillating
figures of section B also appear. Here, my intention was to evince the nightmares that
continued to haunt Shin as he reconciled his new life with memories of his life in the
North Korean camp.43 The former prisoner’s new life is a constant struggle, as he
matter-of-factly states: “I don’t think I can ever be happy.”44 Unfortunately, I imagine
the child Tereska to have faced a similar prospect.45 Thus, at bar 160, the pulsating
texture of section B returns with greater aggression than previously heard, before the
work ultimately fades to a re-voicing of the same dissonant triad that opened
Chamber Music for Tereska.
The composition of this piece was driven by a clear programmatic idea. In that sense,
43 Harden, Escape from Camp 14, 166.
44 “Mr. Shin Dong Hyuk, North Korean Activist (Interview only),” Liberty in North Korea, 
December 15, 2011, https://youtu.be/znjDD8HOhuA?t=13m38s
45 Tragically, the aforementioned Time article seems to confirm my assumption. See: Naggar, 
“Unraveling a 70-Year-Old Photographic Mystery.”
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Figure 2.24: Source of rhythmic material (4 Polish Dances, Krakowiak, bars 9–12)
the borrowed musical material was secondary to the narrative, used only in support
of the story I was attempting to tell. Nonetheless, the work demonstrates how music
from the past can provide multiple aesthetic functions within such programmatic
contexts. Furthermore, it is proof that this can be done effectively in a case where the
program itself is not explicitly folkloric (differing, therefore, from examples of
similar function in works such as Szymanowski’s Harnasie). In the instance of
Chamber Music for Tereska, a traditional Polish lullaby and a twentieth-century folk-
inspired composition were chosen not only for their shared Polish background. Of
course, this did influence my choices – as did the fact that each source originally
functioned as music for children. However, the lullaby melody and the Krakowiak
were also selected because they possessed distinctive musical characteristics that
would facilitate their use as overtly-foreign fragments in amelodic settings (as
Pointed Quotations) and, subsequent to this initial exposure, as familiar bases for the
dual functions of Material Generation and Thematic Grounding. These folkloric
sources establish expressive contact with the listener, which is essential to the
effective construction of the Chamber Music for Tereska narrative and the
communication of its primary message regarding the importance of song.
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Work #5: Bells & Crosses for tuba and percussion
Program Note
The initial idea for Bells & Crosses emerged as a response to an open-air Stations of
the Cross service I attended on a snowy Good Friday in Częstochowa, Poland. The
composition is not about the Passion itself. Rather, I have been guided by certain
practices and traditions associated with the day of commemoration – such as the
silencing of bells, the use of particular hymns, and the respective roles of repetition
and numerology. 
In composing Bells & Crosses, I worked with a number of melodies published in a
nineteenth-century hymn book compiled by the Polish priest Michał Mioduszewski
(1787–1868) – in particular, those associated with the Passion of Jesus Christ.
Through processes of analysis and transformation, I generated a large amount of
musical material from these relatively short excerpts and combined this with original
ideas derived from the extra-musical observations mentioned above. Listeners
familiar with Frédéric Chopin’s Funeral March in C Minor (completed in 1829 but
published posthumously as Opus 72 No. 2) might also hear a recurring allusion to
that work.
This piece was commissioned by the Sydney-based Sideband collective, and
premiered at the “Light Wells” concert on August 21 st, 2016, with performers Niki
Johnson (percussion) and Scott Frankcombe (tuba).
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Analytical Notes
The concert for which Bells & Crosses was commissioned involved a unique
physical setting. The corridors of the Sydney Conservatorium of Music campus are
separated by a series of light wells that open up to the Royal Botanic Garden, and the
plan for this 2016 concert was that these light wells be used as performance spaces
with the audience invited to watch and listen from above (see Figures 2.25 and
2.26).46 The prospect of this setting brought to my mind an experience I had recently
had in Częstochowa, the town considered to be the “spiritual capital” of Poland. I
had visited Częstochowa over Easter the previous year and taken the opportunity to
attend the Good Friday Stations of the Cross at Jasna Góra monastery. This liturgy
involved a slow procession around the perimeter of the monastery, with the
congregation pausing near each of the statues that sit at the base of the building
below to hear the celebrants’ recitations.
46 Photographs by Terumi Narushima, reproduced courtesy of Sideband Collective.
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Figure 2.25: “Light Wells” audience Figure 2.26: Performers in the 
light well
When composing Bells & Crosses, I decided to take cues from some of the
traditional practices associated with this Christian holiday. It is a day of fasting and
quiet contemplation, with church bells traditionally remaining silent. In the
afternoon, many attend liturgical services before returning to a state of introspection
that only ends with the celebration of Christ’s resurrection (beginning at the
following night’s Easter Vigil). These observations would ultimately provide the
approximate structure of the piece: a sombre introduction, an extended passage of
“ceremonial procedure,” followed by a return to that initial solemnity. Tradition
would guide the overarching structure of the work, and so in conveying my intended
narrative I would be building upon the concept of Imitative Stylisation. Given the
religious ceremonial context of that narrative, however, I also saw the opportunity to
enact certain other categories of aesthetic function in a more direct musical sense. I
thus began exploring possible sources of relevant material.
Music was not a significant part of my experience in Częstochowa and I therefore
looked to revisit some of the sources I had come across during past projects. I turned
to the nineteenth-century Polish hymn book of Michał Mioduszewski.47 I had found
this text while searching for a later hymn book by Jan Siedlecki – one to which
Górecki regularly turned, most notably while collecting material for his Third
Symphony – and realised that many of the melodies printed in Siedlecki’s text were
taken from the former.48 In the Mioduszewski book I discovered a section dedicated
to commemoration of the Passion.49 My goal was to find a melody that would lend
47 Michał Mioduszewski, Śpiewnik Kościelny: Czyli Pieśni Nabożne z Melodyjami w Kościele 
Katolickim Używane (Kraków: Stanisław Cieszkowski, 1838).
48 Thomas, Górecki, 106; Jan Siedlecki, Śpiewniczek Zawierający Pieśni Kościelne z Melodyami 
Dla Użytku Młodzieży Szkolnej, vol. 2 (Chicago, 1880).
49 Mioduszewski, Śpiewnik Kościelny, 58–127.
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Bells & Crosses a point of Thematic Grounding, thus enabling me to explore some of
the extra-musical ideas already discussed without losing an overall sense of thematic
cohesion. I began working with the Mioduszewski melody which first appears as an
introductory hymn (“Intencyja”, Figure 2.27) and to which a number of the texts
throughout that section of the book are set.
The modal ambiguity of this melody appealed – initially tonicising A, then resolving
to C, but also containing a Bb which suggests either A phrygian or C mixolydian.
Furthermore, the aggregate of pitches resulted in an octatonic scale that provided an
aspect of chromaticism generally missing from the diatonic alternatives within
Mioduszewski’s collection. Some of those melodies (“Pieśń VIII”, Figure 2.28, and
“Pieśń XV: melodyja druga”, Figure 2.29), however, did contain the rhythmic
interest that the above lacked, and I added these to my pool of material resources.
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Figure 2.27: “Intencyja” hymn
Figure 2.28: “Pieśń VIII” melody
Bells & Crosses begins by alternating between two melodic ideas on glockenspiel
and tuba. Two-note figures in the tuba part explore the notes of the “Intencyja” hymn
in their original order (Figure 2.27), again recalling Górecki’s use of tantalising
melodic roulades. Between fragments of this tuba exposition, short phrases on
glockenspiel borrow single measures of rhythm from songs VIII and XV, utilising the
pitches of the “Intencyja” scale. For example, bar 2 is derived from the first bar of
VIII (Figure 2.28), and bar 16 from the fifth bar of XV (Figure 2.29).
With the tempo change at bar 30, I begin the process of “silencing the bells” and
building energy for the metaphorical ceremony that will follow. Sustained and fading
tuba notes again move through the “Intencyja” series – this time only playing every
second note (and skipping adjacent repeats, such as the repeated A on beat 2). Mixed
percussion, meanwhile, essentially provides a time-keeping function. When the tuba
line reaches the end of the hymn’s first four bars, this pattern continues but with the
addition of chromatic interjections from the tuba. Generating more material from the
“Intencyja,” the alternate notes that were simply skipped earlier provide the starting
pitch for chromatic descents/ascents towards the next sustained pitch. For example,
at bar 41, A is sustained and C begins the chromatic interjection leading to the next
pitch, Bb. Similarly, at bar 47, F is sustained and Bb begins a longer chromatic
interjection leading to the next pitch, G (which corresponds to the beginning of bar 8
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Figure 2.29: “Pieśń XV: melodyja druga” melody
of the hymn in Figure 2.27).
Towards the end of this introductory section, I later added a small gesture that
intentionally alludes to an existing musical work, and that also serves to foreshadow
the triple figures that feature throughout the next section. Given the mournful nature
of Good Friday, I looked to create a Pointed Quotation of Frédéric Chopin’s
posthumously-published Funeral March in C Minor. One particular recurring figure
from this piece – introduced by the composer in bar 6 (see Figure 2.30) – caught my
attention, and I decided to incorporate an approximation of this.
The means by which I divided the “Intencyja” for the work’s introduction provided
me with a way of structuring pitch material throughout the remainder of the work.
Having begun with an eight-note scale, I now had two overlapping six-note sub-
scales: one corresponding to the sustained notes (sub-scale S), and one corresponding
to the alternate notes (R). Each sub-scale was comprised of two unique notes (G# and
C in R, D and F in S) and four notes common to both (E, G, A, B b). Working through
the 6 pitches of each sub-scale, I listed all trichords that could be constructed with
that current pitch as the bass note. For example, the chords shown in Figure 2.31
were constructed with C as the bass note, using only pitches from sub-scale R (to
which C is unique).
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Figure 2.30: Funeral March in C Minor (1827), bar 6
Pitches belonging to only one sub-scale were used to construct 10 trichords (5C2).
Pitches belonging to both sub-scales, however, supported the construction of 17
trichords: 7 containing at least one note unique to sub-scale R (4C1 + 4C1 + one
containing both unique notes), 7 containing at least one note unique to sub-scale S
(4C1 + 4C1 + 1) and 3 containing only notes common (C) to both sub-scales (3C2). The
resulting 108 chords, and the their division into chord sets R, S, and C, would serve
me in structuring the central “ceremonial procedure” portion of the composition.
First, however, I sought a means of organising rhythmic material.
It was interesting to note that the numbers 3 and 7 emerged so prominently in the
above schematisation of pitch material. These are both numbers of significance in
Christianity, pertaining to such concepts as the Holy Trinity and the seven sacraments
of the Catholic Church. Given that this piece was largely an allusion to a strictly-
ordered annual liturgical practice, I decided to work with these two numbers to
design a procedural framework within which my system of trichords would be
traversed. I began by exploring the various ways in which 3 notes could be placed
into a bar of 7 pulses (7C3 = 35). Within these 35 possibilities, 15 (6C2) had their first
onset on the first pulse, 10 (5C2) on the second pulse, 6 (4C2) on the third, 3 (3C2) on
the fourth and 1 on the fifth. I converted these to rhythmic cells of quaver pulse and
deleted all rests that preceded a cell’s first note. Thus, I derived 15 cells in 7/8 time,
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Figure 2.31: Trichords based on C, from sub-scale R
10 in 6/8, 6 in 5/8, 3 in 4/8 and one in 3/8. I then randomly shuffled these to create
the 35 bar “Master rhythm” shown in Figure 2.32.
My plan for the larger part of Bells & Crosses thus came to involve an exploration of
the trichords created earlier, combined with a gradual exposition of the above
rhythmic progression. I wanted the rhythmic complexity of the piece to evolve
slowly, and so began working with a single rhythmic cell before gradually
introducing the others. The cell I settled on as the basic rhythm was the common
2+2+3 division in 7/8: bar 30 in Figure 2.32 (which I therefore removed from the
Master). I then structured the section in three phases as follows:
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Figure 2.32: Master rhythm
1. Work through trichords with bass notes that are unique to R using basic
2+2+3 rhythmic (circa bars 52–102)
2. Work through trichords based on common pitches using a combination of
basic rhythm and Master rhythm (c. 110–204). This contains three sub-
sections:
1. R chords (mixture of 20 using basic rhythm, 8 using Master bars 1–8)
2. C chords (6 using basic rhythm, 6 using Master bars 9–14)
3. S chords (8 using basic rhythm, 20 using Master bars 15–35, excluding
30)
3. Work through trichords based on pitches unique to S using only Master
rhythm (c. 206–237).
Trichords are presented as arpeggiations by the tuba – single notes in 2+2+3 bars,
and repeated pulsating notes throughout remaining rhythmic cells. A percussive
pattern was added to this, and a number of interjections were created to avoid this
idea becoming too repetitive – particularly during the first of the above phases. The
order in which chords were used was determined by each chord’s IPF value, which I
used to order each chord sub-set. 
A brief interlude was created within the second phase outlined above, allowing for a
momentary break from the relatively static texture and a chance for the percussionist
to return to the glockenspiel. This corresponds to the second sub-section of phase 2.
During this glockenspiel solo, the Master rhythm cells are embellished with
chromatic dyads utilising pitches that are absent from the octatonic scale of the
“Intencyja” hymn (F#, B, C#, D#). These pitches also gain prominence towards the
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end of the piece. The first, F#, is used as a concluding tone that punctuates phase 3
with the climactic figures beginning at bar 238. It is no coincidence that this pitch
forms a tritone with the bass note that supported the opening triads of this section: C.
These four unused pitches then combine with material from the work’s opening
section to close the composition. From bar 246, the original “silencing of the bells”
tuba figure is inverted with a crescendo and the accompanying percussion part has
been enlivened with triplet-figures that recall the preceding section. The final
tuba/snare statements, however, again point to the descending figure derived from
Chopin’s Funeral March – specifically by using the same series of melodic intervals.
The fourth beat, however, has been omitted to create a sense of unresolved
anticipation – reflective of that which characterises the lead-up to Easter.
In composing Bells & Crosses, I have enacted four of the categories of aesthetic
function outlined at the beginning of this chapter. My direct treatment of hymn
melodies again demonstrates ways in which specific fragments of simple, yet
distinctive, folk music can provide a Thematic Grounding function in a larger
musical work. In addition, this composition provides evidence of how such melodies
can simultaneously serve the broader processes of Material Generation. In contrast
with these two applications of familiar material, Bells & Crosses also provides an
example of a Pointed Quotation taken from a canonic work of art music, Chopin’s
Funeral March. The reference to this foreign source and the original function with
which it is itself associated can, in this instance, be taken as an icon. The entire
composition, however, is an allusion to a traditional set of cultural practices. Good
Friday celebrations, specifically those I observed in Częstochowa, guided the overall
architecture of the work while also feeding into the rigorous compositional
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procedures that shaped it. Therefore, while illustrating the potential for multiple
historical sources to function in a variety of ways alongside more abstract creative
approaches, this piece again demonstrates how an Allusive Stylisation might be based
upon cultural source material that is discovered outside the musical sphere.
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Work #6: Drowning Trio for flute, clarinet and violin
Program Note
Drowning Trio is a response to two of Frédéric Chopin’s Opus 28 Preludes (1838–
39): No. 4 in E minor, and No. 15 in Db major. In the former, a simple cradling
melody sits atop a slowly evolving chord progression that offers a lesson in
chromatic voice-leading and harmonic tension and ambiguity. No. 15 is perhaps
more conventional in its Romantic lyricism. However, the piece is uniquely
characterised by the presence of a perpetually pulsating Ab/G#.
In composing Drowning Trio, I have taken these, and other, features of Chopin’s two
Preludes as starting points from which I have developed my own musical material.
The work’s title is also indebted to the same sources, derived from the names by
which those particular Preludes are often referred: “Suffocation” and “Raindrop.”
The piece was premiered at the 2017 Dmitri Shostakovich Composers Forum, which
was held at the Lviv Philharmonic, Ukraine. It was performed on April 18 t h by the
local Phoenix Ensemble, conducted by Roman Kreslenko.
Analytical Notes
When I began working on the piece that would become Drowning Trio, it was
intended that the premiere performance would take place during a Sunday afternoon
concert series at a Sydney public art gallery. 50 Given this setting, I was mindful of the
fact that those in attendance might not be as readily engaged as the typical concert
50 This ultimately failed to eventuate due to limited rehearsal time and performance difficulties.
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hall audience. Hoping to find a means of establishing common ground with the
listener – of making the kind of “expressive contact” that proved so vital in the music
of Górecki – I saw an opportunity to subtly draw upon the popularity of the earliest
Polish composer discussed in this thesis: Frédéric Chopin. As I was keen to work
with material that was likely to hold an immediate sense of familiarity, I turned to the
composer’s Opus 28 Preludes. These are short pieces that abound with song-like
melodic themes and distinctive ostinati. Based on personal preference alone, I
ultimately decided to focus on two of the Preludes: No. 4 in E minor and No. 15 in
Db major. Although not folkloric, these sources embodied the distinctive
characteristics necessary to enact two familiar categories of aesthetic function:
Thematic Grounding and Structural Grounding.
The two Preludes (in particular No. 15) are often referred to by the epithets coined by
Hans von Bülow: “Suffocation” and “Raindrop” respectively. I immediately took the
opportunity to combine these terms in creating the title Drowning Trio and decided
that I would use this idea as an approximate narrative for the piece. I planned the
composition in three sections as follows, conscious of the aesthetic functions that the
Chopin references would perform:
• A: From a soft/sparse beginning, allow the texture, tempo and dynamics to
grow like a flood grows out of persistent rainfall. Keep the listener grounded
with a recurring theme taken from the “Raindrop” Prelude (Thematic
Grounding).
• B: Begin the gradual process of reversing the results of A, progressively
slowing the tempo and diminishing the dynamic level. Create a sense of
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struggle – as when one is trying to keep their head above water. Maintain
harmonic direction with an underlying progression derived from the
“Suffocation” Prelude (Structural Grounding).
• C: A final coda resolving this dramatic narrative.
The reason behind Bülow’s title for the Prelude in D b Major, “Raindrop,” is that the
piece contains a persistent quaver pulse on the dominant degree, Ab. This simple
ostinato supposedly calls to mind the falling of raindrops. Nonetheless, it is a brief
passage of melodic and harmonic material that is, to my ear, the most distinctive
feature of this short composition by Chopin and the fragment most likely to establish
contact with the listener. The Prelude begins with a melody unfurling over a simple
harmony of tonic and dominant-seventh chords. At bar 11, however, the composer
briefly tonicises Ab minor before modulating again to cadence in the home key’s
relative, Bb minor. It was with this fragment of the “Raindrop” Prelude that I decided
to work (Figure 2.33).
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Figure 2.33: “Raindrop” excerpt (bars 10–16)
The distinguishing feature of the Prelude in E Minor, which presumably inspired the
“Suffocation” epithet, is a chromatic chord progression that gradually descends
throughout the work’s opening ten or so bars from the tonic triad in first-inversion to
the dominant-seventh chord in root position. This progression is supported by a bass
line which descends chromatically from G to B, skipping only C#. When analysing
the Prelude, I honed in on a particular four-beat fragment which contains a chromatic
progression from a B dominant-seventh chord to an E dominant-seventh chord.
Given the strong tendency of the final chord to resolve to A, this progression
contained the potential to be repeated – descending by a major-second each time and
thus cycling through the circle of fifths – until the original starting chord was
reached. For example: BMm7 → EMm7 | AMm7 → DMm7 | GMm7 → CMm7 | etc.
With its distinctive chord combinations and potential to be repeated without
stagnating, I thus decided to work with this fragment of the “Suffocation” Prelude
(Figure 2.34).
Section A of Drowning Trio can be broken down into five sub-sections corresponding
to each of the score’s tempo markings. Although section B was to be grounded in the
“Suffocation” progression explained above, it would also be characterised by a
relentless pulsation reminiscent of that found in Chopin’s “Raindrop.” Throughout
section A, therefore, I introduced this pulse as a secondary presence gradually
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Figure 2.34: “Suffocation” excerpt (bars 2–4)
growing in prominence. This takes the form of a “wave” figure derived from the first
four notes of the phrase beginning in “Raindrop” bar 12 (sol-fa-le-sol in the original,
see Figure 2.33). With each metric modulation that occurs in section A, the overall
tempo increases. However, this wave figure maintains its own speed (360 notes per
minute) due to a reduction of durations relative to the changing tempo as outlined in
Table 2.3.
Tempo (♩=  ) “Wave” pulse value
60 Semiquaver sextuplet
72 Semiquaver quintuplet
90 Semiquaver
120 Quaver triplet
180 Quaver
Table 2.3: Rhythm of persistent “wave” figure
The same melodic fragment utilised in these wave figures also serves as the principal
theme grounding section A, this time extending the borrowed fragment to the
beginning of Chopin’s bar 14. Presented by the violin, the first appearance of this
theme begins in bar 7 of Drowning Trio. As in the Chopin Prelude, it is supported by
a bass note a fifth below. This melodic cell also dictates the harmonic progression of
section A, as I follow the same intervals in transposing this theme with each
repetition. At bar 27, the theme begins down a tone; at bar 43 it moves up a minor-
third. I then repeat these intervals of transposition in reverse order for the entries at
bars 55 and 66, then again in the original order for bars 77 (where the theme is
embedded in a triplet figure) and 87. For this final repetition, the melodic cell is
presented in the same key area as in the original Chopin score: E b/D# over an Ab/G#
bass.
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Section B commences the process of gradually moving through a progression of
chords that is structured by my analysis of Chopin’s “Suffocation” Prelude (Figure
2.34). Taking only the left-hand trichords from the Chopin score, voices shift one at a
time until the complete progression from the inverted diminished triad (the result of
omitting the root note from a dominant-seventh chord) F #-A-D# to the dominant-
seventh (minus a chordal fifth) E-G#-D is traversed. This “resolves” to E-G-C# at bar
152, and the whole process begins again – now down a tone from the original
progression. 
Like section A, section B involves a gradual change in tempo. Instead of achieving
this through a series of metric modulations, tempo changes are reached via
ritardandi. This process, however, is non-linear as there are multiple sudden returns
to earlier tempi (for example, bar 227). At irregular intervals throughout this
evolving harmonic idea, the three instruments take turns “climbing” above with
chromatic flourishes of varying lengths. Although the harmonic progression is based
on chromatic descents, as the tempo slows and the dynamics diminish, the individual
instruments rise in their playing register. At the conclusion of the sixth iteration of
the five chord progression, with the formation of the trichord G b-Bb-Fb (the latter
respelled) at bar 279, the dynamic has descended to pianissimo and the texture is
high and thin. Section B concludes here, “resolving” to the diminished chord that
began the harmonic process: F#-A-D#.
The final 39 bars of Drowning Trio form the third and final section of the piece.
Beginning on the above-mentioned diminished triad at bar 284, harmonic
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progression is the driving force. On this occasion, however, the series is based on the
harmonies employed in bars 10–11 of Chopin’s “Raindrop” Prelude (Figure 2.33).
Unlike the “Suffocation” progression, the chords in this section are triadic – of major,
minor and diminished qualities – and involve at least two moving voices with each
change. Also unlike section B, my method of voice leading allows each instrument to
gradually descend in register. In an allusion to section A, the “wave” gesture returns
to lead into each chord change, passing between the three instruments. Having
started with an enharmonically-spelled Eb diminished triad, the first change at bar
289 forms an inverted re-spelling of Chopin’s bar 10 second beat: Db major (Figure
2.33). This then progresses to a re-spelled Ab minor triad at bar 292, and an Eb major
triad at 294 (I have removed Chopin’s chordal sevenths). Rather than progressing
further through Chopin’s material, the next chord change results in an F diminished
triad and thus from bar 298 the four chord progression is repeated down a minor-
seventh. To re-read this interval of transposition, each repetition of this diminished-
to-major progression is transposed up by a tone – in contrast with the tone-wise
descent that took place in section B. A third repetition, again transposed to begin on
G diminished, starts at bar 310 and four sforzando repetitions of the final G major
triad conclude Drowning Trio.
My decision to engage with existing works of music when composing Drowning
Trio was based on a strong desire to establish expressive contact with the listener. I
therefore treated the two Preludes as familiar entities throughout the creative process.
In this instance, and in contrast to the iconic Pointed Quotation of Chopin that was
presented in Bells & Crosses, Chopin’s music has provided Structural Grounding
and Thematic Grounding and is consequently inseparable from the work as a whole.
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This piece again demonstrates the application of these categories of aesthetic
function to fragments borrowed from the art music tradition. Working with two such
fragments taken from the Chopin canon, I have focused on the musical dimensions
that are integral to the character of the Romantic style. The complex harmony of this
music, in particular, holds added potential that distinguishes it from vernacular
sources such as folk band transcriptions and hymn books. As a consequence of this
greater complexity, Drowning Trio is more reliant on pre-composition analysis than
other works in this portfolio. With this platform of analysis and a subsequent reliance
on procedures and algorithms, the piece therefore provides further evidence of how
the compositional approaches outlined in Chapter One can be adapted to serve a
broad range of creative concepts.
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Work #7: Trio I for bass clarinet, violin and piano
Program Note
Trio I was composed between April and June 2014 for submission to the
Soundstream Emerging Composers’ Forum. Inspired by the butterfly effect, this
piece explores some of the many ways in which slight changes of material, occurring
at any given moment, can have a cumulative and recursive effect on all that follows.
I have incorporated a number of compositional techniques – both old and new – that
vary the amount of control given to the performers, composer and certain pre-
compositional algorithms. The work also contains a subtle reference to an old Polish
hymn, “O Zmartwychwstaniu Chrystusowem” (“On the Resurrection of Christ”).
One of the primary structural elements of the piece is an isorhythm. This medieval
tool creates a naturally evolving line that, although based on repetition, constantly
explores new paths as each cycle of repetition depends upon perpetually-updating
initial conditions. Trio I also contains a number of aleatoric passages, in which
decisions made by the individual performer – whose choices are at times independent
and at other times dependent upon the choices of their colleagues – can lead to any
number of potential realisations of the music written on the page. In addition to
unlocking this potential, my approach to composing is intended to take advantage of
the fact that the performers too are creative agents.
Trio I was performed by Soundstream Collective’s Peter Handsworth, Sophie Rowell
and Ashley Hribar at Elder Hall, Adelaide, on November 4th, 2014.
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Analytical Notes
When I began working on Trio I, it was in response to a call for works to be featured
at the 2014 Soundstream Emerging Composers’ Forum. This call specified that
submitted works be somehow inspired by the “Butterfly Effect.” A popular trope in
science fiction, the concept originated in chaos theory and derives its name from
Edward Lorenz posing the question, “Does the flap of a butterfly’s wings in Brazil
set off a tornado in Texas?”51 I was wary of becoming too distracted by having to
adhere to a strict, scientific programmatic idea. Nonetheless a number of
compositional choices are relatable to the concept. 
This piece does contain some clear references to early music and Polish folk
tradition, which significantly impact upon its aesthetic character and will be
discussed in turn. From the outset, however, the composition of Trio I focused on the
exploration of novel harmonic structures. In generating these structures, I began with
a single tone and expanded outwards – loosely building on the idea of a single flap of
wings eventually leading to a tornado. Taking the pitch A as the centre point, I
created pairs of unique perfect-fifth dyads by expanding outwards in both directions
until all chromatic dyads had been utilised (see Figure 2.35).52
51 Ralph Abraham and Yoshisuke Ueda, The Chaos Avant-Garde: Memories of the Early Days of 
Chaos Theory (Singapore: World Scientific, 2000), 91.
52 The order in which these chords were formed, along with the labels they are given, is arbitrary. I 
have presented them in the order that I happened to settle upon at the time.
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Figure 2.35: Perfect fifth expansion chords
I began exploring various ways of combining these perfect-fifth pairs. I explored all
combinations formed by pairing the top voices of one chord with the bottom voices
of another. For example the chord B/C combines the pitches G# and D# (the top of B)
with D and A (the bottom of C). In most cases, these pitch aggregates created
tetrachords. However, in the instances where common pitches existed or the sole
pitch of chord A was combined with a non-overlapping dyad, a trichord was formed.
I worked with all such instances and ultimately settled on two trichord progressions
which I labelled α and β (see Figure 2.36). 
These two chord progressions are related by inversion – that is, where A/B begins α,
B/A begins β and so on. They also provide two distinct modal diatonic sets, the first
conforming to a four-sharp key area, the second to two flats. α and β ultimately came
to provide the harmonic foundation of Trio I, which can be broken down into the
following structure:
• Section A1 (bb. 1–60): Initial exposition of α harmonic material.
• Section B1 (bb. 61–68): Aleatoric passage slowing tempo.
• Section C (bb. 69–122): Exposition of β, and an intertextual allusion.
• Section A2 (bb. 123–181): Return to α progression.
• Section D (bb. 182–209): Alternation between aleatoric and measured
material, with exposition of the original perfect-fifth expansion chords
(Figure 2.35).
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Figure 2.36: Primary trichord progressions
• Section E (bb. 210–245): Similar to A, chromaticised by an aggregate of α
and β harmonic material.
• Section B2 (bb. 246–252): Aleatoric coda containing full statements of both α
and β chord progressions.
I created the A sections’ material by traversing the α chord progression in multiple
ways. A 21-note cantus firmus (CF) was created by intuitively arpeggiating each
triad. This can be traced by following the bass notes provided by the left hand of the
piano. The same melody line is also presented in 3-note chunks by the violin. In
rhythmic unison with these violin phrases is the bass clarinet, whose notes are taken
from the CF in retrograde. An isorhythm was created in the bass-line by pairing the
21 notes of the CF with a 17-note talea (Figure 2.37) which was in fact lifted from
the Prologue canon of Polish composer Witold Lutosławski’s Muzyka żałobna
(1958). I also used this to create the rhythmic component of the violin/clarinet
melodies (although I augmented the ratios of long to short values, see Figure 2.38).
While the bass-line isorhythm is unveiled in the traditional note-for-note manner, the
3-note melodic cells of the upper voices only reveal one new note of that rhythmic
string at a time. For example: in bar 1 of Trio I I have used the first three notes of the
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Figure 2.37: Talea for bass line isorhythm
Figure 2.38: Rhythm for melodic cells
melodic rhythm (jq e.); in bar 2, notes 2 to 4 (x e. x); in bar 3, notes 3 to 5 (e. jq).
Thus, the talea is in effect triple the length of the 17-note rhythm shown.
Filling out this texture is a constant trichord pulse on the piano, progressing from one
α chord to the next once all three notes have been traversed by the bass line. The
texture, with clear roles assigned to each of the three instruments, is a conscious
example of Structural Grounding resulting from my intention to appropriate
traditional folk models – particularly those I had recently discovered in Polish
Highland music, where instrumental trios predominate.53 Indeed, the model I utilised
here is similar to one discussed in my earlier analyses of Górecki’s String Quartets: a
pair of instruments exploring melodic roulades, supported by a pulsating ostinato
(for example, see Figure 1.10 on page 53).
The first complete progression through all α chords by the violin (and clarinet, in
retrograde) concludes at bar 8, whereupon the second iteration begins while the piano
continues its initial exposition. The second repetition of α chords concludes at bar 16
and the third at bar 24, at which point the final note of the bass-line CF is also
reached. The entire process then repeats, while the nature of the isorhythm ensures
that this repetition is a rhythmic variation.
While a number of fragmentary ideas, alluding to material which is to take focus
later in the piece, provide brief interruptions to this primary material of section A, the
first significant textural change occurs part-way through the eighth presentation of α
melodic cells. This section, B1, sees the piano drop out and a consistent pulse
adopted by both violin and bass clarinet. The purpose of this section is to create a
53 Czekanowska, Polish Folk Music, 177.
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bridge to section C, which is characterised by a dynamic/metric feel that conflicts
with the A sections and is based on the harmonies of β. The bridging B1 also breaks
down the sense of relentlessness and gestural predictability that was established in
A1. As the pulsating voices slowly work their way towards the pitches of the first β
chord, a series of tempo changes are initiated by fortissimo chord figures (alternating
α and β trichords) on piano. These figures introduce the new pulse, and the other
performers are instructed to adopt this pulse immediately. The ultimate duration and
level of expression throughout this section is dictated by the performers, as detailed
instructions are provided but followed at will.
The beginning of section C, from bar 69, is dominated by a right-hand piano ostinato
arpeggiating the chords of progression β. I again turned to traditional Polish music to
enhance the character of this section of Trio I, and to provide a sense of tonal
stability and rhythmic calm in contrast to the sense of perpetual motion created in
section A. Given the rigorously algorithmic way in which the work’s opening ideas
were developed, it was my goal to provoke thoughts of spirituality and humanity by
adopting the qualities of plainsong. I therefore required a means of creating an
Allusive Stylisation of religious musical traditions. Searching for an appropriate
melody, I discovered in Michał Mioduszewski’s hymn book (discussed on page 115)
an Orthodox hymn reflecting on Christ’s Resurrection (“O Zmartwychwstaniu
Chrystusowem”, Figure 2.39).54
54 Mioduszewski, Śpiewnik Kościelny, 606.
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Figure 2.39: “O Zmartwychwstaniu Chrystusowem” melody
From bar 90, this melody appears in the right hand of the cross-staff piano ostinato.
It is harmonised by a 21-note traversal of the β chords, arpeggiated in the same order
as their first introduction from bar 69. This series is presented by the overlapping
violin and bass clarinet voices, and the piano’s left hand alternates between doubling
these outer voices and echoing the right-hand melody notes at the octave. At the
conclusion of this hymn reference, a transition towards section A2 commences (from
bar 103), again with alternations between α and β chord material, before the new
section continues where A1 left off.
Section D, like section B, contains a constant pulsating line and a number of
surrounding ideas that place freedom of choice on the performer. This pulse
“tonicises” A – the central pitch from which my harmonic material originally
expanded – while the β cantus firmus is traversed at will in the form of bass-register
piano octaves. These periods of controlled aleatoricism are alternated with metered
passages in which a bass clarinet solo melody continues the same CF. This is
supported by piano tremolos presenting, for the first and only time in the piece, the
original perfect-fifth pairings from which the α and β progressions were derived
(Figure 2.35). At the same time, the violin harmonises the clarinet melody with α
notes to create a form of polymodal counterpoint.
Section E recalls the initial texture of pulsating piano chords and short melodic cells.
In this climactic section, however, α and β materials are united within the violin part
and piano chords. These are supported by a bass line that continues to step through
the β CF with tritonal departures. The tritone is also used prominently within the
melodic roulades of this section, combined largely with minor and major seconds, to
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slowly allow the chords of β to emerge from the, now highly-chromaticised, tonal
space. Indeed, the violin has utilised all twelve chromatic pitches by the time the C §
at bar 236 is reached.
At the end of bar 244, the final section of Trio I begins. Again, this is closely related
to material from earlier in the piece, specifically recalling the first aleatoric passage
B1. In B2, the initial idea is inverted with the clarinet and violin voices moving
towards each other in register, while the overall texture is pared back to a dovetailing
pulsation with limited overlap. Piano chords once again interject, but with no effect
on the outer voices. These soft interjections present complete closed-chord
progressions through both α and β (Figure 2.36). The final statement of the latter, in
bar 252, brings the entire ensemble together for a tutti sforzando conclusion.
Trio I was composed with a strong focus on pre-compositional planning that was, in
this instance, more abstract and less concerned with engaging tradition. Harmonic
structures, in particular, were carefully organised and rigorously explored throughout
the work, while the use of chance procedures also came to be a defining
characteristic of this composition. However, Trio I again illustrates the potential to
incorporate subtle aesthetic features of Polish folk music into seemingly disparate
contexts. The quotation of a hymn melody creates an Allusive Stylisation of a solemn
musical tradition and contrasts effectively with the work’s principal harmonic and
melodic material. It is a melody that may indeed hold a degree of familiarity for the
individual listener (even if they do not know the specific hymn, its structural
properties are enough to conjure generic associations), yet it is clearly functioning as
a foreign entity in the context established prior to its introduction. That context
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involved the algorithmic presentation of pre-planned material, but in combination
with a model derived from folk-band conventions: paired melodic roulades and a
time-keeping accompaniment. This Structural Grounding creates a familiar and
stable environment in which original ideas can coherently evolve. As a review of the
concert at which the piece was premiered observed, “Summoning traditional
chamber music values, [Trio I] was voluptuously expressive, clear in its sectional
form, and perhaps got nearest to devising a convincing sense of architectural
shape.”55 My study of folk models is largely responsible for this achievement.
55 Graham Strahle, “Emerging Composers Show Talent without Adhering to the Butterfly Effect,” 
The Australian, November 6, 2014, http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/music/emerging-
composers-show-talent-without-adhering-to-the-butterfly-effect/story-fniwj43s-1227113843104.
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Work #8: Mundana•Humana•Instrumentalis for two pianos
Program Note
The title of this piece is a reference to the three kinds of music identified by the
Roman philosopher Boethius (c. 477–524) in his medieval treatise De institutione
musica. These are musica mundana, the music of the cosmos; musica humana, the
music of the human body; and musica instrumentalis, the music of string, wind and
percussion instruments.
The structural, gestural and harmonic content of Mundana•Humana•Instrumentalis
was guided by his descriptions of these and other concepts and practices explored
within the text – such as Pythagoras’ investigation of the ratios of consonances,
Plato’s theory on the aural production of consonance, the tuning systems of Ancient
Greek stringed instruments, and the various genera of song. Inspiration was also
drawn from traditional Maltese għana, particularly the unique improvised song-duels
known as spirtu pront.
This piece was premiered by Calista Yeoh and Alex Tunnicliffe at the Sydney
Conservatorium of Music Open Day Piano Unit Showcase on August 29th, 2015.
Analytical Notes
Mundana•Humana•Instrumentalis is the first work in this portfolio that does not
make any clear connections to Poland or Polish musical tradition. It is, however, a
product of my exploration of musical history and traditions – drawing on sources
from centuries earlier than those discussed so far – and again demonstrates a wider
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application of the compositional lessons I have derived from Chapter One. The title
of the piece refers directly to the three kinds of music discussed by Boethius in Book
I of De institutione musica (“Fundamentals of Music”):
The first kind, the cosmic, is discernible especially in those things which are 
observed in heaven itself or in the combination of elements or the diversity of 
seasons. . . . Whoever penetrates into his own self perceives human music. For 
what unites the incorporeal nature of reason with the body if not a certain 
harmony and, as it were, a careful tuning of low and high pitches as though 
producing one consonance? . . . The third kind of music is that which is said to 
rest in various instruments. This music is governed either by tension, as in 
strings, or by breath . . .56
This text, composed in the early sixth century, theorises music on a number of levels
– from the abstract conceptual, as demonstrated above, to the very practical (with
discussions of ancient tuning systems and modes) – and stems from the Roman
Boethius’ Greek education. The idea that music can be observed in these three forms
– cosmic, human, and instrumental – was used as a guiding concept in creating the
overall structure of Mundana•Humana•Instrumentalis. 
Boethius’ contributions to the theory of music provided me with a novel (in the
context of my modern education) way of thinking about base material and led to a
form of Structural Grounding. Boethius explains the Ancient Greeks’ intervallic
definitions in terms of numeric ratios, and outlines specific tuning systems and chord
56 Anicius Manlius Severinus Boethius, Fundamentals of Music, ed. Claude V. Palisca, trans. C. M. 
Bower (New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 1989), 9–10.
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constructions. Extending on this, he discusses the three distinct “genera of song.”
Original versions of the lyre consisted of four strings tuned in accordance with the
ratios of consonance discovered by Pythagoras (12:9:8:6, equating to an octave filled
in with a perfect fourth and perfect fifth – for example, in modern language, c-f-g-
c’). These genera, which derive from the sequential sounding of four adjacent strings
of later incarnations of the lyre, therefore evolved as a means of dividing the interval
that we know as a perfect fourth. Boethius defines them as follows:
• Diatonic: semitone – tone – tone
• Chromatic: semitone – semitone – trihemitone (minor third)
• Enharmonic: diesis (quarter-tone) – diesis – ditone (major second)57
Additionally, there are two means by which examples of the above tetrachords were
relatable when adjacent on the instrument:
• Synaphe: “so positioned and arranged that a mean of one term holds and joins
them together.”58 For example, one from G to C, the next from that C to F.
• Diazeuxis: “separated in the middle by a tone.”59 For example,  C to F and G
to C.
After experimenting with these sonorities, I decided to work with the heptatonic
scale formed by the diazeuxis of two chromatic genera beginning on the pitch D
(Figure 2.40). 
57 Ibid., 41.
58 Ibid., 43.
59 Ibid., 45.
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Mundana•Humana•Instrumentalis is composed in four sections, with a brief coda.
The first section involves an exploration of this scale across the wide registers of
both pianos. This section was an attempt to depict the “mundane” music of the
cosmos, with all four hands relentlessly chugging through the chosen mode and
obeying pre-determined “laws” of procedure.
The metric modulation at bar 78 begins the work’s second section – the
“instrumental.” The material here is largely scalic and heavily ornamented, creating a
more traditionally-pianistic sound. The shift brought about by changes to metre and
texture is augmented by a change in the harmonic material used. The original
diazeuxis (Figure 2.40) remains within the six-note quaver figures that provide the
constant ostinato. Beneath these persistent figures, however, the remaining five
pitches of the full chromatic scale begin to emerge – particularly in the sparser Piano
II part. 
The two sections that follow this are both inspired by the concept of “human” music.
The first, beginning at bar 115, presents an opportunity for the performers to
incorporate a degree of individual expression by way of controlled aleatoricism. The
two performers take alternate turns in maintaining a consistent quaver pulse with
staccato trichords. These chords are taken from the diazeuxis and built in scalic
“thirds,” as in the case of tonal triadic construction (see Figure 2.41).
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Figure 2.40: Chromatic diazeuxis
These chords are used in the following order to enable minimal voice-leading: II-IV-
VI-I-III-V-VII. While one performer repeats these chords, the other interjects freely
with the boxed notated figures. The roles are then reversed when the former decides
to ascend through the remaining chords of the progression, hand-over-hand. This
gesture, triggering a momentary coalescence of the two performers, was derived
from Boethius’ discussion of Plato’s fanciful theory that consonance is produced by
fast – and therefore high – sounds rebounding at a slower rate and consequently
blending with slow/low sounds.60 When chord VII takes focus at bar 121, a series of
abrupt tempo reductions leads to the second of the two “human” sections.
Beginning at bar 126, this section draws on a unique form of folk singing that I have
used as a model on which to create an Imitative Stylisation. Having spent the early
part of my childhood in the Western Sydney suburb of Greystanes – also home to a
large proportion of Maltese immigrants – Maltese culture has always been of interest
to me. Spirtu pront is a sub-genre of Maltese folk singing (għana) that takes the form
of a singing duel between two or more male vocalists. Accompanied by strummed
guitars, which outline simple harmonic progressions, the participants take turns
responding to one another in a light-hearted sung argument.61 The purpose of
competing in a spirtu pront is to “best the other in argument.” Thus, as the duel
progresses, sung stanzas (which must be planned in the short instrumental interludes
60 Ibid., 30.
61 Philip Ciantar, “From the Bar to the Stage : Socio-Musical Processes in the Maltese Spirtu Pront,”
Music & Anthropology: Journal of Musical Anthropology of the Mediterranean 5 (2000).
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Figure 2.41: Diazeuxis trichords
that precede each turn) grow increasingly intricate and witty. 62 To reflect this in
Mundana•Humana•Instrumentalis, the two pianists alternate in performing an
expressive melody over the other’s triadic accompaniment. With each turn, the tempo
increases and the rhythm of the melodic idea is altered in order to steer the next
tempo change. Thus, it is as though each “stanza” takes the argument in a new
direction. 
As this duel intensifies, fragments of the opening “mundane” material are recalled,
before the metric modulation at bar 159 brings about a recapitulation of the
“instrumental.” “Mundane” fragments again appear, and at bar 171 a texture that
reflects the first “human” section is presented as a concluding idea. This final
passage (which is strictly notated, rather than aleatoric) is driven by pulsating
trichords which are again comprised of pitches from the diazeuxis. The first chord of
the earlier progression (chord II in Figure 2.41) is alternated with chords that are
formed by stacking scalic “fourths” rather than the thirds used earlier, and this leads
to the final statement of a Pythagorean concord on D (which I have intentionally
destabilised with an Eb bass note). 
This concludes Mundana•Humana•Instrumentalis, a piece in which I have taken two
categories of aesthetic function defined at the beginning of this chapter and applied
them to sources far removed from the Polish folklore involved in the cases of
Chapter One. My engagement with Boethius’ De institutione musica led not only to
this composition’s title and narrative structure, but also its entire harmonic content.
To that end, Mundana•Humana•Instrumentalis is grounded in theoretical concepts
62 Eve Klein, “Maltese Australian Ghana Performance and Debates of Home,” Journal of 
Intercultural Studies 26, no. 1–2 (2005): 57–73, at 64.
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that, while largely superseded, have existed for around fifteen centuries. In this
instance, my application of the Structural Grounding category may not have the
same familiar aural effect as in other cases discussed. Nonetheless, those theoretical
concepts taken from Boethius’ text act as a persistent foundation onto which I have
added layers of interpretation and re-imagination. In addition, the abstracted
imitation of Maltese spirtu pront, in which I have engaged with the structural
principals of that foreign folk form, illustrates the creative possibilities attainable
through Imitative Stylisation and demonstrates yet another tangential application of
the aesthetic categories formalised in this thesis.
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Work #9: Carvings for alto saxophone, baritone saxophone and percussion
Program Note
Carvings was commissioned by the Sydney-based saxophone-percussion duo
Translucent Duo for inclusion on their 2016 debut album, In Sync. 
When I began working on the piece in 2015, I was concurrently investigating the
issue of national identity. Having spent time researching the nationalist currents
prevalent in nineteenth-century Poland, I briefly shifted focus to my native
homeland. Questions of national culture, identity and history in Australia are
complicated. Our modern history begins with the formation of a late-eighteenth
century British penal settlement and the shameful treatment of this land’s native
inhabitants. At a time when Britons and Europeans were enthusiastically exploring
their respective national histories by constructing museums and documenting
tradition, nineteenth-century Australia “lacked the material from which to fashion
history because of the shallowness of the historical soil.” 63 Indeed, until recently our
historians have been justifiably accused of perpetuating “organised structures of
forgetting in relation to the Aboriginal people.”64 
Although Carvings is not strictly programmatic, the destruction of indigenous and
ancient cultures – such as that which took place here in Australia – was at the
forefront of my mind during the compositional process. If a narrative were to be
found within the work, it might follow the creation and development of a simple
63 Kate Darian-Smith and Paula Hamilton, eds., Memory and History in Twentieth-Century 
Australia (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1994), 39.
64 Ibid., 13.
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musical idea which struggles to maintain its primacy as new ideas emerge.
Ultimately, however, there is a message of hope – as this original idea is never
completely lost.
Carvings was premiered at the Sydney Conservatorium on August 17th, 2016. The
album version features Dr. Michael Duke on alto saxophone, who also performed at
the work’s premiere. For more recent toured performances by the duo, the alto part
has been pre-recorded and the tom-tom section rescored for temple blocks.
Analytical Notes
When I was invited to compose a new work for Translucent Duo, I was aware that a
studio recording would ultimately appear alongside other recent commissions on the
duo’s debut album. I was therefore able to take into account the aesthetic styles of
those pre-existing works and to consider how my contribution might offer something
unique and complementary. I observed certain aesthetic tendencies within the
ensemble’s repertoire (almost exclusively consisting of saxophone and marimba
duets) and I intended to explore ways of departing from these. Specifically, much of
the music was characterised by rapidly moving contrapuntal lines of scalic motion.
Parts for both instruments were extremely busy – which is to be expected, given the
percussive nature of the marimba and the fluidity of legato articulation achievable on
the saxophones. Taking this context into account, I intended for my work to offer
greater space for silence and acoustic reverberation. I also aimed to grant focus to
small cells of musical material and chordal structures, thus providing a contrast to
typically idiomatic styles of writing for these instruments. My primary goal,
therefore, was to enact the category of Generic Alteration.
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At the time of making these decisions, as I have outlined in my program note, I was
also exploring extremely complex historical issues regarding Australian culture.
Exposed to the work of researchers who are seeking to dismantle the aforementioned
“structures of forgetting,” I spent a number of hours listening to field recordings of
Australian Aboriginal music and perusing transcriptions.65 The generic properties of
these materials provided me with abstract ideas of how a Generic Alteration might be
enacted without necessitating a conscious and direct borrowing of material. One of
the characteristics I observed in the music was a propensity for short, articulated
complex rhythmic cells followed by softer drones (when performed by didjeridoo) or
chant-like repetition (when sung). These rhythms were also often transcribed using
triplets against a simple pulse, usually steadily maintained by clappers or some other
form of accompaniment. 
This fundamental observation fed directly into the opening section of Carvings, as a
number of short tutti statements are interspersed with silences and occasional wave-
like swells which provide the sought contrast to these statements. As this section
develops, to reflect the programmatic idea I have outlined, the wave figure grows in
prominence and begins to “infiltrate” the silences. This energised figure begins to
push the simplicity of the original idea into obscurity until it eventually disappears
and the work’s second section, which is a brief and energetic exploration of metric
instability, begins at bar 98. This second section leads into another idea that has taken
inspiration from Australian Aboriginal music studies.
65 Jill Stubington’s work was particularly useful and engaging. See: Jill Stubington, Singing the 
Land: The Power of Performance in Aboriginal Life (Strawberry Hills: Currency House, 2007).
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As mentioned above, I observed a tendency for vocal music to be characterised by
chant-like repetition with occasional rhythmic deviations. These melodies often also
featured narrow registers – and the rhythmic repetition was regularly paired with
monotony. From bar 221 of Carvings, these stylistic observations are adopted in
creating a slow-moving contrapuntal saxophone texture with tom-tom
accompaniment. This again provided a novel sound in the context of the Translucent
Duo repertoire, although the results are similar to existing works in my own
compositional oeuvre. 
The sound properties of a specific Australian Aboriginal instrument influenced the
final section of Carvings, beginning at bar 269. As legato melodic lines slowly
unravel over subtle percussion allusions to the work’s opening, alternate fingerings
of static pitches in the saxophone parts re-articulate the triplet rhythms that formed
that original simple idea. The use of alternate fingerings is a response to just one of
the unique timbral effects that are so prominent in didjeridoo performance. Indeed,
this is indicative of another way in which this source of musical tradition might be
used to generically alter a work by reconsidering the expressive range of Western
instruments. Although I have only touched on this idea in Carvings, there is no doubt
potential to explore some of these aesthetic influences in greater detail.
When I began composing Carvings, I intended for the final product to stand apart
from other works within the existing repertoire for marimba and saxophone. This
presented an opportunity to enact the Generic Alteration category of aesthetic
function – a category not yet encountered in this portfolio. With the topic of
Australian history at the forefront of my mind at that time, I devised a program in
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which musical elements positioned as foreign would come into conflict with gestures
embodying their aesthetic antitheses. Focusing therefore on the characteristics of
saxophone and marimba writing that I sought to challenge, I took influence from the
Australian Aboriginal music that had accompanied my historical research. Rather
than seeking to directly borrow musical material, or to recreate specific traditional
practices, I drew upon these influences in placing expressive emphasis on short,
sparsely-placed rhythmic cells, repetitive chant-like contrapuntal lines, and drone
figures articulated by timbral alterations. Those fundamental aesthetic features,
prevalent within a small sample of Aboriginal music, therefore contributed foreign
characteristics to a new work for a familiar instrumental grouping. This once again
illustrates the flexibility with which the categories of aesthetic function derived from
the study presented in Chapter One can be used to facilitate an engagement with
traditional folk music that ultimately addresses a modern compositional challenge.
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Conclusion
In this thesis, I have sought to better understand how Polish composers draw upon
the unique characteristics of Polish folk music when creating new musical works. In
dong so, I hoped to find ways of incorporating this new understanding into my own
creative practice. In Chapter One, I began by examining the ways in which scholars
before me have interpreted the presence of folk music references in Polish
compositions. This exposed the fact that analyses of works embodying this
phenomenon are frequently influenced by a tendency to divert the focus towards
complex political issues. Furthermore, by allowing this tendency to go largely
unchecked, many scholars have perpetuated a narrow understanding of the
composers concerned (dating back to Chopin and the original “myths” regarding his
patriotism). Specifically identifying that there are alternative ways of understanding
the music of Szymanowski and Górecki, I subsequently analysed a selection of their
late works and highlighted the various ways in which folk music affected their
respective aesthetics. Key to each composer’s engagement with folklore was the way
in which traditional material helped to maintain coherence and cohesiveness in works
that were nonetheless inventive and original – all qualities that are of high value to
me, as a composer.
Working with the findings of my first chapter, I began Chapter Two by defining a
number of categories that formalised the aesthetic function of folk music. Each of
these categories were then used to facilitate and subsequently explain my own
engagement with traditional materials. This engagement enabled me to achieve my
own compositional goals and to create works that were cohesive, clear in their
narrative, and of strong individual character. The first group of categories, in which
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folk music is positioned as a foreign entity, particularly aided me in maintaining a
musical identity diverse in its influences (which, in turn, contributed towards each
work’s musical narrative), producing the following results: 
• Generic Alteration: Certain generic properties observed in a sample of
Australian Aboriginal music shaped the musical gestures that pervade
Carvings – a work that consequently stands apart from other pieces for
marimba and saxophone.
• Allusive Stylisation: In Trio I, a Polish hymn melody forms the basis of a
section in which a sense of rhythmic calm and tonal stability provides
contrast and relief from the work’s primary material. In Tatra and Bells &
Crosses, aspects of Poland’s traditional culture beyond music fed the creation
of musical ideas shaped by architectural concepts and religious practices,
respectively.
• Imitative Stylisation: The structure and characteristics of spirtu pront, a
traditional Maltese singing duel, were re-imagined to create a progressively
intensifying instrumental battle between the two pianists performing
Mundana•Humana•Instrumentalis. The principals of the Góralski similarly
inspired a reference to that unique folk dance in the Górale-centric Tatra.
• Pointed Quotation: Both a Polish lullaby and an excerpt from Szymanowski’s
4 Polish Dances serve to propel the narrative of Chamber Music for Tereska –
a work that makes a strong comment on the transformative power of song. In
Bells & Crosses, a bass-line fragment borrowed from Chopin’s Funeral
March in C Minor functions as an icon within a work concerned with
ceremonial mourning.
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The second group of categories, in which folk music is positioned as a familiar
entity, primarily enhanced my ability to establish and maintain expressive contact
with my listeners. This served to ensure that cohesiveness was not lost amid the
myriad of influences and processes involved in any given work, and it led to the
following results:
• Material Generation: Two Silesian folk songs provided the foundations upon
which o Śląsku was composed, enabling the creation of a narrative primarily
conveyed through the means of orchestration and gestural layering. Similarly,
a fragment from Szymanowski’s Litany to the Virgin Mary was deconstructed
and progressively reassembled in conveying the narrative of coûte que
coûte?, while folk melodies were again fundamental to the creation of the
gestures and motives central to both Tatra and Bells & Crosses. The same
sources that were key to the narrative of Chamber Music for Tereska were
also transformed to generate larger structures within that work.
• Thematic Grounding: Chamber Music for Tereska, Bells & Crosses, and
Drowning Trio all feature recurring themes that were derived from borrowed
musical sources. In the first, once introduced into the aforementioned
narrative, the lullaby and Szymanowski fragment continue to move in and out
of the work’s musical foreground. In Bells & Crosses, a Polish hymn is
repeatedly exposed in short roulades while contrasting ideas interject. Finally,
it is a motivic gesture taken from Chopin’s “Raindrop” Prelude that persists
throughout the opening section of Drowning Trio.
• Structural Grounding: The Szymanowski fragment that features in coûte que
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coûte? is utilised in a manner that allows for its inherent folk-like properties
to also characterise the vocal lines and triadic harmonies present in that work.
Chopin’s “Suffocation” Prelude was analysed and transformed in order to
produce a significantly larger harmonic structure upon which the B section of
Drowning Trio is based, while a number of theoretical concepts explored in
Boethius’ De institutione musica were interpreted to similarly provide a
harmonic framework upon which Mundana•Humana•Instrumentalis is based.
In contrast, it is a simple model associated with Polish folk band music, in
which a pair of melodic instruments are accompanied by a persistent ostinato,
that creates the foundation upon which the algorithmically-derived material
of Trio I is able to fulfil its “voluptuously expressive” potential.
In composing the nine works that were discussed in Chapter Two, I have taken
advantage of the aesthetic properties of a broad range of Polish folk music practices,
sourcing material from the Polish Highland band repertoire, the songs of Silesia,
church hymn books and traditional lullabies. I have also engaged directly with Polish
art music, specifically works by Chopin and Szymanowski, and used their distinct
aesthetic properties to serve my own musical ends. My engagement with Polish
music (and, for that matter, Polish architecture, Polish nature, Polish religious
practices, etc.) is a consequence of the personal interest outlined in this thesis’
Introduction. In Chapter One, I argued that folk music can be understood as an
aesthetic tool that enabled Chopin, Szymanowski, and Górecki to negotiate the
compositional challenges confronting their respective generations. This stance
consequently enabled me to adopt my folk-infused compositional approach without
concern for issues of national identity, and emboldened me to extend my search for
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vernacular material into the realms of other cultures.
In this portfolio, I have not sought to represent concepts of Polish-ness or Australian-
ness (or, in one instance, Maltese-ness). Nor have I attempted to simply imitate the
traditional musics that have influenced my work. In the words of composer Steve
Reich (b. 1936), “Instead of imitation, the influence of non-Western musical
structures on the thinking of a Western composer is likely to produce something
genuinely new.”1 With this thesis, I have categorised the ways in which one’s
thinking might be influenced – using Chopin’s, Szymanowski’s, and Górecki’s
relationships with Polish tradition as models – and applied these categories to a
variety of materials that have shaped my aesthetic. In doing so, I have engaged with
recordings, transcriptions and descriptions of music from the past, as well as other
traditional cultural practices. These are cultural practices that have impacted upon my
social identity and have subsequently informed my musical personality – a
personality grounded in the tradition of modern Western art music and consciously
connected to the vernacular practices of communities to whom I remain an outsider.
If the development of such musical personalities is discouraged, and composers
consciously avoid certain materials for fear of crossing cultural boundaries, then we
should recall the words of Szymanowski: “All true development depends on courage
and a wise and thorough examination of life’s depths – not on an ostrich-like burying
of heads in the sand.”2 Even if such wilful ignorance is not inspired by nationalism or
protectionism, it is a negative consequence of allowing political considerations to
construct imaginary aesthetic boundaries.
1 Steve Reich, “A Composer Looks East,” The New York Times, September 2, 1973: 95; emphasis 
added.
2 Wightman, Szymanowski on Music, 130.
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